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was born December 5, 1869, in Kansas City, Mo.
He commenced his schooling in the public schools of Kansas
City, and after completing that work, entered the Central high
school, from which he graduated in 1888. While there he was a charter member of the Platonian Society, and since has been president of the Alumni Association. He entered Princeton University in the fall of 1888 and was graduated in 1892. Immediately after graduating from Princeton, he entered as a
student in the law office of C. O. Tichenor, where he studied until he was admitted to the bar in 1893, beginning the actual practice of the law with J. C.
Rieger, and in 1894 he formed a partnership, the firm name of which was Ellison & Turpin, which firm continued until the year 1907.
In 1895 he, in conection with several others, organized the Kansas City
School of Law, at the beginning of which he was secretary, and shortly after
that, and until the present year, held the position of secretary and treasurer.
In addition to these duties, he has lectured on the subjects of "Commercial
Paper," "Criminal Law," "Common Law Pleading," "Statutory Rights and
Remedies," and "Constitutional Law."
In February, 1909, on account of Mr. Borland's resignation from the positions of secretary and treasurer, he was elected to the position of dean.
He is a member of the University Club, the Princeton Club and the Missouri Republican Club.
In 1894 he was married to Mary Windsor Stone of Providence, Rhode
Island, and has one child, Elizabeth, ten years old.
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HON. FRANCIS

M. BLACK.

Former Judge of Missouri Supreme Court and founder of the
Kansas City School of Law.
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HON. OLIVER

President

H. DEAX

Kansas City School of Law.
Corporations.
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Lecturer on the Law of

HON. SANFORD B. LADD.
Lecturer on Real Property.
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HON. WM. P. BORLAND.

Congressman 5th Missouri District.
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Lecturer on Contracts and Wills.

HON. JAMES S. BOTSFORD.
Lecturer on Equity Jurisprudence.
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HON.

A. L. COOPER.

Lecturer on Common Law Reading,
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JUDGE JORK G. PARK.

Lecturer on Code Pleading and Practice.
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MR. M. A. FYKE.

Lecturer on Insurance.
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HON. ROBT. B. MIDDLEBROOK.
Judge, 16th Judicial

District.

Lecturer
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on

Kent's Commentaries.

HON. WILLARD

P. HALL,

Lecturer on Extraordinary Remedies.
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HON. R. J. INGRAHAM.
Lecturer on the Law of Municipal Corporations.
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MR. THOMAS H. REYNOLDS.
Lecturer on Bankruptcy and Fraudulent Conveyances.
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HON. J. McD. TRIMBLE.
Lecturer on Constitutional Law.
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MR. JOHN

1. WILLIAMSON.

Lecturer on Agency.
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MR. ELMER N. POWELL.

Treasurer Kansas City School of Law. Lecturer on Domestic Relations.
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MR. JOHN B. PEW.

Lecturer on Torts.
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MR. FRANK N. MORRILL.
Lecturer on Sales, Bailrnents and Common Carriers.
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MR. JAY M. LEE.

Lecturer on Criminal Law and Procedure.
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[

MR. BEN. E. TODD.

Registrar

of Kansas City School of Law.
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UIETL Y and unostentatiously, as was fitting, his many friends followed all that was mortal of John W. Snyder to the train which was
to convey him forever from their sight to his last resting place in
the home of his youth. Fitting, because his life's work had been quiet and
unostentatious.
The value of that work had not, as it progressed, been proclaimed by the noisy and often misleading blare of trumpets; it had not often
commanded "the aplause of listening senates."
He was, with the late Judge Francis M. Black, one of the founders of the
Kansas City School of Law. It is not too much to say that his services as an
instructor in that institution of learning were invaluable. His peculiar and
unapproachable qualifications as a teacher were recognized, not only by the
students of the school, but by all of his associates in the facility. His lectures
were not only profitable and instructive, as exhibiting a thorough, accurate
and exhaustive knowledge of the important subjects with which they dealt, but
they possessed the rare and additional attraction of being models of diction.
And the attention of his student listeners was commanded, not only by the
substance and style of the lecture, but by the genial graces of manner of the
lecturer. He was a born gentleman. All the manners of a gentleman sat
naturally upon him. And because that kindness of heart, which is the hallmark of a true gentleman, was so manifest in his association with the students,
he won their affections, he made them his friends and he was able to "grapple
them to his soul by hoops of steel." The students loved him.
The school was his pride. He lived for it. And its prosperity and hopeful
prospects for continued success are due. in largest measure to his devoted and
unflagging interest.
And today the students of the school and its many graduates, treading
various walks of life, are carrying at aching hearts a sorrow, which, as its
poignancy shall be allayed by the kindly lapse of time, will soften into a grateful, loving, never fading memory of John W. Snyder.
SANFORD
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B. LADD.

-~F------------

MR. JOHN

w.

SNYDER.

Lecturer on Partnership, Evidence and Blackstone's Commentaries.
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HEN the spirit of our beloved friend went from us, it became my
privilege, as representative of his friends here, to attend all that
was mortal of John W. Snyder to his last resting place beside his
mother in the cemetery at Albany, New York.
It is not in my heart to deny myself this request of the Pandex and I
now add my tribute of love, together with some of the incidents of that sad
journey with. the remains-to
me the saddest mission in my experience
since the time when my sainted mother gave up her spirit to Him who

W

gave it.
We were met at the train at Albany, on Monday morning, by Mr. John
S. Swart of Brooklyn, N. Y., a nephew, and other friends, and at two o'clock
in the afternoon the last sad ceremony was conducted from the church to the
grave.
John Snyder became wedded to the law, and his Law School, and was
to them married; consequently, no wife or children w.ere there to mourn
his loss.
The grief-stricken relatives who could be present included his sister,
Mary E. Swart of Brooklyn, New York; Spencer W. Snyder, a brother, of
Waterfleet, N. Y.; John S. Swart, a nephew, of Brooklyn; Stratton A.
Snyder, a brother, of Washington, D. C.; Florence T. Swart, a niece, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hough, cousins, of Albany.
These relatives, with friends, assembled at the chapel at the appointed
time, and were deeply touched by the beautiful floral pieces sent by the
classes and faculty of our Law School, the arrangement of which in the
church, and at the grave, relieved the somberness of the occasion.
A
Methodist clergyman from the church to which his people belonged, conducted the ceremony, and, pursuant to the pre-arrangment made there, the
writer served as pall bearer, and followed the religious ceremony by a brief
address and closing tribute.
.
John W. Snyder was the most lovable and brilliant man, combined, I
have ever known. He was,. besides, able, fearless, scholarly, and possessed
of a magnificent intellectuality and a learning which seemed to me to sweep
the whole field of mental endeavor. There. was no sorrow his nobility of
heart would not share; no suffering he would not alleviate; no burden he
would not take on his shoulders in behalf of a friend, and with him acquaintances and friends became synonymous terms. His heart, indeed, was as
tender and kind as that of a good woman; he spurned and despised all forms
of sham and deceit, but all in this world that appealed to him as real and,
genuine, he genuinely loved, and so the world loved him. He had, in fact,
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but one enemy on earth, within my knowledge, and him he conquered many
months ago.
His professional attainments, and consecrated devotion to the duties of
the Law School are familiar to us alL _ His intellectual culture and scholarship, and his unvarying geniality of soul were the delight of us all.
His industry in the performance of every existing duty was the most
remarkable I have ever witnessed in any man. He was conscientious in the
extreme. Though his financial success was not in keeping with the expectation of his friends, yet today it is the warm, true friend, that kind chivalric
spirit of his we mourn so deeply.
John had his faults. He must have had-he
was a man. But what aSpartan he proved himself in the correction of a fault. Under criticism,
often unkind, aye, sometimes malicious, because some had' no understanding
of the stress of great temptation, he seldom, if ever, retorted, and never,
to my recollection, spoke one bitter word to his closest friends, when rebuked
for a fault.
John Snyder was a man, and a wondrous strong Christian man he be.
came, and continued, the many months pre.ceding his death.
Now, at last, we understand why men everywhere were wont to lose
their hearts to John W. Snyder. We understand why his good old mother
was so fond and proud of him, and why, as his sister has told me, she referred
to him always as "My John."
All his fellow students and friends delight in reminiscences of his sayings, his wonderful personality, and sunshine of soul. and when we face the
fact that he has passed from us forever, it seems that an essential part of
Our very lives has been taken from us, his friends.. His loss is irreparable-c.
there was only one John W. Snyder, and his type, in this entire world.
"Heaven help us all," I say, "to play the man; help us to perform the
petty round of irritating concerns and duties of life with laughter and kind
faces. Let cheerfulness abound with industry; give us to go blithely on our
business all this day, '" .. * and grant us in the end the gift of sleep."
The rain was falling heavily, and the shadows deepened as I bade John
goodbye. at the cemetery, and, as in memory I see that green spot in the
beautiful cemetery at Albany, the benediction in those beautiful lines of
Mark Twain come to me with new force and meaning:
"Warm summer sun, shine brightly here,
Warm summer winds, blow gently here,
Green sod above, lie light, lie light,
GOOdnight, dear heart, goodnight."
'"ELMER

N. POWELL.

May 4th, '9'0.
J
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OHN WINSLOW
SNYDER was born in the state of New York
in the month of February, 1855.
During his boyhood his father
moved, with his family, to Richmond, Virginia, to take the
management of the Tredegar Iron Works, and it
was
in that
beautiful Southern city that the son was reared and educated.
Going to the state of Virginia so early in life, he imbibed the manners
and in a great degree the mannerisms of that state, which are distinguishable
in her native sons, in after years, though their lives may be passed far from
the Old Dominion. He was accustomed to call himself a Virginian, and his
characteristics were typical of that domicile, as of one to the manor born.
Being of studious habits and much inclined to books in his boyhood, he was
liberally educated and invited by an indulgent father to select his own calling. He was graduated from Richmond College, taking the degree of A.M.,
with ranking honors, and afterwards was graduated from the Richmond:
Law School, having the distinction to be the valedictorian of his class. During his college course he was a student of severe application and unusual brilliancy, and found time in the intervals of class study to lay the foundation of
that extensive knowledge of history and literature for which he was distinguished during his whole life. When he began the practice of law in Kansas City in Novmber, 1879, he was well equipped for the profession he had
adopted. He had while a student in Richmond been associated with the then
forming institution of American Journalism, and on its organization into a national association. was elected by a convention from the various states, first
president of that association. He was even as a boy both a gifted writer and
speaker, and if he had been endowed with more of that pushing spirit so necessary to advancement in the great struggle of life, might have attained fame
in either capacity. But when he came to Kansas City he found himself in the
Mecca of the young lawyer. They came in multitudes to seek fortune and
fame here, and their very number so flooded the market, always limited to
the young lawyer, as to handicap alike the promising and the indifferent.
It may be interesting to many now surviving the old days of 1880 and
1881, to recall the Benton Society and its alternate debates and moot courts,
in which he was a frequent participant; and some of the bar may even recall
the famous alienation of affections suit of Edwesey v. Mawsey, in which Mr.
Snyder represented the plaintiff and Mr. Edward G. Taylor represented the
defendant, before a jury of six, and Mr. Josiah J. Williams, who presided as
judge. But the pleasures of the Benton Society were soon abandoned for the
sterner realities of life, and after a few months it passed into oblivion. It

J
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served the purpose of establishing Mr. Snyder's reputation as a public speaker, and we find him at the following city election, one of the Democritic campaign orators. At this time his appearance was extremely youthful, and the
Republican press amused its readers by referring to him as "Master Snyder."
The Journal was accustomed to announce the Democratic meetings by some
such reference as this: "The Hon. ] ohn L. Peak, the Hon. J. W. Dunlap and
Master Snyder will speak at Kump's Hall tonight." In 1883 he was a candidate for the Democratic nomination for City Attorney.
There were many
candidates opposing him, among whom were Frederick K. Porter, Judge D.
H. Cecil, P. W. McGrath, ]. W. Williams and O. T. Knox. He was defeated
by a narrow margin for the nomination, his successful opponent winning by
only three votes. This defeat was a sore disappointment to him, and from'
that experience began a period of intense application to the study of the law.
He arose between four and five o'clock in the summer months and studied
at the office till eight. He reviewed many cases and kept copious memoranda of his Course of study. He began to get some practice and rarely had a
matter of business in court that he did not return to his office with one or
more new clients. But during this period he made no effort to gain clients.
His office was his shop and his home. His books were his companions, and
he lived with them. He wrote some for the law journals from time to time,
and it may not be amiss to add that he wrote many articles on literary subjects for students in the Eastern colleges and universities, for which he received greater remuneration than he asked. He was in those days a facile
writer and with little preparation could run off a long essay on the Trilogy of
Aeschylus, the Medea of Euripides, or the Iphigenia of Racine or Goethe, or
the then popular poems of Browning and Swinburne, or even the notorious
verses of Oscar Wilde. About the last work of this character was the essay
on Swinburne's poems. He wrote it in an afternoon, and though his compensation was fixed at fifty dollars, this effort so much pleased the generous person for whom it was written that he forwarded a draft for a hundred. After
this the law began to pay expenses, and his writing thereafter was restricted
to briefs and memoranda in his note books. Though often importuned he
refused to contribute further to the wants of his literary dependents and from
that time on relied ·on his clients. His practice was never large, but some difficult cases found their way to his office, and on these he labored and toiled,
and not infrequently won success where less than great knowledge and ability
would have lost the day.
He had all the qualities of a great lawyer save one-he lacked aggressiveness. He had great learning, he had a fluent and forceful eloquence, he was
strong jn counsel and resourceful in trial.
He was a man and lawyer of absolute integrity and eminently loyal to his
client and his cause. He made friends who were devoted to him, and he won
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the admiration of those even who were not friendly to him. But he drifted
along' in the even tenor of his way, uncomplaining, though he felt mayhap at
times that a larger portion should have fallen to his lot. In this way of life he
founded the Law School. His work there is an open book and it needs not to
say that there he found a new way-one for which he was exactly adapted; in
this new way he found again the young spirits, among whom in his youth he
had won the triumphs of his life; it revived in him that social side of his life
which had been predominant in his early manhood, and it may be that at
times in his demeanor he diverged from the strict Course of life required of the
college professor as such; but if faults he had the writer would not name them,
redeemed as they were by a noble character and shining virtues. A few;
months before he died I went with him through the various departments of;
the school to which he was so devoted, and we conversed long of the future.
I saw the light of the old days in his eye, I saw the return of the old earnest"
ness and the old purpose, and I felt that the Kansas City School of Law had a
priest at her altar whose devotion to her objects and purposes was become the
faith of his life.
In connection with his work in the Law School he had in mind the compilation of a work on the criminal law, similar in arrangement to the late book
of Wigmore on the Law of Evidence. His thought was to follow and elaborate the text of Chitty in the manner Mr. Wigmore has followed the text of
Greenleaf. He often expressed himself as of the opinion that the criminal
law was a more permanent and logical system than the civil law-that
its
precedents were more enduring and consistent, and its philosophy less subject
to the innovations of judge made exceptions, and the judicial creation of new
principles, many times, without just cause or provocation.
To me it is no matter of speculation as to the course of his life, if he had
been permitted longer to pursue it. He had reached an age when attainments
such as his have just ripened to power of fruition in the most useful degree.
He had but come to that point where he had most to live for, when from the
undiscovered country came the summons, "Debemur morti nos nostraque."
JOSEPH
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The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated in 1895, under the laws of
the State of Missouri, and the original incorporators were:

IVr.

JUDCE: FRANCIS

H.

)'1R. OUVr,R

DJ!AN,

L.

J UDCE EWDARD

SCARR]'!'T,

JUDGE EDWARD H.
MR.

R.

J.

MR. JAMES
MR. JOHN

MR.

ELMER
\VM.

STilES,

INGRAHAM,

H.

HARKLESS,

W.

SNYDER,

D.

ELLISON,

N.

POWELL,

l\1R. EDWARD

HON.

BCACK,

P.

BORlAND.

The present officers of the corporation are as follows:
HON.

OlIVER

H. DEAN,

President.
SANFORD B.
Vice-President.

HON.

HON.

R. ].

LADD,

INGRAHAM,

Vice-President.
W. P. BORlAND,
Vice-President.

HON.

D.
Dean.

MR. EDWARD

EU ..ISON,

W. SNYDER,
Secretary.

MR. JOHN

N.
Treasurer.

MR. ELME;[{

MR. BEN

E.

Registrar.
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POWELL,

TODD,

~prriul1£rdurrrlt
HON.

Lecturer

C. O. TICHENOR,
Constitu tions.

HON. JOHN F, PHII,LIPS,
United States District Fudg«.
on Jurisprudence and Practice of the Federal Courts.
JUDGE EDWARD

L.

C onstitutionol
HON.

R.

E.

SCARRITi',

Losv,
BALL,

Equity Pleading.
JUDGE

SHEPARD

BARCLAY,

Trade Marks and Unfair COli/petition.
W. C. MARSHAI,I.,
~il11t1licipalTo-anion.

JUDGE

JUDGe J.

Magna
HON. J.

B.

GANTT,

Charta.

V. C.

KARNES,

Ba11kruptcy.

1J1arultg
HaN.

OLIVER

H.

DEAN,

and Lecturer on the I.oui of Corporations.

President

Ms.

HON.

LAOD,

on Real Property.

JAMES

Lecturer

B.

SANFORD

Lecturer

S. BOTSFORD,

on Equity Lurisi-rndencc:

R. J. INGRAHAM,
on the La1.£Jof 11.1unicipal Corporations
HON.

Lecturer

and Taxation.

P. HALL,
Lecturer on Extraordinory Renietiies.
HON.

WILLARD

HON.

Lecturer

MR.

Lecturer

G.

JOHN

A. L.

and Practice.

COOPER,

on Common Line and Equity Pleading.

A.

MR. M.

Lecturer
MR.

Lecturer on Partnership,

JOHN

W.

Evidence

Lecturer
MR.

FYKE,

on lnsurtmce.

MR. WILLIAM

Dean and Lecturer

PARK,

on Code Pleading

SNYDER,

and Blackstone's

Commentaries.

P. BORLAND,

on Contract and Wills.
EDWARD D.

on Constitutional

Law, Commercial

and Statutory

Rights

HON.

B.

ROBT.

ELLISON,

MIDDLEBROOK,

Lecturer on Kent's Commentaries.
MR. JOHN

Lecturer

Paper, Bills and N ales,

and Remedies.

B. PEW,

on Torts.
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MR. ELMER N.

Lecturer

POWELL,

on Domestic Relations.

l\1R. FRANK

N.

MORRILL,

Lecturer on Sales, Bailments and Common Carriers.
MR.

JAY

M. LEE,

Lecturer on Criminal Law and Procedure.
MR. JOHN 1. WH,LIAMSON,

Lecturer on AgenC)l.
MR,

H. RF.Y~OLDS,
Lecturer an BankrltptC),' and Fraiuiuient Conve']/ances.
THOMAS

MR. BEN

E.

Registrar.
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FJRSilC TERM.
JOHN B. BRYANT, President.
JAMES E. TAYLOR, Vice-President.
WILLIAM

E. MORTON, Secretary.

OSCAR D. McCOLLUM, Treasurer.
BEECHER C. BURTON, Sergeant-at-Arms.
ROME V. BUTLER, Sergeant-at-Arms.
SECOND TERM.
JOHN B. BRYANT, President.
JOSEPH F . AYLWARD, Vice-President.
WILLIAM E. MORTON, Secretary.
ROME V. BUTLER, Treasurer.
LeROY E. WESTFALL,

Bergeant-at-Armc.

HARRY L. DONNELLY, Sergeant-at-Arms.

JOHN B. BRYANT.
President, Two Terms.

JOSEPH F. AYLWARD.
Vice-President, Second Term.

JAMES E. TAYLOR.
Vice-President, First Term.

WILLIAM E. MORTON.
Secretary, Two Terms.

OSCAR D. McCOLLUM.
Treasurer, First Term.
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ROME V. BUTLER.
Treasurer, Second Term.

William Drennen.

L.L.B.

Says Ward's pipe dreams about big
quizzes remind him of "Much Ado
About Nothing."

Joseph Francis Aylward, L.L.B. <PAt..
Vice-President Senior second term.
A bum logician, but long on noise.
"A man of words but not of thoughts
Is like a great big row of 0 0 0."

Guy Edward Stanley.

L.L.B.

Sought a continuance
of his moot'
court case by a motion to strike out
some of his counsel.
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James Edward Taylor, L.L.B., <I>AIl..
Vice President, Senior first term.
My brother

had a case.

"And still the wonder grew
That one small head could carryall
he knew."

Bernhardt William Woestemeyer, LL.B.
Member
Inter-collegiate
Debating
Committee; Senior Historian.

"I had rather graduate in overalls
and know they are my own, than-"

Charles Arthur McNeese.

LL.B.

Enjoys his 8 :30 snooze.

Will make

his mark if some one will give him
the marker.

"Buzzard's Roost."
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Kenneth C. Yale.

LL.B. "'All..

Would be a lady killer if he could use
an ax.

Cuts class
sent.

at 8 :30 sharp, unless

ab-

Beecher Cleveland Burton.
LL.B.
Sergeant-at-Arms, Senior first term.
When the Lord
giveth
a man a
beautiful tenor voice he taketh all
else from him."

t.

Clark Alonzo Holloway.

LL.B.

One of those gentle souls who would
treat the devil with respect.
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Lafayette Colson McFall. LL.B.
Chairman Athletic Committee.
Someone persuaded
he was an athlete-a

him to believe
"fierce" idea.

William J ochems. L.L.B.
President, Freshman
second term;
member Junior and Freshman debatIng teams.
All bright men come from KansasThe brighter they are the sooner they
come.

Herbert

Lewis Songer.

LL.B.

On their own merits modest men are
dumb
Aspires to be Ambassador to China.
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Thomas Jefferson Wise. LL.B.
President, Junior first term; vicepresident, Freshman second term.
"My best friend and most ardent
dent admirer, myself."

William Kost Ward.
Speaker Senior
Junior banquet.
Judge:

ad-

L.L.B. <PAil<.
banquet;
speaker

Moot Court.

"Kansas is one gigantic gold brick,"
as the orator says. This is a part of
the brick.

Leroy Ewing Westfall.
Sergeant-at-Arms,
term.

LL.B.
Senior

Never lets his studies interfere
his education.
Qualifying
for a police judge.
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second
with

Merrill Foss Hummell, LL.B.
For every "why"
for."
Expects
fees.

to grow

he had a "wherefat on corporation

Harry Lee Donnelly.

LL.B.

Sergeant-at-Arms,

Senior

second
i

term.

.\;

The personification of the "statoots."
Not a detective-constable,
by heck.
Married man.

Robert

Emmett

Berry.

City Attorney
most.

, L.L.B.

<l.®iI>.

of Independence-al-

"Tis late before
The brave despair."
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Oscar De Wilde McCollum, LL.B.
Member Junior Debating Team.
Pandex Representative,
Freshman
year.
Treasurer, Senior first term.
A long, lean
slow smile.

sentimentalist

Charles Emerson Stephenson.

with

LL.B.

Too quiet for a lawyer,
too
looking for a preacher-where
we put him?

J. A.

Hall, LL.B.

When facts are weak,
His native cheek
Will take him serenely
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through.

good
shall

I

John Buford Bryant. LL.B. <f>ALI..
President, Senior class, two terms.
Vice-president,
Freshman
second
Term. Business Manager Pandex.
Would stop St. Peter's
make a speech.

roll call to

i

Edwin A. Harris. LL.B. <f>ALI..
Pandex
Representative
Freshman
year. Literary Editor, Pandex.
Speaker Junior Banquet.
A politician and an anarchist.
N ever did a lick of work he could get
some one else to do for him.

William L. Dreier. LL.B. <f>ALI..
Editor in Chief, Pandex.
A victim
honors.

of unexpected,

\(,1
~"II
'·.'1

unmerited
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August

Wesley

Klingelhofer.

A good draughtsrnan

LL.B.

wasted in mak-

ing a bum judge.
As long and as bright as a darning
needle.

Waldo Brown Jennings. LL.B. 1l.®<P.
Treasurer, Junior first term.
Legal adviser, Standard

Oil Co.

It's a great plague to be too
some a man.

hand-

Ernest Graham Simrall. LL.B. <PAil..
Member Freshman Debapting Team.
Speaker Senior Banquet.
Will make a good revivalist when reformed.
An awkward lad with a gift of gab.
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Lemuel DeWitt

Darrow.

L.L.~.

Teaches by day and is taught by
night. Sits at the end of "Buzzard's
Roost."

Nathan

Frederick Carter, L.L.B.

Thy modesty is a candle to thy merit.
"Buazard's

Roost."

Call me when the lecture is over.

George William Miller.' L.L.B.
Secretary Junior second term.
Speaker, Junior banquet.
J

Men ~llay die ~hen the night raven
Sin gs or cries,
But when Miller sings even the night
raven dies.
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George Hale West.

L.L.B. "'At>.

Nature to all things fixed the limits
fit.
This is one of the limits.

Clinton Hervey Bugbee. L.L.B.
Chairman Banquet Committee.

Junior Debater.
A sharp-eyed cynic. Hasn't been to

church since Sunday-school

days.

"Buzzard's Roost."

Robert Thomas Stephens.

L.L.B.

So dignified, so slow, we cannot tell

if he is very wise or very dull.

•
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William Emmett Morton. L.L.B. <l>At..
Secretary, Senior class two terms.
Treasurer, Junior second term.
Knocks in silence and wouldn't graft
if he could. Smokes too much.

Myrtle Edwin Rawdon.
Art Editor, Pandex.

L.L.B.

Captain Rawdon!
Officer Missouri
National Guard, sah! Hep! Hep!

George Kirtley Brasher. L.L.B. <l>At..
Advertising Editor, Pandex, 1909-10.
Pandex Representative, Junior.
His voice, like his physique, is wondrous small and very weak.
If given a rest might grow stronger.
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Harrison Morton Kirkpatrick, L.L.B.
Chairman Program Committee.
"When
bark."

I 'ope my lips

let

no

dog

An Irishman by birth.
An American by choice.

James Eugene Decker. L.L.B.
Member Debate Committee.
God bless the man who first invented
sleep.c-J'Buaaard's
Roost."

S. D. Stullken.

L.L.B.

None but himself can be his parallel
-as an interrogator.
Judge-may
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I ask a question?

•

/1'"

Rome Vickry Butler. L.L.B. 'PAil..
Vice-President, Freshman class.
Speaker, Freshman banquet.
Treasurer, Senior class.
Speaker, Senior banquet.
A model youth he was-and
A model not to imitate.

Edward

Henry McDonald.

straight.

'PAil..

Came to school so he could get out
agam.

Gone west to grow up with the country.

,

Claude L. Peterson.
L.L.B.
Secretary, Junior first term.
A quiet man is the noblest work of God.
Would make a good
peace.

justice

of the
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�rutnr onU!Hi Inll
AYLWARD, JOSEPH

FRANCIS,

MORTOX, WILLIAM

Kansas City, Mo.
BERRY, ROBERT

Kansas
MARTZ,

EMMETT,

Independence,

Mo.

MCDONALD,

McFALL,

BU.FORD.,

Kansas City, Mo.
BUGBEE, CLINTON

McNEESE,

HERVEY,

MCQUAY,

VrCKRY,

BEECHER

CARTER, NATHaN

RAWDON,

FREDERICK,

SONGER, HERBERT

LEE,

Jamesport,
STEPHENS,

L"

STULLKEN,

J. A.,
Kansas City, Mo.

CLARK

Kansas
HUMMEL,

City, Mo.
MERRILL

D.,

HENRY
ERl"EST

Kansas
WARD.

WILLIAM:

WEST,

KOST,

City, Mo.

GEORGE HALE,

Kansas

City, Mo.

WILLIAM,
WESTFAT ..L, LERoy

Spearville, Kas.

Kansas

WALDO BROWN,

Independence,
KIRKPATRICK,

Kansas

HARRISO:q

MORTON,

EWING,

City, Mo.

THOMAS

Kansas

City. Mo.

Fredericksburg,

JEFFERSON,

City, Mo.

WOESTEMEYER,

BERNHARDT WILLIAl\I.

Bethel, Kas.
WESLEY,

Tex.

uEORGE WILLIAM,

Kansas

WISE,

Mo.

KLINGELHOI!"ER, AUGUST

MILLER,

EDWARD,

City, Mo.

Kansas

J"
Lynn, Mass.

JENNINGS,

GRAl-LUI,

TAYLOR, JAMES

Foss,

JOHN

JOCHEMS,

E.,

Em, Mo.

Liberty, Mo.

ALONZO,

Carlisle, Pa.
HYDE,

S.

SHEPPARD,
RiCh

Kas.

SIMRALL,
HOLLOWAY,

El\1ERSO.\",

Kansas City, Mo,

A.,

EDWIN

CHARLES

Marshall, Ark.

City, Kas.

Emporia,

ROBEHT THO?IAS,

STEPHENSQi'I.

WILLIAM,

HALL,

HARRIS,

LEWIS,
Mo.

Cowgill, Mo.

Chicago, Ill.

Kansas

HARRY,

STANLEY, GUY EDWARD,
Lincoln,
Neb.

Kansas City. Mo.

DRENNAN,

EOWIN,

City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Concordia, Kas.

WILLIAJ.I

City, Kas.

MYH'fLE

ROSENBAUl\1", JULES

DE WITT,

DECKER, JAMES EUGENE,

DREIER,

CLAUDE L.,

Kansas

Kansas City, Kas.

HARBY

FRANKLIN,

City, Mo.

Kansas

Kansas City. Mo.
DARROW, LEMUEL

HAJmY

PETERSON

CLEVELAND,

ARTHUR.

City, Mo.

Kansas

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

DONNELLY,

.....
IIARL£S

Kansas

Mt. Washington,
BURTON,

LAFA YETTE COLSO~,

Osceola, Mo.

Keene, N. H.
ROME

DE WILDE,

EDWARD HENRY,
City, Mo.

Kansas

Kansas City. Mo.

BUTLER,

OSCAlt

lola, MS.

BROADDUS, BOWER,

JOHN

SUl\Il"EH.

City, Mo.

MCCOLLUM,

Kansas City, Mo.

BRYANT,

LLOYD CUAHLES

Kansas

BBASHER, ,jEOnGE KIRTLEY,

EMl\lETT,

City, Mo.

.

W ALTJ"ER, HAROLD CECIL,

Kansas
Kansas

City, Kas.
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City,

YALE. KENNETH

Mo.
C.,

City, Mo.

ID4r Olinaa nf 19 1 n
A.

S history does not consist of a chronology of events or a narration of
the accomplishments of individuals, but of a story of growth and development or decay of a people, and the principles and philosophy
that controlled that growth or decay, so too does the history of the class o!.
Nineteen Hundred and Ten signify a development, an increasing usefulness
and broadening influence of a body of men gathered together by a common',
impulse for the same purpose.
Three years ago, wending their several ways from the. ends of the earth,
there gathered together at the Kansas City School of Law a motly crowd
bent on a single errand. From the. high school, the shop, the factory, the
farm, the college came they al1 thirsty, hungry, craving for a knowledge of
that of which Moses did write, of that for which the sages of old did plead,
of that for which OUf forefathers died, the principles of human justice and
liberty and Law.
How best to accomplish their purpose they knew not; but trained to
obey by the vicissitudes of life the business man) the smithy's son, the farmer
boy, the college trained man, aligned themselves for the battle. under the
leadership and guidance of a body of mighty men-the Faculty-firm
in their
belief that under them they might learn to overcome the obstacles that lay
in their pathway, that they might eventual1y trod the highway of success
and reach the pinnacle of victory.
And when, on that first opening night they beheld that bedlam mass of
humanity they wondered could law, the science of the law, be here evolved?
But 10 Symmetry is most apparent where once was chaos, law where once
was disorder. And they soon learned that that stunt was not pulled off
every night. Then began the long quest: they learned how to make contracts, they committed Torts, they struggled with Blackstone; all the while
becoming more fervent in their devotion to their first love. To add spice to
the occasion and stimulate their eagerness they interspersed class meetings
and moot courts with their routine work. And when as Freshmen they
matched their master minds with those of the rising Juniors in debate and
easily overcame their adversary, already the conquerors of the mighty
Seniors, and became the. champions of the school they began to see the mists
fade and the brightne .. of a new day greeting them. Nor have they ever'
lost that crown of glory .as Juniors they defended it against the attack of the
pursuing Freshman, and as Seniors they have kept its glory undimmed.
With wit the keenest, satire the most piercing) humor the most genial, pathos
~
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the deepest, logic the most profound, they have ever won
banquets.

fame. at the

Some have dropped by the wayside unable to keep the pace, some have
entered into domestic relations, and others have become in evidence in other
ways. But through it all there has been a steady growth, a mastery of those'
principles that make them worthy of entering and representing one of the
most noble professions. There has been planted in their hearts a desire to
see justice and equity rule the action of mankind; and more, are they coming
to realize the high duty and obligation that rests on their shoulders as interpreters and defenders of the right.
Three long years have they struggled, feasting on the fruits of the labors
of unselfish men. Three long years have they drunk at the fountain of
knowledge.
The first landmark has been passed. The first heights have
been taken. They gaze. backward to the obstacles overcome with joy; they
look forward to the battlefield of life with hope and expectation. The wilderness has ben passed. The land of promise. lies before. But it is not to be
taken without a struggle.
The hardest battles are yet to come. But they
have tasted the fruits and will not be denied. Though they have only mastered the elementary principles of the law, so welI have they laid the foundation that it presages a superstructure of noble proportions. Measure them
not by their limitations, but measure them by their possibilities. Not for the
spectacular accomplishments of any individual member are they noted, but
for the conscientious, serious work of them all. .Perseverance has been the
secret of their success. So evenly do they rank that the accomplishments of
each have spurred the others on to greater endeavor.
Proud are they of their alma mater. She has been to them an incubator
of new ideas, of high ambitions, and noble aspirations; and they go forth
from her portals with a pang of regret, but they rejoice, too, in the fact that
they are holding aloft her colors and are determined to bring honor and glory
to her name.

•

Other classes have gone before and they may well be proud of their
records. They are fighting the battles and the world is bestowing her rewards. But that only serves to increase the ardor of the class of Nineteen
Hundred and Ten: What man has done man can do and they believe that
the accomplishment of one. generation but point the way to a plane of higher
endeavors for those who follow, and so as they go forth to their labors, guided
by the star of hope, methinks I can see their footsteps trace in the sands of
time the shining letters S-U-C-C-E.-S-S.
B. W. WOESTEMEYER.
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lJuttiur aHu!i!i iRull
BEST,

LEiVIS, ELaN

C.,

WILBUR

BRIGHTWELL,

JESSE

LESLIE,

LEE,

MCGINNISS,

BURNS, IRA BURTO~,

MALTBY,

CABRlCK, WILLIA~( CHARLES,

MaN K, DUDLEY CONNOR,

NED RE:"IFREW,

Tishomingo, Okla.

Kansas City, Mo.

MOORE, BARCLAY DAVIS,

COOLEY, GUY CHAPPEL,

Kansas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

MURPHY, CORNELIUS, Jn.,

CARNELIUS,

GEORGE

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City. Mo.
DuRBIN,

MURPHY,

DUDLEY SINCLAIR,

Peekskill,
EATON,

Kansas City, Mo.

City, Kas.

HENRY

MATTHEWS,

CRESSWELL,

MYERS,

WILLIAM,

JOH:"I ""VILLIA'M,

Kansas City, Mo.

WALTER JONATHAN,

NOONAN, RICIIARD

O'DONNELL,

PAT:rON,

GAY, Anos,

M.,
Kansas City, Mo.

GOLDBLATT, JOSEPH

J.,
Kansas City, Mo.

GOLDMAN, EAllL

B. W.,
Kansas City, Mo.

HAGGERTY,

JULIE'K H.,
Kansas City, Mo.

HARVEY,

JA)IES

Rosedale, Kas,
BAYARD C"
Kansas City, Mo.

C.,
Liberty, Mo.

ROGERS, CLAY

SHOOK,

BERRY,

JOHN

MORGAN,

Kansas City, Mo.
SMITH,

SAMUEL FREDERICK,

Kansas City, Mo.
SEXTON, RICHARD

WALTER.

Kansas
THICE,

NOVA JEWELL,

JOSEPH,

City, Mo.

JOHN

FRANCIS,

Independence, Mo.

Chillicothe, Mo.

THOMAS,

KEYTOK, EDWARD LEE,

EDWARD E.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

'VEINTROUB, BENJAMIN,

COXOER,

Kansas City. Mo.

Kansas City, Kas.
LEVENTHAL,

MOUNT,

RlCHAIWSON,

Kansas City, Mo.

LAKG, JAMES

GEORGE FREDERIC,

REED, LESLIE,

B. H.,
Kansas City, Mo.

JOHNSON,

BURTIS,

Kansas City, Mo.

HAGERMAN,

E)IIL

JOHN

REED, JAMES

Mo.

JOHXSON,

JR.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Kas.

Rolla,

MICHAEL,

Kansas City, Mo.

Mo.

HARRISON,

W.,
Kas.

MoberlY', Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
Parkville,

NELSON, RALPH

Cassoday,

FRAZIER, SA~IUEL 'NILSON,

GRESHAM,

EDWARD,

Albuquerque, N. M.

Chillicothe, Mo.
F'BANCISCUS,

MERLE E.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
Ern-YARDS, ARTHUR

City, Mo.

MYERS, HORACE MICHAEL,

ELDRED LLOYD,

EATON,

JAr-lES RAYMOND,

Kansas

N. Y.

Kansas

GEORGE LEAl'SON,

Kansas City, Kas.

Kansas City, Mo.

COGOBURN,

RAYMOND EARL,

Kansas City, Mo.

Minneapolis, Kas.

Kansas

C. R.,

Kansas City, Mo.

La Belle, Mo.

CLARK,

JOSEPH,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Loms,
Kansas City, Mo.

WOLF, WALTER

MORRIS,

Kansas City, Mo.
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JU,NIO'RS

1911
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SAMUEL W. FRAZIER, President.
CORNELIUS

MURPHY,

Vice-President.

WALTER L. WOLF, Secretary.
HORACE M. MYERS, Treasurer.

Janlltx lRtprtlltntatintl1
JULIEK H. HARVEY.
GUY C. COOLEY.

-5~-

SAMUEL W. FRAZIER.

CORNELIUS MURPHY.
Vice-President.

President.

JULIEN H. HARVEY.

GUY C. COOLEY.
Pandex Representatives.
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Merle E. Matthews.

A®<I>.

A little fussy, but has the
amount of persistence.

proper

Morris Leventhal.
Nat an engine, but he loves "his calaboose."

Benjamin

Weintraub.

A well recognized authority on future laws of "Aerial Navigation."

Henry Cresswell Eaton.
Nothing but solemn
capes his lips.

George Cornelius

truth

ever es-

Coggburn.

"I'll do the whole thing in a year."
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Walter Louis Wolf.
The incarnation

of modesty.

Amos Gay. t.®<P.
The only Gay (G like Jay) bird

In

the class.

Arthur William Edwards.
Lit tl a, but oh, my!

Jesse Lee Brightwell.
Na small orator himself.

Barclay Davis Moore.
A smoker without
failure.

beer is an absolute
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Elan Joseph Levis.

6.®<I>.

A man may smile and smile, and be a
villain.

Earl J. Goldman.

6.®<I>.

In him alone can Nature show so fair.

B. W. Haggerty.

6.®<I>.

Taking
a post-graduate
Domestic Relations.

course

In

Clay W. Rogers.
Doesn't know whether
fat or anti-frat.

he took anti-

Edward William Madison.
Sits close to the ladies, but his wife
know it.

doesn't
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John Francis Thice.

~®,p.

Ought to be a carpenter.

Bayard

C. Richardson.

~®,p.

The boy with a pop-gun.

Raymond

Earl

McGinnis.

",®,p.

Official water boy.

W. H. Burk.
The man with an optical

illusion.

John Iylorgan Shook.
Three-fifths of him genius
fifths sheer fudge.

and two-
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Edward

Lee Keyton.

No introduction necessary.

Ira B. Burns. <l>AIl..
His fame has gone forth
land.

III

all the

Leslie Reed.
Deacon of the Round Church.

Wilbur

C. Best.

Truth needs but few words.
spoken.
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I .iave

Walter

Jonathan

Gresham.

"I must catch the 9 :30 train."

Henry

Shepherd.

oI>AL\..

Every dog has his day-even a Shepherd.

Richard

M. Noonan.

L\.@oI>.

"Id rather be right than President."

Nora Jewell Johnson.
N at as fiery as he looks.

John WiIIiam

Franciscus.

Thou foster child of silence and slow
time.
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lJuntnr flrmntrn
N.

J.

Johnson,

'II.

HE Class of IgII first came together as Juniors, September 27. 1909.
They gathered in the rear of the room and mounting on chairs proceeded to initiate the motley band which had come thither in search
of legal lore. Doubtless the latter had expected a cordial welcome, but not
the warm reception which they received. Occasionally one of the unfortunates
would attempt to get a view of the interior of the room only to be met by a
shower of misales. A few, however, being less timorous than their colleagues,
took their life in hand and bravely walked into the lion's den. It took repeated expostulations by our honored dean to restore order sufficiently to
proceed with the opening ceremonies. Mr. Games of the "has be ens" of 1909
was then introduced, and, following the precedent of former years, presented
to the school the picture of that class. After Mr. Games' demonstration of
the practical way of overcoming obstacles, we were favored with short talks
by Messrs. Dean, Borland, Ellison, Park, Snyder, and Lee, and lastly, though
by no means leastly, Mr. Pew consented to "spin" one of his favorites. The
Freshmen having been apprised of the responsibility of their position, and the
other classes formally installed in their positions "higher up," the work of the
evening was finished and the meeting adjourned.
Another term of school had begun. While the membership of the class
showed a slight decrease from the previous year, the ardor and enthusiasm
which characterized the class as Freshmen was still prevalent.
The outlook
for a successful Junior year was exceedingly bright. There was union-not
a semblance of discord was anywhere in evidence, and everyone realized that
they were simply "joint tenants," and that the welfare of the class collectively
was the welfare of every member individually.
The annual election soon became the topic of the day. Divers names were
advanced as available for the various offices, and the vigor with which the
admirers of the respective candidates pressed their claims, presaged an interesting event. The presidency, as usual, was the most warmly contested office.
but after the ballots were counted Samuel W. Frazier proved to be the successful candidate, with C. Murphy, Jr., Vice-President : W. L. Wolf, Secretary; H. M. Myers, Treasurer, and J. M. Shook, Sergeant-at-Arms.
With such
able men to guide and direct, life was injected into the organization's meetings
and the serious assemblage of a few moments before converted into a jocose
lot of careless school boys. The meetings were principally devoted to debating, but by way of diversion, a smoker was occasionally put on and very much
benefit and enjoyment were derived from these after-class meetings.
All began to eagerly look forward to the annual banquet, February 22d.
The hosts came together early in the lo.bby (and unfortunately a number in

T
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the barroom) of the Coates House, and from the conduct of our Freshmen
friends, they evidently depended upon their volume of voice as their chief
resource. Their apparent intention was to convert the entire hotel to their
"sole and separate" use and (the ecstacy of some being perhaps augmented
by their "surroundings") they set up an unconcerted yelling equal to a band
of Apache warriors. These ostentatious outbursts were continued along the
journey to the banquet room and, doubtless, they had begun to believe that
they had the matter well in hand, but the elder classes proved themselves
equal to the occasion, and, seizing an opportune moment, drew forth a score
of horns and soon there was a call for quarter from the vociferous Freshmen.
Their ability to make a noise was never questioned, but, judging from their
deportment, they had forgotten that silence denotes wisdom. E. G. Simrall
and E. W. Johnson plead the cause of the Juniors and the manner in which
they handled their subjects reflected credit on the class. The affair served its
purpose well, all the classes being brought together and a feeling of good will
promoted generally.
The annual feast becoming merely a matter of history, the boys again
settled down to hard work. Some attention was given to moot court work
and the opinion of the "learned" judges awaited with great eagerness. This,
together with the difficult problems presented by code pleading and real
property, cast a blanket over the painful thoughts of what was next to follow.
Simultaneously with the announcement of sixteen weeks of Evidence
ahead came the report of Mr. Snyder's serious illness. It was earnestly hoped
the he would soon recover and be able to deliver the closing lectures On his
favorite subject, but each report from his bedside grew less encouraging and
on the morning of April r gth his sufferings were ended. Not only was it
realized that the loss of his valuable teachings would be keenly felt, but in him
was recognized one of the staunchest friends of the class of 1911. Although
we will no more sit in his presence and be thrilled and inspired by his noble
words, Mr. Snyder has, during his affiliation with the school, erected to himself a lasting monument in the hearts of the student-one
which time will not
deface nor millions purchase.
The school year is rapidly drawing to a close with the same harmony and
mutuality present which has always existed in the class. No one knows from
whence the call of the future may come, but it has been aptly said:
"The future is a fascinating witch,
Because of the mystery in which she is veiled."
Probably if the route which we are to travel in after years were known
to us, our position would not be so enthralling and we would be less ambitious,
for it is the peculiar uncertainty surrounding the profession toward which our
efforts are now directed which renders it the most fascinating of all vocations.
The class is composed of stalwarts who realize that the test will be had and
that there must be much forbearance and sacrifice, but when the summit of
l
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their ambition is reached and they view the rugged landscape of their endeavors, there will come a feeling of satisfaction which can only attend the
realization of a thing well done. Only another year of our labors at school
remains and these intimate associations will cease, but the history of many
years will be recorded ere the pleasant memory of the evenings spent together
as students of the Law will be effaced.

F'REEMA)V
'''Peddlinl! 'Pon;eJ"
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1912

FIRST
WILLIAM

CARL WILLIAM
WILLIAM

T.ERM.

J. TODD,

Jr.,

President.

HANER,

C. RICKEL,

S-ecretary.

Treasurer.

FRA.\TK F. YOUNG, Sergeant-at-Arms.
OWEN

R. O'BRYA.\T, Sergeant-at-Arms.
SECO.\TD TERM.

EDWARD

MYERS,

WALLAC~
WALTER
JABEZ

President.

HILTO:\i
A. GERYE,

HAS~'l..ELL

\VM. T. ALFORD,
ER:\iEST

PA.NDEX

V.-Pres.

Treasurer.
MOSES,

Secretary.

Sergeant-at-Arms.

D. GERYE,

WILLIAM
.I AMES

SHUMWAY,

Sergeant-at-Arms.

BEPBESEN'l'ATTVES.

T. LAW .

B. KELSEY.

HARRY R. FREEMA:-I.
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WILLIAM

J.

JOHN

TODD.

President.

EDWARD

WALACE

MYERS.

T.

LAW.

H.

SHUMWAY

Vice-President.

President.

WILLIAM

M. LANGSDALE.
Vice-President.

JOSEPH

B. KELSEY.

Pandex Representatives.

HARRY R. FREEMAN.

Edward

D. Fitzgibbon.

Works for Uncle Sam.

Guy Manley Orr.
"Not long, can I tarry here."

Harry R. Freeman.
President

for a minute.

P:1illip Brown Shillito.

<l>A~.

I<J must hurry home.

Benjamin Eubank Bush.

I'm married."

<l>A~.

No relation to Anheiser.
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Alexander

William

"Blackstone,
together.

Spau!.

King Ed and I grew up

John S. Davis.
Learning
husband.

Miss Augusta

the liabilities

of an infant

Humbrock,

"She appeared

among us, like unto a

Queen."

Miss Ruth E. Patton.
"How many on my list?

First B-,

then R-, then M-."

Charles J. Burgess.
"Chief
stone.

J us tice"

and a lover of Black-
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ARcmVES
KF292
.K3
A3
1910

Walter Allen Gerye.
"\Vhen I was at ]V1. U."

John Stephen Bates.
A bad man front the West.

"
,

I

John Wesley Patterson.
A friend of Debs and a debater who
can wander from the subject.

1

Charles Elden Grentner.
A representati ve of Vernon's.

Clay D. Shambaugh.
I answer with a question.
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Edward E. Thomas.
"My hair is like Senator La Follette's.

Walter William Napier.
Otherwise

I am diff~rent."

William Tuttle Alford .
.0

"The Pride of Dodson."

Eugene Gilbert Jaccard.
"Diamonds,
my hair."

not necessarily.

Look at

John Gilmore Hutton.
Student, gentleman and Democrat.
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I

Albert William Rodier.
Quiet, calm and thorough.

Walter Coggeshall.
"The 'Seniors can't bluff me."

George Wilham Thomas.
"Am on the wagon now."

Jerry Patrick Sullivan.
"Built like John L."

William Charles Rickel.
Fountain of "Eloquence,"
of "Foot Prints."
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and author

Carl William Haner.
Official
words.

reporter,

and

user

of

big

James Lunsford Jones.
Member

of firm of Jones & Jones.

John Edward Butcher.
"Intend to change my occupation."

Wallace Hilton Shumway.
Professor of Star-ology.

Harry Shoun Howard.
A weak voice, but mighty

words.
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Dick W. Martin.
Just "Dick"

with the sly brown eye.

Frank George Warren.
A learned gentleman,
tions.

who asks ques-

George K. Kerr.
"Not a common Dog."

Earnest Lyford Crain.
A carnivorous

bird.

James Oscar Mosely.
"Lady's
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man?

I guess yes."

Calvin Solan Sifferd.
"Our heavy weight."

Neal Douglas Sutherland.
Young

t.®<p.

and noisy.

William James Coulson.
A walking
representative
Schafner & Marx.

of

Hart

Frederick Louis Zimmerman.
"When

Bertrand

I was at Heidelburg."

Bailey.

Senator
Kansas,

from
ladies'

Texas,
Governor
man and rounder.

of

I.

1

1

9

9

1

1

2

2
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ANDERSON,

OSCAR

FRUTKOW,

JOSEPH,

GARl\"ETT, CHAULES

JOSEPll
H.,
Kansas City, Mo.

ASHTON,

ALFORD, WILLIAM

Pittsburg,
GERYE.

McKEE,

CIIRIS1'IAl'\

Junction
HARADI,
HAAS,

HORD.
HOWE,

STAKLEY

HunHARD,

EDWARD,

HUFF,

STEl'IlES,

HUT'roN,

AUGUSTUS.

JACCARD,

JOKES,

ENI.OE.

A.,

WALDO

H.,

lola, Kas.
KEf>SEY.

JAMES

BENTON,

Leavenworth,

Mo.

KERR.

EARL EZRA.

EDWARD

Mo.

BENJ.

KAUFMAN,

Kas.

GEORGE K.,

Belton, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
EISKN'MAS. E. J.,
Kansas City, Mo.
FREE"j\[AN, HARRY R.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas

LUKSFORD,

Kansas City, Mo.

S.,

FITZGlDBOl'l,

JAMES

JOHNSON,

S.,

JOHN

B.,

City, Kas.

Kirksville,

EMl\tETT.

Mt. Washington,

HE"XRY,
GILBERT,

HARRY

Kansas

Kansas City, Mo.
DAVIS,

EUGENE

JENKINS,

KELSOR,

Kansas City, Mo.
CARL

SHOWN,

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

JOlTN" P.,

DAVIS,

HARny

Kansas City, Kas.

Emporia, Kas.
DALY, ROBEHT

G1LMORE,

IREf>AND, CII.~RLES

JA~lES.

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
COMBS,

AUGUSTA,

California,

EAR:'i"EST LYFORD.
GEORGE

JOHN

HOWARD

Trenton, Mo.
CULP.

A.,

Kansas City, Mo.

WALTER,

COULSON". ,VILLlAlI[
CRAIN,

CLARENCE

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
Huntsville,

RIPLEY.

HU:MBROCK". MISS

Kansas City, Mo.
COGGESHALL,

Roy

Kansas City, Kas.

EDWARD,

GEOIlQE

WASIlBURN,

Kansas City, Kas.

Eldon, Mo.
CAMPBELL.

WALTER,

City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Brookline, Mo.
JOliN

A.,

HARRY

Kansas

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUTCHER,

City, Kas.

ARTHUR

Abilene, Kas.

BERTIlAl\"D,

JOHN

CARL WrLLlAM,

HEES.

Kansas City, Mo.

BATES.

W1LLlAM,

Kansas

EUHAl'\K,

ALOYSIUS

FRANK

HANER,

BOAHIn.lAK,

Mt. Washington,

BOURK.

KncHI,

Argentine, Kas.

Kansas City, Mo.
BURGESS, CHARLES J.,
Kearney, Mo.

BAIU:Y,

ELDEK,

City, Eas.

Tokio, Japan.

GEORGE LEROY.

BENJAMIN

CIIAllLES

GRE:'iTNER.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUSH,

JOSEPlI,

Kansas City, Mo.

MAX,

RUDOLPH

Ill.

GLYNlS", WILLIAM

.....ansas City, Mo.

BOYLE,

JOHN,

Collinsville,

ISAAC NEWTON,

BOYLE,

ALLES,

Kas.

GI:N\)LER. JULIUS

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
BEATTY, ARTllUH R.,
White Church, Kas.
BLOCK,

Kas.

,VALTEIt

pittsburg,

OTT,

Itidependence,
BARRY,

ER:'i"ES'l' DUnLEY,

GEnn::.

TUTTLE,

Kansas Cit)', Mo.
BACON.

VlCTOR,

Kansas City, Mo.

Dodson, Mo.
ANDERSOl",

NATHAN,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Kas.

KEi\"N"EDY, LYLE

HENRY.

Kansas City, Mo.
LA'N"ODON. STANU;Y

Kansas

LAW. WILLTAM

D.,

THo~rAs,

Norfolk, Va.

City, Kas.
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MABION,

City, Mo.

MADISON,

EDWARD

Kansas

J all

MAj{LOW~:,

Kansas
MILLER,

WILLI.4.lI1,

City,

SEIIJMA::\',

Mo.

N MAlleUS,

City,

MAX

SENNEtt,

Mo.

'V.UlREN,

JOHN

Kansas
Moone,

LEWIS

Kansas

City,
GUY

Lansing,

Cn

MORRIS,

Kas.

SnUMWAY,

SPAUL,

JOHN

Kansas
NAPIEII.

NOURSE.

NOBLE.
O'BIlYAN.

'I'noxrxe,

MISS

Kansas

TODD,

Mo.

Kansas

E.,

Mo.

City,

JOHN

Kansas
PJEltCE.

City,

Argentine,
Republic
RODH;It,

ROCERS.

HARVEY

Rosedale,
RYAN.

JAMES

'VANZER,

Kas.

KF;AIIl\:EY,

\VES']',

Mo.

City,

LOR8l'\ZO,

FRANK

Youree.

DUNCAN,

City,

FRANK

Bellevue,

JOSEPH,

ZEILER,

Memphis,

Tenn.
ROBIN SO:\', FRANl{
MURRAY,
Kansas City, Mo.

MARK

Kansas
ZI:ILHERMAN.

Kansas
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OSCAR,

Kas.

Kansas

K,as.

Mo.

'VlLLIAM

Beloit,

WILLIAM,

City,

Mo.
C.,
City, Mo.

Kansas

City,

ALBERT

Kansas

City,

Kansas

ClIAS.,

Mo.
GEORUJ::,

EUQlo;NE

'VORi\"A.LL,

Kas.

FREDEH1CK,

City,

Kansas

BAXTER,

WIT.L1A1\I

Kas.

FIlA.'Hi:

wm-s,

Mo.

CLAY'I'ON

RWEEL,

\VARRE.\',

Mo.

Mo.

GEORGE

Kansas

TWIFORD,

HAllHY,

HARRY,

Merriam,

'YESLEY,

JR.,

City,

'VALKER.

JOHN

Kansas
PEEK.

\VILLIAl\{

\VAL.\I],;H,

City, Mo.

PA'fTERSOX,

J.,

Canadian,
Texas.
TURm:o:\", SLOAl\:E BE/tNAIW,
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas

RUTH

City,

Ci ty, Kas.

WILLIAM.

VA:\"CE,

'VALTEH,

PARKINS.

SOLA.\·.

GEOHGEWILLIAl\J,

Kansas

Huntsville,
Mo.
O'DELf,. CHES'l'EH
H.,
Belton, Mo.
PATTO:O<,

Mo.

Parkville,
Mo.
TI-IOHAS,
W ALTEU OWEN,
Kansas
Orty, Kas.

REDlCK.

OWEN

MALCOL.M,

City,

CALVI:\'

Sln'EIW,

R.,

City,

AWI'IIUH,

Kansas

Ky.
E.,
City, Mo.

Kansas

DOUGLAS,

City, Mo.

SWANSO.';,

BAR'I'RIK,

HARRY'

Kas.

NEAL

Kansas

CnAIlLEs

Kansas

Euoxi,

City,

SVTll~HLA.\'D,

Hopkinsville,
NUOENT,

PATHICl~,

Kas.
EARL

Kansas

'YlLLIA1>I,

'VILLlACll,

JERHl'

Sl'IlICKLA.:'iD,

Mo.

JAMES

xuen

Ui ty, Mo.

Ulysesses,

Kas.

"'\VAL'I'ER

Ar.cxa

Kansas

WALKEH,

Hamilton,

Buowx,

City, Mo.

Sl;LLII'A.\',

City,

x,

Mo.

PIIILLH'

Kansas

City, Mo.
MARTI:-r.
DICK
W.,
Eureka,
Kas.
McALPTNE,

City,

SUIU.ITO.

Kansas

Hn.ro

'VALLAC];:

Kansas

ROI3EIl'l',

ESTER

BE:\' Fux xcrs,

Leltov, Kas.

Mo.
G.,
Kas.

CIIRIS

D.,
Mo.

City,

StlA.I'.lI3AUGII,

OSCAR,

Chillicothe,
MAiER.

Kas.

CLAY

Kansas

MOIIOA:",

JAMES

CHOl\Il>TO.\',

cu,

SHAMBAUGll,

lola, Kas.
IVJosI~s. JABEZ HASI~ELL,
Kansas Cit)', Kas.
MOSELY.

Mo.

WILLIAI'.l

Kansas

RA.'IOOLPII,

MOHEHOUSE.

HAYJ::S,

City,

SldI'i"NEH.

Mo.

Mo.

'VILLTAU

STUART.

City,

IHVJ,\'G,

City,

Kansas

Kansas
City, Mo.
MILEY,
ToI'.{ CLARE,
Kansas
City, Mo.
MOFFATT.

WILLIAM

Kansas

Mo.

FREOERICK,

Ky.
\iVILLIS.

City,

Mo.

FREDERICK

City,

Mo.

Louis,

T

HE Freshman Class of the Kansas City School of Law, on entering
its life on-September 29,1909, was the largest class and started with
the reputation of having been the best class that up-to-date has
entered the doors of the K. C. S. L. So according to one or two members of
the Faculty in expressing themselves early in September before over a hundred students, made the expression that the Freshmen were just "It." .. Of'
course this was accepted in the usual manner during the full course of transition that we all undergo.
So in acknowledging. the characteristics usually attributed to Freshmen,
the Juniors put forth the statement that the class of 1912 has clearly demonstrated itself to be the freshest class as far, as they can remember, or strictly
speaking, "when time runneth not to the contrary." . The embryo lawyers of
1912 gave their Freshman banquet on December 22. This being not in
accord with strict adherence to tradition. The successfulness of it all may be
seen from the fact that the Juniors were unable to find out where it was to be
held, and from their utter lack of annoyance, which has been characteristic of
them. It may be said that the spread in December has not been without peer,
neither for the attendance, menu or speakers. Among th distinguished guests
present, we must place Bill Dreier, that prince of after dinner speakers, erstwhile Junior, who happens also to be the Editor-in-Chief of this Pandex. The
menu part took strongly of the prohibition plan. Our toastmaster was our'
first President, noble, good and true, a Texan by birth but a Missourian by inclination and conduct. The spirit and associations fostered by that early
"feed" will pleasantly be remembered.
This class seems to thrive in the abundance of its distinct individuality.
We have members who are never compelled to attend class and the Lecturer
always mark them present, owing presumably to the faulty lense in their
eye glasses. Their names are always responded to with a "Here."
While
we cannot boast of a "Cupid," we have our Alpine Peeks in which is nestled
the famous hostelry of Moorehouse which is noted principally for its locality,
surrounded with great seclusive Bushes and bunches of Skinners and well regulated Laws acting in a measure as a stumbling Block to the doubting Thornases, Young Huffs and Combs. At this hostelry is a fair hostess, by name a:
Pat-ton who watches over the social life of this Alpine resort .. The Ozone'
Law Company, consisting of Rickel- Gerye and Howard, owing to the numerous lease-holds and patents they presume to have, act mostly in the capacity
of bailors to one named Bailey as bailee. This bailee acts, of course, in this
instance, as a gratuitous bailee, but very earnestly gives the live thing in
action (chose in action) his best attention and under his guardianship, shows
conclusively why testimony as to the results of the Orpheum Theatre trip one
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evening with one of the members of the aforesaid Ozone Law Company is~
entirely irrelevant and immaterial; irrelevant because it has been probably
forgotten amid gayer ties and immaterial on account of the various other
time pleasure trips were planned without the knowledge of the bailee. And
so at this time, it would not be fitting to mention the name of this former
hostess of this hostelry, but it may be mentioned that the bailee drew a lifel
estate and the Ozone Law Company did not even get a reversionary interest.
The officers of the class for the first half of the year were president, J epp
Todd; vice-president, John Langsdale; secretary, Carl Haner; treasurer, W.
C. Rickel sergeants-at-arms, Frank Young and O. R. O'Bryan.
The officers at the present time are president, Edward Myers; vicepresident, W. H. Shumway; secretary, Haskell Moses; treasurer, W. A.
Gerye; sergeants-at-arms, E. D. Gerye and W. T. Alford. Great deliberations have taken place over the election of the Freshman class officers. At both
elections one or two fellows have been hea;d to remark that "The insurgents in the Freshman class certainly pulled off their stunt well." But it has
been a difficult matter to find out to a certainty just who belonged to the
"insurgents."
Various memories are brought to view when one ponders over
the kaleidoscopic procession as it flits through the mind of many incidents:
that occurred. A few pointed words might suggest one or two of these
happenings.
Remember for instance, when that personality, whom some of the members delighted in calling the "mashing" Sergeant-at-arms Frank Young, rising to his full bodily strength and commanding attention. with one hand and
arm at full length pointed inward and the other pointed toward Jepp Todd, he
was heard to utter these words:
"Gentlemen, I want to make a speech on
that proposition, I-I-I-want
to make-c-I want to make a speech on that proposition." And with these words, pushing his way clear to the front from'
his chair in the extreme center of the room, overturning chairs as he went and
in all this confusion, various other fellows hanging onto Frank's coat-tails.
Great was that maiden speech. It seems that the cause for Frank bringingl
\
his oratorical power into action, was precipitated by one new member of the;
class whose name Ryan, rhymes very well with O'Bryan, had succeeded in
being recognized and in his senatorian, clarion tones set forth in vibration,
these words, "Another Congressman wants to be heard from, give him a toga."
Ryan, whose name rhymes with O'Bryan, at this time seemed to have the call
as the foremost Parliamentarian in the class and was giving us his perfumed
bits of wisdom when some of these so termed, "would-be Congressmen" arose
in several parts of the room and moved to lay the question on the table,
which happened in this instance to be the promulgation of the plan of Ryan,
whose name rhymes with O'Bryan.
Several obtaining the floor at the same
moment, moved to lay the question on the table; Frank Young arose in all;
his manifestations and shouted the few words which we now all remember,
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"I want to make a speech." The president pounded for order, but pandemonium reigned. Frank Young and Frank Ryan are not with us now but
we regret that we are no longer to be able to have their association.
In these first meetings, which were always well attended, spirit and
interest were at full ebb. Hardly during the interim between one meeting:
night and the next, did the mental tide have time to ebb and flow. And in,
recalling these recollections, which to some make faces smile, others tender
memories, we cannot forget when the tribe of Freshmen got together and
posted on the Senior door the notice that the Freshmen were here for action,
ready to defend themselves with any means which these "Senior-bi-valves"
might name. But the Seniors replied not to this answer to their challenge.
And so this year's Freshman class went through the year without a class
scrap.
On February 4th we pulled off that memorable impromptu smoker and
held our second election. The "Refreshment Committee" on this occasion
consisted of Mr. Hord, Mr. Strickland and Mr. Rickel and full well did they
perform those duties .. The class treasury was bankrupted for the first time
after the eatables, drinkables and accessories had been paid for. Other incidents could be recited and some will have to be omitted, but not on account
of their interest or of little moment, but on account of the time and space
necessary to recount each one.
The Freshmen are proud of the humorous incidents and happenings
that will make the recollection of the first year in the law school dear in time
to come and then back of it all was the spirit of hard work, good fellowship,
ideals to be sought for, ends to accomplish and work to be done. And it may
be said that work has been done. With this closing chapter of our freshmen
year, we express our hopes that we will all individually be present and not by
proxy, to answer "Here" when the Junior roll is called next September.

CARL HANER.

WAlL

OF A FRESHMAN.

I'd like to be a S cnior,
AI/d with the Seniors stand,
A look of uusdom

A ((poni' ill

OIL 111)'

III)!

face,

hal/d.

f don't tuant to be an angel,

'Cause angels have to sing;

I'd rather be a Senior,
And ne,'er do a thing.
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I'm the Reasonable Doubt,
Friend of the persecuted,
Enemy of the gallows,
And the "pen,"
Twin relics of barbarism.
So raise all the hell you likeCut!
Slash!
Slay!
Kill !
Waylay!
Rob!
Grind your heels in their faces.
Don't be afraidYou'll find me there
At the trial,
Because
I'm the LAW.
When I get among
Those twelve,
Honest,
Upright,
Intelligent patriots.
Meaning the jury,
They'll see me,
And only me.
So what do you care?
N obody this side
The Pearly Gates
Can tell
Just what I am.
Therefore they have to take meSight unseenBlindly,
In the dark,
And give me the benefit
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Of what they don't know,
Which is lots.
But they'll do it.
It's the LA W
Which has justice skinned a mile.
I stand for mercy lor the living!
Let the dead
Lie in peace.
He ought to have dodged,
Or carried a gun himself,
Then maybe
I'd have given him a lift.
GET BUSY!
Shoot! Stab!
Kill!
Jump on 'em!
Boil your grandmother in oil!
Tear your wife's eyes out!
Strangle your children!
Smash your best friend!
Turn the old world inside out!
Count on me.
J

-Ever

your friend-Reasonable

REVENGB.
A certain judge is down OIL me.
He told me to IJ!}' face
As long as he presided, he
Would see I lost 1lt)1 casco
1 think some time he'll change his rnind
And climb into 1/1'\1 boat ..
I know he 'will, for lIe 'will find

I've got him

b)1

his throat.

For half in love, and half in spite,
To piu him in hot 'water,
IPc two eloped the other n-ightI, and his pretty daughter.
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Doubt.

Frazier

De li-aer.s

HiJ' Inaugural

-ii-

AddreJ'J'

oriass of 'II moiu's

W

ELL, we're here at last! Not as the old mess song suggests, "We're
here because we're here," but there's a reason. We feel that the
reason is a logical one, and not the mere whim of capricious
chance. The explanation for our attainment to the serene heights of Seniordam is found in what a certain American gentleman of universal reputation
has been pleased to denominate "hitting the line hard," and the system
has worked with the same success at K. C. S. L. as it did at San Juan, El
Caney, Washington, or wherever else its versatile expounder has chosen
to use it. I have always. felt a great deal of. respect for a fellow who utilizes his spare time in the acquisition of that which makes for his betterment; and I have developed an especially liberal measure of this same wholesome regard for the fellows whom I have seen during the last two years
devoting practically all their leisure to the mastery of a profession which
has claimed and received the rapt attention of the world's great men.
However, the class of 'II have felt that there are other features of
school life which must have their share of attention; that there are friends
to be made, good-fellowship to be shown, and the whole class knit together
with ties of common interest.
Especially is this truth apparent when we
reflect that but a few short years ago these fellows, or most of them, were
boys in knee breeches, whose chief habits, when the pangs of hunger did
not call, was the "ole swimmin' hole," the shinny grounds, the ball diamond
or the gridiron; that the pulsing fire of youth still runs riot in their veins;
that the energy with which they attack perplexing legal problems was not
long ago devoted to less arduous tasks; that these same fellows are during the day toiling in office, shop or factory; that oftentimes, with brain
reeling and body weary with the long day's exertions in the school of work,
they are found at the shrine of a task-mistress no less exacting, wrestling
with a, course of instructions which has been pronounced equal, and in some
respects superior, to that offered in the great universities.
It naturally
follows that the boys must have some relaxation; that to their case the old
saw of HAll work and no play" is peculiarly applicable. However, I shall
endeavor to show that their play is almost invariably of an instructive, as
well as entertaining, nature.
The class of 'II has had an eventful career.
Ever since that night
almost two years ago, when the class to a man rushed the Senior bucket
brigade which was attempting to force them to "take to their boats," the
personnel of K. C. S. L. 'II has shown itself to be live, up-to-date, original,
aggressive, pugnacious when occasion required, yet straight forward, manly,
square and thoroughly sportsmanlike in all its dealings.
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Perhaps one of the secrets of the success of 'lev en and the splendid
spirit which has been characteristic of the organization, has been the development of the social feature.
Our first president, at the very outset of
the Freshman year, appointed committees whose duty it was to see that
the interest of the members was sustained through the medium of live, interesting programs at every meeting. It was realized that the literary feature of school work is one of vital moment.
The gr,eat state universities
require, in conjunction with their regular law courses, a certain amount of
work in the sciences, languages and arts, the object being to give that
breadth of mind which is so essential to the professional man's mental
equipment, and of all professional men the, lawyer's.
The class, therefore,
has attempted to emphasize the literary phase of its school life at every
opportunity.
The result during the first year was to bring home to the
entire school the fact that a real "live wire" was very much in evidence in
the shape of a Freshman class that did things.
The programs have. been
as interesting and varied as it has been possible for the brains of keen young
men to make them. A few of the subjects follow:
"An Aim in Life."
"A Few Qualities Peculiar to the Making of a Lawyer."
"The Best Way to Study Law."
"The Pleasure of Knowledge."
"The. Characteristics of Successful Men."
"The Lawyer in Politics."
"The Power of Oratory in Legal Practice."
"Duties We Owe to Each Other."
"Class Spirit."
"Tariff Revision."
"Free Trade."
"Why I Am Studying Law."
The Lawyer's Creed.'
"Aerial Navigation Laws in 2010."
Resolved"That an Educational Qualification Should Be Required of Every Voter
by Law."
"That Women Should Have the. Right of Suffrage."
"That the· Metropolitan Street Railway Company Should Not Be Granted a Renewal of Its Present Franchise."
"That the President Was Justified in the Dismissal of Mr. Pinchot."
"That the Present Meat Boycott in Cleveland Is Not Justifiable."
"That Jim Crow Cars Are Impractical for Kansas City."
From this partial extract· of the Secretary's register it is apparent that
practically every question of moment was discussed as it arose; and mar.v
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and varied were the solutions of the. interesting problems which were thus
presented.
In brief, the aim of the class of 'Ieven has been to do its share,
and sometimes more than its share, to raise the standard of the Kansas
City School of Law in every way possible, and to foster what is so often
entirely out of evidence in night schools-the
College Spirit. Though the
boys' time is limited; they feel that these features have their relative importance and must not be neglected.
W. L. WOLF .

.. TreJPQ,s,s On the
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Ca.se"

Annual ianqurt
With marked good-fellowship and enthusiastic school spirit the Fifth
Annual Banquet-the
big event of the school year-was regularly held Washington's Birthday, February 22, 1910, in the Coates House Banquet Hall. The
meeting, the most successful in the history of the school, was largely attended, all classes being well represented.
The spirit of friendly class rivalry early made its appearance in the form
of attempts by the classes to drown one another with their yells .. Besides
making it impossible to "hear one's self think," the yells which were given/

BRYANT

I"'TRODUCED

THEM.

served to advise everyone in the western part of the state that there was such
an institutition as the Kansas City School of Law. In their efforts to down
their opponents in noise the Junior and Freshmen classes had about a dozen
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yells each, which were used in turn, but the Juniors soon settled down to
their old favorite:
"Rub-a-dub-dub, Rub-a-dub-dub,
Freshmen, Freshmen, under the tub."
The Freshmen took it up and hurled it back into their teeth with:
"Rub-a-dub-dub, Rub-a-dub-dub,
Juniors, Juniors, under the tub."
After an hour of friendly greetings in the corridors-and other placesan adjournment was had to the banquet hall. And it was here that the Sen-

SIMRALL

DIDN'T

WORRY.

iors came into their own. Being outnumbered three to one by the Juniors and
Freshmen they had taken no part in the yells, but had stood about in small
groups, with a knowing look on their faces, and a suspicious bulge in the region of their pistol pockets extending up their backs. . And now when the
"Rub-a-dub-dub"-started
up with renewed vigor each Senior, reaching under his coat drew forth a large horn and both Freshmen and Juniors were
squelched and ignominiously chucked "under the tub."
After this time it was impossible to successfully begin anything that
sounded like a class yell. By the time that order was called to the meeting
a rather haggard look had become apparent on the faces of quite a number of
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the still-persisting but unsuccessful Freshies.
In fact, a great many of the,
others, who had expected an earlier opportunity of breaking a twelve-hour
fast, were not at all slow to "sit down, shut up, and fill up."
Upon the first appearance of the waiters with eatables quite a rapid

_"':>l--,--.,,<1'/J
JCppToad ';'P<Ql\s

Sc.hooL "Ba.nqu-et
BUTLER

IS

EMBARRASSED.

change in the conduct of the noisy ones took place, and the following Menu .
was served:
Oyster Cocktail.
Essence .of Fowl in Cup.
Olives
Celery
Mushrooms.
Larded Tenderloin of Beef with
French Fried Potatoes
June Peas
Roman Punch
Nabisco Wafers
Tutti Frutti Ice Cream
Assorted Cake
Tutti Frutti Ice Cream
Coffee
Cigars and Cigarettes
The feasting being ended, order was called for by the officer of the evening, John B. Bryant, toastmaster.
After making an excellent and inspiring
address touching- upon the life and works of Washington, the toastmaster
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called for the toasts of the various speakers with pleasant and appropriate introductions.
A high standard of excellence in speech was immediately established by
the clever and humorous speech of WiIIiam J. Todd, Jr., of the Freshman
class, whose subject was "Now and Then." His manner of address and dry
wit won close attention and brought frequent applause from his hearers.
Mr. James O. Mosely, also of the Freshman class, being next wjth thei

WARD

GREW

ELOQUENT.

subject of "The Freshman's Ambition," seemed quite capable of maintaining
the standard set by his classmate. Dealing with the hopes and ambitions of
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the young man in his "teens," and his dreams and air castles after leaving
them, he was quite successful in completing his humorous picture in a very
entertaining manner.
The hopes of "The Young Lawyer in Politics," together with the temptations and vicissitudes of fortune in such a life, were ably discussed by Rome
V. Butler of the Seniors in both humorous and serious veins .. Mr. Butler's
efforts were aimed particularly at the presentation of the advantages of absolute honesty coupled with legal knowledge, to the youn~ man aspiring for political honors.
Mr. E. W. Johnson, of the Juniors, replied to the toast of "Intellectual
Power" in a very convincing and instructive manner, as well as giving some

I
JOHNSON'S FACTAL EXPRESSION WAS GOOD.

MOSELY MADE 'EM LAUGH.

excellent suggestions as to good methods to be used in acquiring an extensive
and thorough knowledge of different branches of learning.
The toast of "The Young Lawyer in Public Life," handled by Williaml
K. Ward of the Senior class, was very instructive and inspiring, beside being
particularly "to the point" with the students, Mr. Ward, sustaining his past
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record as a speaker, again carried his hearers to the heights of eloquence in,
his efforts to impress upon everyone present the ever-present necessity for
honest men.
One of the most impressive speeches of the meeting was the reply of Ernest G. Simrall to the toast of "The Law of Laws," being handled in Mr. Simrall's customary masterful way. Outside of the entertainment derived from
the moments taken by this speaker, a vast amount of historical knowledge
'was imparted to his listeners.
Following the toasts of the students, Toastmaster Bryant introduced the
speaker of the evening as follows:
"I have but one excuse to offer in attempting to introduce the speaker of
the evening in this, his home city:
"A man who is known both far and near as a lawyer in every highest'
sense of the word, whilst I have but the aspiration to some day become a lawyer. A man who had graduated from Harvard University and attained distinction before the bar of this and other states before many of us were born.
"A man learned not only in the law, but in the various arts and sciences
to such a degree that he possesses those qualities which at the same time have
caused his friends to love and honor him while his opponents in legal combat
have learned to respect and to fear him. He needs no introduction in Kansas City.
"But this body is a student one and as such hails from all the four points
of the compass. There are present here tonight representatives from New
Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Virginia on the
east, Illinois and Iowa on the north, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and New
Mexico on the south- and Tokio, Japan on the west. So that while most, if
not all of you, know the speaker either in person or by reputation, I cannot but
assume that some, at least, of those present are unknown to him. This man
is usually introduced as the Nestor of the Jackson County Bar. And justly so,
for as Nestor, King of Pylus and wise councillor of the Grecian leaders, was
honored and respected because of his ripened learning, marvelous sagacity
and wisdom, so in like esteem is held by his fellow members of the Bar the'
Honorable John C. Gage, who will now address you."
The speech of Judge Gage, "Advice to Young Lawyers, Gleaned From
Experience," was rich with sage advice to both the student and the young
lawyer about to begin practice. Coming as they did from one of the ablest
and best known members of the Jackson County Bar, his words, singularly
appropriate to the occasion, received the respectful and close attention of not
only the student body, but the members of the faculty and visitors as well.
Calls for short talks were made on the different members of the faculty
present, which resulted in some excellent speeches. It now being in the "wee
sma' hours" of the day after, the Fifth Annual Banquet was brought to a
close.
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REMINISCENCES

OF A IUNIOR.

I.
CRIkIINAL
LAW was the first
And LEE taught 1(S luno to
BORI.AND
taught how to act
And we learned how to drat»

thing we saw;
indict.
when yon nuik e a CONTRACT,
'ens 'Itp ~ight.

To SNYDER
and KENT then anI' efforts were lent,
And we sta)Jcd overtime C7..Je1')' night;
And COMMERCIAL
PAPER
proved to be the next caper,
Which ELLISON
served to us right.
Then hard all the trails of BAILM ENTS AND SALES,
W-ith MORRILL
0'" guide and instructor,
Came TORTS, not a few, which we learned from JOHN
Who proved himself S011te quiz conductor.
Dealing out HOkIE RET.ATION
was NEEL'S
And u'c knew that the end was quite near)'
For readings at large, with SNYDER
in charge,
Fro1J1 BLACKSTONE
closed the [irsi year.

PEW,

occupatiou,

II.
U P01l O'1tr return as Juniors to learn)
JUDGE BOTSFORD
on EQUITY
spoke;
And STATUTORY
RIGHTS
made sleepless 0"" niglits,
For ELLISON'S
conrse was no joke.
The AGENCY
eOl,,-se we mastered by force,
With WTLLIAMSON
helping ItS through;
A1/d COMMON
LAW PLEADING
made mighty fine 'reading,
Though COOPER last lectures, 'tis true.
INSURANCE
,c!I1sfine, and right in FYKE'S
line,
Who made it quite interesting, too)'
And CODE PLEADING
was great, if we did stay np late,
For PARK mode 1/S get the rules true.
REAL PROPERTY
was had tkrougb the efforts
And we liked it, although it nieant tuork;
And 1l0W 'We must pause with EVIDENCE
laws,
Which TODD will see we don't shirk.
Next we sllppose Mr. Reynolds will close,
For BANKRUPTCY'S
yet to be reckoned.
Then there's nothing to fear t-mtil the third 3'ear,
For this is the end of the second.
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of LADD,

-R. E. MCGTNNESS.

A FRESHNIAN'S

SOLILOQUY

ON SCHOOL.

To flee or Hot to flee, that is the question
Whether 'ttcould be better in the end to s'uffer
The stings and arro7.US of an outraged lecturer,
Or to stick one's face in a sea of bubbles,
And by a-blowing, bust them?
To cry, or weep
SolJle more, and by a ioeep to say we end
T he question of whether a Freshman has the right to skom
His feelings.
'Tis the exominations
So greatly to be feared.
To cry, to weep,
To weep .. peThaps a stream. Say, here's a tub;
For t'1L that weep of breath, what steam may come
When thus we sniffle ous 0111' tears that boil,'
Such is our calise. There's the Blackstone
That roises havoc with dates all moonlight nights,'
For roho would carc about the iis and ands of Crimes,
The professor's song, married uiomen's property,
Equity's uniuersal love, the Law's stern way~
The competence of practice, and the squirms
That to Pass evaniinotions it takes,
~Vhen
himself might his O'W1l sheepskin niake
With: a dull jack 111lifc? Who uioulti ever care
To ltunt and dig for a precedent,
But that the fear of something after all·The -unlrnoum statutes, to whose pages
All knovers must turn-settles
the bill,
And make us prefer to keep what we have,
Than spend it on books that never will do.
Thus our fears UJill mak.e fanners of us all;
And thus the greatest hopes and ambitions
Are covered o' er 'lvith the dark clouds of dread,
And air castles of great works and glory,
On this account take to wings and fly,
And leave the scene of action.

he

-GUY
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C. COOLEY.

•

Au iExtrmporauroun "1Ramblr"
(By Han. John 1. Vv'illiamson.)
Some suggestions

to the Class in "Agency"

concerning

the profession

of the law and the duties of lawyers.
au are fitting yourselves for the practice of a profession which by
common assent is second to but one-the ministry. For myself, I
do not admit precedence even to the clergy. If he best serves
God who best serves man, then the legal profession is second to none. I
would have you realize the dignity of that profession.
In the Hall of Fame at Washington each State is entitled to place statues
of two of its citizens most distinguished for eminent service. In that hall
the statues of lawyers outnumber all the soldiers, poets, scientists, divines,
physicians and surgeons, inventors and financiers combined.
One entire branch of the Federal government, the Judiciary, is and
has always been exclusively in the control of lawyers. The Executive has
at his command all the armies and all the navies. But he bows to the Supreme Court. Congress may remove the President from his high office;
it may flaunt and deride him, as it has done and will do, but five lawyers,
sitting on the supreme bench, without a soldier or a sailor at their command, can nullify an act' of Congress by their single opinion. Probably
there has never been a time when the lawyers did not outnumber all others
in both branches of Congress itself, and more lawyers have been President
of the United States than men of all other occupations combined. The
same is true also of Governors of States and members of State Legislatures.
The Treasurer of the United States must give bond, and so with the Treasurers of all the States, counties and cities and private enterprises without
number.
But clients daily entrust the safety of all their property, regardless of the amount, to lawyers, with no other guaranty than the lawyer's
license to practice and his professional conscience. Lawyers, as a rule, have

~

n

shown themselves worthy of this trust.
But from him to whom much is given, much shall be required.
To
some, therefore, of a lawyer's duties, and to some of his rights, I now invite
your attention.
A LAWYER'S DUTY TO THE PUBLIC:
A lawyer owes to the public the duty to serve, to advise and to oppose
it. To serve it by guiding legislation, by shaping judicial decrees and by
encouraging a respect for the law and for those who administer it. It is
also, frequently, a lawyer's duty to accept public office, with the dignities
and emoluments thereto attached-a
duty usually accepted with encouraging cheerfulness.
In every government where public opinion controls, it
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is the lawyer's duty to inform the public and to advise it. Battles are
fought in vain if the liberties won upon the battle fields are not preserved
in the body of the law. The public paints with a broad brush and in glaring colors. Men, in the mass, are honest, but they can not discriminate
clearly, speak accurately, nor long foresee the consequences of their acts.
Hence arises the lawyer's duty to oppose the public will, at times. He
who opposes must expect criticism, enmity, foul abuse. He will not be
disappointed, but he is a coward' if he shirks his duty out of regard for his
own welfare. Dreamers and demagogues capture the public fancy and inflame the popular imagination with catchy but hurtful theories. Lawyers
are better fitted than other men to see and to point out the danger, and the
duty rests upon them fearlessly to do it.
A LAWYER'S

DUTY TO THE COURT:

Above all, a lawyer owes to the court the duty of being absolutely
honest-honest
in argument, in citation of authorities and in the presentation of facts. It is better to lose by fairness than to win unfairly. Dishonest victories are dearly bought. A case is hardly won if won at the
expense of the good opinion of the Court. Never attempt to deceive even
the humblest justice of the peace about the law or the facts. A tricky
lawyer is soon discovered, and, when discovered, is, if not ruined, greatly
injured. Rascals do sometimes achieve a degree of success, but they never
succeed as well as they would have done had they not been rascally.
Be respectful to the Court. Respect invites respect, and is a shield
against insult. If it is true, as has been wisely said, that "Ceremony is,
an invention of wise men to keep fools at a distance," it is no less true that
a respectful, dignified demeanor is an invention of wise men to insure respectful attention to themselves. Treat witnesses and jurors fairly. The
sympathy of a jury is usually with the witness. The jurors may have been
witnesses, but they have never been lawyers. Furthermore, the average
layman thinks a lawyer is shrewder than he really is, and imagines him to
be "at home in the courtroom, though the lawyer may be shaking in his
shoes. Hence any unfairness on the part of the lawyer arouses the distrust of the jury, and then your case must be won in spite of yourself, and
not because of yourself. It is no less important to keep faith with your'
brother lawyers. Your success largely depends upon your reputation with
your hrethren of the har.
A LAWYER'S

DUTY TO HIS CLIENT:

Subject to certain limitations, a lawyer's duty to his client is above all
other duties. You are not bound to deceive or to be otherwise dishonest
for your client, but you may be called upon, and properly, to do for him
things which an honorable man would not do for himself. Usury, or the
statute of limitations, or some other so-called "unconscionable defense" may'
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be his only defense, or one of his defenses. It is your duty to inform him
of the fact and to make the plea. The law awards him the right. Who
are you that you should assume to deny what the law g~ants?
Be not deceived, either, by the popular fallacy that you should not defend one who is guilty or in the wrong. You are neither judge nor jury.
The power to decide that question is in other hands than yours. Besides
your decision may be a mistaken one. Commonly you will have heard hut
one SIde of the case. For many reasons you are not in a position to know
which side is right. Furthermore, right or wrong, a man is entitled to]
have whatever defense he may have presented fairly for the decision of
the appointed triers of law and fact. Doubtless many an innocent man
has been believed to be guilty even by his own counsel. Should his counsel, and all other counsel, for that reason refuse to defend him, he must
go undefended to a doom, the certainty of which would have been aug-'
mented by the refusal of his lawyer to do a lawyer's plain duty.
Having accepted employment, then it becomes your plain duty to do
all that lawfully may be done to advance your client's interests.
Neither
criticism from the press, nor frowns from the bench, nor popular clamor,
should cause you to swerve one hair's breadth from your loyalty to your
client. Only the coward falters, and there is no room in the profession
for a coward. It takes courage to be a good lawyer. Do not imagine,
.either, that you will lose thereby.
Men love an honest, hard-hitting fighter.
Straight, clean, indomitable courage will arouse enthusiasm and admira"tion when all else fails.
When you have won-then
is the time to tremble!
When your client's
money comes into your hands-then
is the time to beware!
Your office
may be bare and your clothing shiny and your bills overdue. Get the money
out of your hands! Pay your client and pay him quickly. Never under
:any circumstances use a client's money in any quantity, however small.
More lawyers go straight to perdition by this one route than by all others
combined. More lawyers walk the streets today, outcasts, despised and·
rejected of men on account of that fatal weakness than from all other faults
and failings. Yet it is easy to avoid falling by that method. Simply be
honest. Nothing more is required.
Be frank with your client. Point out the weaknesses of his case. Prepare him, tactfully, for defeat. Victory will take care of itself. Don't tell
him he is certain to win. There is no certainty but uncertainty in a lawsuit. Otherwise it wouldn't be in court. You are not an insurance agent,
anyway, so why insure success?
Settle with your client promptly.
"Short settlements
make long
friends."
Get your fees soon or you may not get them at all. Get them
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before they run into large amounts.
Large fees for past services frighten
clients-besides
that, being a lawyer, you will need the money.
A LAWYER'S

DUTY TO HIMSELF:

There is much talk of decreasing opportunities for young men. Especially is this true of the legal profession.
I do not think there is much in
it Many men fail as lawyers.
But many men are born failures. Personally, I have never known a lawyer who was sober, industrious, honest
and reasonably intelligent to fail to make a living practicing law. By this
I do not mean to say that it is easy to succeed at the bar. It is not. Success calls for hard work, courage and patience.
It comes slowly. But it
is as certain in law as in any other field. Work is no hardship.
Labor is
a blessing, not a curse. "Blessed is he," says Carlyle, "who has found his
life work. Let him ask no other blessing."
A lawyer mu.st read, study,
think. For reading he can find no better books than Shakespeare and the
Bible. They depict human nature with matchless skill and fidelity. More
than other men, lawyers deal with human nature and should study it more
than other men.
Be bold. Don't be afraid of the judge on the bench, no matter how
long he may have been there. He may know more law than you do. It
would be strange if he did not. But you may know the law of your case
better than he does. See to it that you do. Don't be afraid of eminent
counsel on the other side. Frequently he is a bluff to an astonishing and
unbelievable extent.
A clerk in his office probably has prepared his case.
Many important cases are tried by busy. lawyers with amazingly little preparation. This is your opportunity.
Prepare your case thoroughly and you
will often trip your more experienced adversary.
Old lawyers have a saying: "Beware of the man with one case." You can see the reason for it.
As to your clients, if possible, never let one leave you dissatisfied.
Better lose your fee than lose a client, is frequently good advice. Treat
a client with perfect fairness.
Be open and frank with him and avoid dealing with him, if possible, concerning the subject matter of the litigation.
N ever solicit business.
It disgusts the better element, and clients obtained
in this manner are usually unsatisfactory.
Charge fees. That is what you
are in business for. Charge for your advice. If your advice is worthless,
don't give it. If it is worth anything you are entitled to be paid. Never
make an exorbitant charge, but it is entirely possible to err as greatly by
charging too little. Men will accept you largely at your own valuation,
and as a rule men value little what costs little. Furthermore, you are entitled to a living, and to a good living, out of your profession.
Take into
consideration the labor done, the results obtained, the time consumed and
the personal element, and then fix your fee at a sum which will fairly com-
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pensate you. Few men accumulate great wealth pracncmg law, but it is
entirely possible to make and save enough to put yourself beyond want in
old age.

A THEORY.
When judges pass all pretty points
Not passed «po» before,
Do thev dec/moe what is the law
Or irJhat it was of 'yore?
I know a man 'who often says
(l t may be legal si,,)
That brand ne-H} cases bnt declare
What the law has alwa'ys been,

T he court 'but simpl)! calls to uiork,
The living legal word,
Whose force has ruled the race of mall
Since Eve in Eden erred.
This logic, therefore, toould conclude
(Though J confess it jars)
That there prevailed in Babylon,
The law of Motor Cars.
The theory may be beoutijul,
But its results-i-Gee
For one, I'm quite content to sa)'
Courts make the lou: that is.

wu»!
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STATUTE

OF DESCEiVT AND. DISTRiBUTION.

By the laws of onr land
It is settled a·nd planned
That intestates' estates shall be spread
<it the end of the year,
When all debts are clear)
'il-fongst their kindred as here 1JW'J' be read.
And first be it 1?1LO'll'}l
That if child there be 1/01Le,
Nor issue, of allY deceased,
To the widow will fall
One fnll half of all
7 he riches her husband possessed.
But here be it said,
If the estate deceased had,
Came to him by marital right,
Then sucli estate 'luill
Be the uddoucs still,
And his creditors can touch not a mite.
Whereas for her share.
If cbikiren there are,
Or child or desc endunt all,\',
She can not lun:« more,
Whote'er be the store,
Than one-third of every penny.
Yet should she preier
To toke a child) s share,
Which. is allowed in most ever"!' State,
Her part might be
More or less, yon sec,
According to pe1' ~apita rate.
The rema·ining parts,
(To gladden their hearts)
The cliildreti 'lvill equally take;
The grandchildren,
too,
Are here kept in view,
And claim for their lost parent's sake.

"

Yet still for their lot,
(Be it never forgot)
Those grandchiidren
can but acquire,
What their parents alone,
If living, 'Would own,
(However nnscli more they desire).
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Again yOlt IlIa)1 uotc,
I ssues still '/Iwre remote,
than a grusuichild will yet be decreed,
By the laws of am' land,
F or the parent to stand,
And to sucli parent' s share to sHcceed.

But here

we must pause
To consider a clause,
Which: to grandchildren gives, as is clear,
If living no clnldren,
Tti» benefit mild ..
Of kindredship
equallv uear.

For as in this case,
They stand in. the place
Of children who are all dead and gone,
And are admitted to claim)
In kinship the Sallie,
As children theniseloes would Iuiue done.
But should there be
No descending tree
Of kiuship as briefly told.
Then father and mother,
And sister and brother
Will, per capita, share his gold.
In this case moreover,
Child or issue of brother
Or sister, who then nzay have died,
May pnt ilt their claim,
For our statutes are plain,
That they can'! in the least be deprived.
"But only, betscre t
To equaily share
The portion their parents would OW1l,"
Sa),s the law of per stirpes,
And all its ex cerps,
"Although. their fate the:} bemoan,"
J11 oreouer, per head,
The estate will be spread,
If the brother and sisters have died,
But their children remain,
For in that case 'tis plain
That per capita all niust decide.
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If the heirs are dead,
As above to be read,
The residue to the un]« unll reuert :
For 'vou never saw

A M1ssouri law
Deprive

a widow

of her desert.

ShOHld no zoidoiu

exist
On that fortunate list
Of heirs to intestate's wealth,
Then those grandparents gray,

And uncles and aunts may
Per capita, imbibe for their .health.

"In order stands next]'
Says dearly the text,
"The descendants of uncles and aunts,
'YVho, without allo»,
Per stirpes, 11ta)1 enjoy
The estate deceased enhanced."
Those grmldparents
great,
(If living so late)
111ay put in their claims just the same;
"And if the')' are dead,"
Our laws have said)

"Their descendants their shares may claim:"
To the rest that succeed,

liVe 'lJJW not proceed,
Enough has already been penned,
But suffice it to say,
The nearest ancestors may,
(And their descendants)
succeed witha"t

If no ancestors remain,
(Or their descendants)
'tis plai",
That the estate 'must ')Jet move along,
And heirs of the spouse
M av claim the house,
Lust as "his heirs would have done.
Thus then ends our tale ..
That 't1vi:rt male aHd female ..
No distinction whatever is ShO'W11;
And claims of the half-blood,
(Among ascendants) are half as goo:
As those of the whale be it known.
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end.

And

child,

a posthUl1tOUS

(As the laws have styled
An unborn. babe of deceased)
Shall inherit the same,
And

b)1

its guardian

claim,

For it can't be deprived in the least,
Agai'n we read

That a child h' deed
Of adoption can no't be cleft
Of the right to demand
His share of the land
That his adopted or real parent left,
an heir's
T hat into hotchpot

And 'tis

lot

Adutmcemenis, before death,

b)1

deceased,

Mus: first be brough:
(So we m'e tallght)
Before he can share in the feast.
In conclusion I'll say
That our Statutes

toda»,

For the intestate make sucli a will,
Which, if alive and free
From partialit)',

He wonld doubtless himself fulfill.
-JUDSON

-

/
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"Law School Annual"
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EUBANK,

"Vome.Jtic

'Relations"
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lJuutnr -111reahman 1ilrbnlr
Nothing is of more interest than an inter-class debate, and it is very
much re.gretted that we cannot give a detailed account of the one that is going
to be argued between the debating teams from the Junior and Freshman
classes. The debate has been delayed this year, and therefore. will be presented too late for a full report here.
The question is, "Resolved, That armies and navies should be abolished."
The argument for the affirmative will be presented by Messrs. Monk, N oonan
and Johnson, while the negative side of the question will be offered by Messrs.
Kelsey, Todd and Freeman. The teams are apparently well matched, both
being the best debaters from their respective classes.
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IN

THE

COLD

CRAY

DAWN-

Sometimes, old pal, in the morning,
When the daum is cold and grey,
I awake with a start and a si,n,king heart
To face another do».
I think of Ihe stunts of the night before,
And smile a sichlv smile,
And say to myself -for the bundredt}i lillie
Is it really worth the 'l.tthile't
Then I pick ttp the morning pape1'
And see 'where some saintl» man
Who was never so-used ill all his life
And never said "hell" or "damu!J_
Who never stayed out till the "'we suia' hours':
Or jaWed a gay soubrette,
Rut always preached on the euil of drinl«,
Of cards and the cigarette-"Cut off in Ihe prime of a useful life"
The headlines glibly say.
Or "Snatched by the Grim Reaper"
He hos possed down the Creat White

Way.

They bury him deep and a few [riends weep.
And the world tHaVes on 'with a sigh,
And the saintly 11101/ is .'IDOl[ forgotEven as you and I.
Then J say to myself, urv ell, Bill, old scout,
When JIG1! come to the place uiherc the worst and ilie best
Must bump the Eternal Bump,
You can sa,}' to yonrsel] with a chuckle,
Though the 'luay be e~t-ceed£1J,gly hot,
'When :Y01t were on earth you were mO'l-:ing
Nous is that an 1tllllol')' thought?
Then J attach a cracked ice pack
To the crown of 111)! battered hat,
And wander forth for a cold gl:n f£zzShe's a great old world at that.
And I go on 1It)1 way rejoicing,
What's the use to be mournful and sigh?
Co the route, old scout, and be merry.
For tomorrour ~V01t may die.

some,'

J'

THE DAY AFTER
PARTNERSH'P

&X"AAINA770/\/.
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Q11uh
Benjamin Weintraub
James E. Decker
Barclay D. Moore

.

First Tenor.
D. Connor Monk.
N. J. Johnson.

William K. Ward.
John W. Franciscus.
Second Tenor.

Samuel W. Frazier.
Ira B. Burns.

Edwin A. Harris.
Leslie Reed.
First Bass.

Ray E. McGinnis.

Geo. K. Brasher.
R. T. Stephens.
Second Bass.

Geo. W. Miller.
Walter J. Gresham.

A. W. Edwards.
Julien H. Harvey.
Piano Accompanist.

Ruth Patton.

Morris Leventhal.
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Leader
Manager
Director

l

111anortte 111urulty i£Xprr!iliinu!I
Mr. Dean:

"As I stated to you in my last lecture."

Mr. Snyder:

"Gentlemen,

Mr. Ladd:

gentlemen."

"Now let us see how that works out."

Mr. Botsford:

"That's right.

Mr. ~ngraham:
"Mr. Park:

Your answer is correct."

"I have to catch a train."

"Move up in front."

Mr. Cooper:
Mr. Fyke:

"Read the text."
"Suppose now."

Mr. Williamson:
Mr. Borland:

"Now, back in Washington."

Mr. Ellison:
Mr. Pew:

"As future members of the bar."

"That's right.

That's right."

"Yve-s, y-e-s, and by the way, that reminds me of a story."

Mr. Powell:

"Good evening, gentlemen.

Good evening, good evening."

Mr. Morrill:

"The Supreme Court has so decided, but I think that is bad

law."
Mr. Lee:
Mr. Todd:

"When I was in the prosecutor's office."
"E-x-a-c-t-I-y!

Mr. Reynolds:

"I require your undivided attention.
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IN RE SHOOK.
There's a chair that has been broken
That is left ItS as a token,
And a pane of glass is missing from the door.
There's a smell of rubber burning
That would start )'OIt1' stomacli turning,
And a peck of litter strewn about the floor.
There's a whole banana peering
Hanging, clinging to the ceiling,
Where it bounded [roin the roof of Cooley's brow.
There are sticks and chalk. and sand,
Paper wads "to beat the band,"
J-! ow they came there no one seems to know just how.

Over on the window sat
Is a wadded fine-cut pill
Which JUSI grazed Ihe end of dear old Cnpid's nose.
Desks and chairs, and floor and walls ..
All the room, and e'en the halls ..
Certain signs of a commotion plainly shotus,

IV as it riot here begm/?
1,17as the annual class scrap on?
Was this the scene of discord atu! of gore?
The solution is most plain,
Permit us to explain,
Ioh» Morgan Shook 'was in the class the night before!
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@lrninr Qll1rnnnlngy
September 27-Law
School opens with a hurrah.
Everybody speaks, even
the faculty. OUf former fellow sufferer, Frank Watson Games, shows
considerable grit. He makes a forty-word speech in forty minutes,
presenting the class picture.
September aq-c-Mr. Ellison reads Mr. Ladd's real property lecture. Everybody cuts. Just like it used to be, only more so.
October I-Mr. Ingraham introduces us to Municipal Corporations. Great
surprise-Ingraham there.
October 4-Mr. Borland, the "peerless one," reads us the first chapter in his
book on "Wills and Other Things."
Decker, Darrow and MeN eese
get in an hour and thirty minutes' nap.
October 6-McFall
arrives in a loud necktie and Mr. Ladd tells us about
eminent domain. Counsel appointed to bring condemnation proceedings against tie.
October 8-Mr. Ingraham does not appear and President Bryant reads the
lecture to limited number of the fellows who remain. Class adjourns
to Century.
October II-Mr. Borland gives us a stiff quizz. First of the year. Several
carried'off the field on stretchers.
October 13-Mr. Ladd tells us about easements, and also about the sights on
his trip to Europe. Class exercises the right of eminent domain without compensation on McFall's necktie and the lecture. proceeds.
October r g-c-Mr. Ingraham and Mr. Pew arrive together. Pew tells a story
and Ingraham has to catch train.
October I8-Borland
again quizzes us on wills. Aylward kindly explains
that we are now studying the law of wills, with all its mysteries.
October 2o-Mr. Ladd out of the city. Mr. Ellison quizzes us. Donnely
absent; rumored that it is his wedding day.
October 22-Mr. Ingraham gives a lightning express lecture in about thirty
minutes. jochems and McCollum have to "go some."
October 2S-Mr. Borland with President Taft on the New Orleans river
trip. Professor Powell propounded puzzling, pertinent propositions on
wills.
October 27"":"Dean
Ellison reads another of Mr. Ladd's
West goes to sleep and forgets to cut.
Ocotober 29-Mr. Pew quizzes us on corporations.
class me.eting. Someone suggests that we go to
versity to debate. Riot.
November I-Powell on Wills. Quizzes McNeese five
him absent. Me finally escapes.
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real property lectures.
No lecture. Another
Leland Stanford Un itimes and then marks

November 3-Mr. Ellison gives another of Mr. Ladd's lectures. Jochems
absent.
Four voices respond to roll call. Mr. Ellison suspicious.
November s-Mr. Pew tells us about Police Power. Says he thought police
power meant a blue uniform and a club. Mr. Ingraham in Philadelphia.
November 8-Borland
back from river trip. Must have been like "marnin'
after." Stiff quizz, His white vest with his dress suit looks black.
November ro-e-Once more Dean Ellison explains the intrigues and deceptions of landlords. We all resolve never to he landlords.
November Iz-Mr.
Pew gives a fin~l quizz on public corporations.
Exam.
Class retires to prayers and crammings.
November Is-Borland
delves deep into the fount of knowledge concerning
the law of wills. Some founts dry and empty, some give forth copious
drafts of dazzling dafliness.
November '7-Mr.
Ladd lectures until IO :30. Making up for lost time.
Darrow and Decker just can't keep awake.
November Ig-Another
of Borland's choice quizzes on wills. Class meeting.
Bryant announces the arrival of a nine-pound Bryant Republican and
ducks. Class meeting breaks up and we adjourn to Dixon's.
November 22-Final
quizz on wills. Borland kisses us good bye, and says
he will be back in June to get rid of us: In the meantime he goes back
to Washington to lick "Uncle Joe."
November 24-Thanksgiving.
Examination on public corporations.
Some
have nothing to be thankful for.
November 2g-Mr. Ladd on real property. A lecture, five written quizzes
and two oral quizzes. Everybody gets floored at least once.
December I-Mr. Ladd again on the spot with a twenty-four page lecture on
contingent remainders. Also a few reminders.
December 3-Mr. Snyder is welcomed into our midst. Just like old times.
He immediately expounds at length upon the law of partnerships.
December 6-Mr. Botsford very equitably teUs us about equitable rights,
which is right. W.e write it right.
December 8-Mr. Botsford in equity again.
Talked about his airship
(heirship) .
December ro-c-Snyder again. Oh, awful quizz! Why art thou so simple in
the pony and in the lecture, but thou so tortuous when on my feet I
stand?
December '3-Mr.
Botsford again on equity. Sheppard serves on jury.
Hasn't learned enough law to disqualify him.
December Is-Mr.
Ladd teUs us about real property.
Two-hour lecture.
No quizz, Great rejoicing. Bugbee, Decker, Carter and Ros.enbaum
do not have their slumbers disturbed.
December I7-Mr. Ladd squeezes in a lecture of twenty minutes and we adjourn.
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December 20-Mr. Botsford speaks of "we lawyers."
tears his shirt. Bugbee. falls out of his seat.

Carter immediately

December 22-Mr. Snyder on partnership.
Judge Ladd presents each member of the class with an autograph copy of "Sharswood On Legal
Ethics." The class extends a vote of thanks to Judge Ladd and delegates Mr. Snyder to act as "Mercury" to bear the message ..
CHRISTMAS
Janyary 3-Mr.

Botsford on equity

HOLIDAYS .

•
again.

Miller absent.

Century.

January 5-Mr. Ellison handed us another "bunch"-seven quizzes.-Hobo
comes in to visit us and is passed on to the freshmen. Looked like
Dr. Cook.
January ]-Mr. Snyder on partnership,
re-elected. Everybody broke.

Class election.

january ro-s-judge Botsford again on equity.
behind the real property exam.

Nearly everyone

That equity exam. looms. up

January 12-After waiting an hour and thirty minutes, Dean Ellison arrives
after vainly trying to answer Mr. Ladd's real property examination.
The class answers it in thirty minutes. Several 100s.
January 14-Mr. Snyder on partnership.
Says people in time of Charles I
preferred the human bruiser to the human freak.
January I7-Judge Botsford on equity. He begins to sympathize with us on
the examination.
Says a few fellows show symptoms of having
glanced at the lecture.
January Ig-Mr.
Dean gives us the first lecture on private corporations.
Oh, eloquence!
January 2I-Mr. Snyder on partnership. He only gives us 222 cases to read
for the next time. Won't see us for two weeks and thinks for that
reason we will not have anything to do. Some of the fellows are. called
to Jefferson City to show cause why they should not be admitted to
the bar.
January 24-Mr. Dean gives us another spasm on corporations. Three lectures in one. McFall, Rawdon, McNeese, Bugbee and Carter sleep
through it all.
January 26-Mr. Botsford on equity. Some of the reasons the fellows gave
at Jefferson City were good and they are not admitted.
January 28-Mr. Botsford on equity again. Mr. Snyder sends his regards to
the class in a hunch of partnership stingers.
January gr-c-Last lecture on equity. Mr. Botsford says he will pray for us.
Fine farewell speech.
February 2-Mr. Dean on corporations. This is his third lecture and he repeats the other two; 10 :30 and all asleep.
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February 4-Snyder
on partnership.
Tells West that if he doesn't quit
taking so many hats every lecture he will have to go to Jefferson City
for something else besides examinations.
February 7-Mr. Dean on corporations. Quizzes one hour and a half and
then lectures. Dean issues a mandatory injunction against McFall's
pipe.
February 9-Mr. Dean again on corporations. No quizz. He makes that
injunction apply to Morton's cigar also. Tells McQuay he will get
him yet for that unseemly laughter. McQuay called down four times.
Finally cuts.
February II-Mr.
ination.

Snyder on partnership.

Scares us up about that exam-

February '4-Mr.
Dean on corporations. Tells McFall that unless he is a
genius he can't smoke that old pipe and learn law at the same time.
McFall wilts. Admits he is not a genius.
February 16-Mr. Snyder gives us a parting shot in partnership.
Oh, you
exam!
February I8-Mr. Dean on constitutional law. I love my constitution, but
oh, you oratory!
February 2I-Mr. Dean quizzes on corporations until 10 o'clock. Wakes
.. Darrow up five times. Darrow says he is going to complain. McFall
leaves that pipe at home. Mr. Powell borrows a dress suit from his
brother so he can attend the banquet tomorrow.
February 22-Big,
best, bursting banquet at the Coates House. Freshmen
come with songs and yells, but Seniors drown them out with horns.
Mr. Snyder tells us about the "fall guy." Bright Freshie tells us about
the busy lawyers' stenographer "going home at eve with weary limbs."
Aylward wants to know what he meant.
February 23-Mr. Snyder opens up the fireworks again with his first lecture
on Legal Ethics, etc.
February 25-Dean
and Mr. Ellison on constitutional law. . Everybody is
"present." At 8:IS there is nobody left but the fellows at Sleepy Hollow. That means Rosenbaum, Carter, Decker, Bugbee and Darrow.
They are. asleep.
February 28-Mr. Dean on corporations. Oh, troubled slumber. McNeese
can't sleep. Mr. Dean says he is going to catch him.
March 2-Mr. Todd conducts the partnership examination. The class learns
for the first time that Mr. Snyder is dangerously ill. We work from
7 :30 till I I :30 on that examination. Todd disturbs by giving advice.
March 4-Mr. Ellison and Mr. Dean on constitutional law again. Out of
sympathy for the class, Mr. Dean only lectures one hour and fiftyfive minutes. Rosenbaum gets down on time and for that reason Mr.
Dean refuses to quizz.
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March 7-Mr. Dean has lost all sympathy and handed us a lemon.
of quizzes and three lectures.
March g-Mr. Snyder operated upon. No school.
pathy and good wishes to Mr. Snyder.
March II-Mr.

Dean on constitutional law.

A bunch

Entire class sends sym-

April 8-Dean Ellison gives us another stinger on constitutional law. Sleepy
Hollow has to keep awake. Stupendous task.

Mr. Snyder holding his own.

March I4-Mr. Dean scares us to death. Gives .us 18 ques~ons. ~ater kin~ly
relieves the undertaker of his task and bnngs us to hfe again by telhng
us that he will defer the quizz one week in order for us to learn some
corporation

law.

March I6-First
lecture on Extraordinary Remedies. Judge Hall talks about
asfastasthis.
Pleased to meet the Judge, but he certainly does go
some. Mr. Pew and Brasher cut and go to the Orpheum.
March I8-More
minutes.

constitutional law. Bugbee actually keeps awake thirty
McNeese cuts because, he can't sleep. Dean makes too

much noise.
March

2I-Mr.

Dean on corporations.

Quizzes us and everybody passes.

Somepassitascloseasthis.
.
March 23-Mr. Todd appears on the scene and informs us that Ju?ge Hall
will not be present. He then proceeds to annihilate us by asking us 66
questions on the lightning express lecture of the week before. Some
use extraordinary measures and safely pass. McFall's pony breaks
down and he and Rawdon ride double.
March 2s-Mr. Dean doubles up on us and quizzes again ". McNeese di~n't
expect a quizz and gets stung. Senior class sends an immense of.fenng
of flowers to Mr. Snyder. President Bryant takes them to him on
Easter.
March 28-Mr. Dean gives us four lectures but no quizz. Hurrah! Bryant
tells us the message Brother Snyder sent us. We have fears for his
recovery and there is much grief.
March 30-:--Judge Botsford arrives and gives us the equity examination.
Powell is on hand to grade us and orders Jochems and M~Coll~m ~o
take the answers down in shorthand.
Judge Botsford rises m. ~lsl
dignity and explains to the fellows that that diabolical scheme ongl~ated in the fertile brain of Powell and that the Judge had no hand m
it. He disclaims all conspiracy and the class accepts his apology.

has

April I-Mr. Dean
gone to the country, hurray! hurray! . But Ellison
April-fools us and gives us an awful quizz. Some had pontes and some
had to walk. Road dusty and many fell by the wayside.
April 4-Mr. Dean lectures on corporations until
you quizz!
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10

p. x.; 51 questions.
.

April 6- Judge Hall again. Second lecture at lightning express speed. Taylor explains why the Democrats did not win at the city election.
Somebody said Jim scratched the ticket and riot ensued. School has
to pay for about six windows.

Oh,

April II-Mr.
Dean quizzes us and then lectures on corporations. Yale
resigns from the Pandex staff and Brasher elected over his protest.
April I3-Judge
Hall on extraordinary remedies again. Lectures thirty
minutes. Bugbee rudely awakened by the bulletin board falling on his
head. Said he thought he had been hit by Mr. Dean.
April I5-Mr. Snyder is dead and there is no school. The class passes resolutions and everybody feels the loss. We little expected that the last
lecture he would ever give was given to us on February 23, when he
gave us the opening lecture on Legal Ethics. He leaves a place that
can never be filled.
April 16-The Senior class attends the last services in this city over the remains of our departed friend and instructor and we march to the train
with his body. Mr. Dean and Judge Ladd lead the procession through
the rain and cold. Mr. Powell accompanies him to Albany, where he
is to be laid beside his dear mother.
April I8-There
is an heir of gloom over all and that is added to by Mr.
Deans' quizz. He "balls out" McQuay four times. McQuay finally
cuts.
April 20-Mr. Pew quizzes us on extraordinary remedies. All of the fellows
are reviewing for the coming bar examinations.
April 22-Mr. Dean on Due Process of Law. His last lecture on constitutional law. No. quizz. Sleepy Hollow rests in peace and have to
be awakened by the. janitor after everyone else has gone home.
April ag-c-Mr. Dean on corporations. Last lecture. Gives us about 100
questions to answer for examination, but very kindly tells us that the
examination will not be pulled off until after we come back from Jefferson City.
April 27- Judge Hall on extraordinary remedies. Lectures until 8 :45. We
muchly fear the Judge is taking things too hard.
April 2g-Judge Ladd is slated to give us a lecture on abstracts, but defaults
and Dean Ellison feeds us some more constitutional law.
May 2-Mr. Ellison is slated to warm us up on constitutional law, but fails
to appear and Mr. Todd reads the first two lectures on Legal Ethics.
May 4-Mr. Pew arrives and quizzes us on extraordinary remedies. Gives
us some advice about the. bar examination. No lights in the back end
of the room and nearly everyone cuts.
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March 7-Mr. Dean has lost all sympathy and handed us a lemon.
of quizzes and three lectures.
March g-Mr. Snyder operated upon. No school.
pathy and good wishes to Mr. Snyder.
March II-Mr.

Dean on constitutional law.

A bunch

Entire class sends sym-

April 8-Dean Ellison gives us another stinger on constitutional law. Sleepy
Hollow has to keep awake. Stupendous task.

Mr. Snyder holding his own.

March I4-Mr. Dean scares us to death. Gives .us 18 ques~ons. ~ater kin~ly
relieves the undertaker of his task and bnngs us to hfe again by telhng
us that he will defer the quizz one week in order for us to learn some
corporation

law.

March I6-First
lecture on Extraordinary Remedies. Judge Hall talks about
asfastasthis.
Pleased to meet the Judge, but he certainly does go
some. Mr. Pew and Brasher cut and go to the Orpheum.
March I8-More
minutes.

constitutional law. Bugbee actually keeps awake thirty
McNeese cuts because, he can't sleep. Dean makes too

much noise.
March

2I-Mr.

Dean on corporations.

Quizzes us and everybody passes.

Somepassitascloseasthis.
.
March 23-Mr. Todd appears on the scene and informs us that Ju?ge Hall
will not be present. He then proceeds to annihilate us by asking us 66
questions on the lightning express lecture of the week before. Some
use extraordinary measures and safely pass. McFall's pony breaks
down and he and Rawdon ride double.
March 2s-Mr. Dean doubles up on us and quizzes again ". McNeese di~n't
expect a quizz and gets stung. Senior class sends an immense of.fenng
of flowers to Mr. Snyder. President Bryant takes them to him on
Easter.
March 28-Mr. Dean gives us four lectures but no quizz. Hurrah! Bryant
tells us the message Brother Snyder sent us. We have fears for his
recovery and there is much grief.
March 30-:--Judge Botsford arrives and gives us the equity examination.
Powell is on hand to grade us and orders Jochems and M~Coll~m ~o
take the answers down in shorthand.
Judge Botsford rises m. ~lsl
dignity and explains to the fellows that that diabolical scheme ongl~ated in the fertile brain of Powell and that the Judge had no hand m
it. He disclaims all conspiracy and the class accepts his apology.

has

April I-Mr. Dean
gone to the country, hurray! hurray! . But Ellison
April-fools us and gives us an awful quizz. Some had pontes and some
had to walk. Road dusty and many fell by the wayside.
April 4-Mr. Dean lectures on corporations until
you quizz!
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10

p. x.; 51 questions.
.

April 6- Judge Hall again. Second lecture at lightning express speed. Taylor explains why the Democrats did not win at the city election.
Somebody said Jim scratched the ticket and riot ensued. School has
to pay for about six windows.

Oh,

April II-Mr.
Dean quizzes us and then lectures on corporations. Yale
resigns from the Pandex staff and Brasher elected over his protest.
April I3-Judge
Hall on extraordinary remedies again. Lectures thirty
minutes. Bugbee rudely awakened by the bulletin board falling on his
head. Said he thought he had been hit by Mr. Dean.
April I5-Mr. Snyder is dead and there is no school. The class passes resolutions and everybody feels the loss. We little expected that the last
lecture he would ever give was given to us on February 23, when he
gave us the opening lecture on Legal Ethics. He leaves a place that
can never be filled.
April 16-The Senior class attends the last services in this city over the remains of our departed friend and instructor and we march to the train
with his body. Mr. Dean and Judge Ladd lead the procession through
the rain and cold. Mr. Powell accompanies him to Albany, where he
is to be laid beside his dear mother.
April I8-There
is an heir of gloom over all and that is added to by Mr.
Deans' quizz. He "balls out" McQuay four times. McQuay finally
cuts.
April 20-Mr. Pew quizzes us on extraordinary remedies. All of the fellows
are reviewing for the coming bar examinations.
April 22-Mr. Dean on Due Process of Law. His last lecture on constitutional law. No. quizz. Sleepy Hollow rests in peace and have to
be awakened by the. janitor after everyone else has gone home.
April ag-c-Mr. Dean on corporations. Last lecture. Gives us about 100
questions to answer for examination, but very kindly tells us that the
examination will not be pulled off until after we come back from Jefferson City.
April 27- Judge Hall on extraordinary remedies. Lectures until 8 :45. We
muchly fear the Judge is taking things too hard.
April 2g-Judge Ladd is slated to give us a lecture on abstracts, but defaults
and Dean Ellison feeds us some more constitutional law.
May 2-Mr. Ellison is slated to warm us up on constitutional law, but fails
to appear and Mr. Todd reads the first two lectures on Legal Ethics.
May 4-Mr. Pew arrives and quizzes us on extraordinary remedies. Gives
us some advice about the. bar examination. No lights in the back end
of the room and nearly everyone cuts.
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May 6-Mr. Ellison gives us a final quizz on constitutional law. Four chapters. Announces that we will have no more examinations until after
the bar examination and that Mr. Todd will give us three sittings next
week on Mr. Snyder's course on Practice and Proceedings.
Hurray!
Hurray!

TO'D'D--"'Don'ttall( to me, I am JO mad I could
bite a ten penny nail in two"
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.3 MINUTES

NO U ISA LONG TIME
VISIT.

A SENIOR
CRAMMING FOR EXAMINATION
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A Romance of the Kansas City Law School.
(Wr-itten for the Pandex by C. A. Holloway).
Author of "Retribution,"

"Hasta Manana," "A Pearl of the Golden Gate," etc.

R.JOHN B. PEW, as the hands of the clock crept nearer the position which would indicate that the hour was 9 p. m., grew more
severe in his "quiz," and with each succeeding name asked a
more difficult question than the former. At last all the "S's" had passed
through the ordeal and the "T's" were preparing for a "flunk," and they
had succeeded in the preparation, and now he is calling upon the "W's."
He called one name, but the owner of it was not present, so the next name
was uttered by Mr. Pew in his resonant tones-"Miss Mabel Walker."
Mr. Pew looked up from his roll book, preparatory to hurling the most
difficult question of the evening at the defenseless girl, but he noticed the
pensive droop of the lips (and Mr. Pew was married, too), and his heart
misgave him, for the lecturer on the law of crimes was nothing but a man
to be affected by the flash of an eye or the curve of the scarlet lip in a smile,
so instead of the weighty and ponderous question upon the tip of his tongue
clamoring for utterance- he said, "Miss Walker, will you define a crime?"
Miss Walker answered correctly and sat down; but Mr. Pew was net'
the only person present that had been affected in the region of the heart
by the rising of Miss Walker at the calling of her name.
Just on the other side of the room, a few yards from Miss Walker, sat
William Johnson. and as the girl arose in response to the calling of her
name by the lecturer he cast a cursory glance across the room; but the
glance became a look and Johnson was compelled to exercise some will power

M

in order to turn away.
And can we blame him if he was tempted to cast, now and then, a covert
peep at the girl as she sat listening to the lecture, which had now commenced, with absorbed attention.
Mabel Walker was worthy of a second look, and a third, and so on ad
infinitum.
And what did William see when his eye wandered across the
aisle? He saw a young woman, tall, slender, lissom, with the roses of health
in her cheek, scarlet lips with the curve of a Cupid's bow; a nost straight,
finely formed; the nut-brown hair straying fitfully over the pure white forehead; eyes of violet hue which looked into your own with all the truth and
naivette of a child. And as Mr. Pew had asked her the question she had
stood with her head held straight and independently, and she had smiled
just the least bit. a smile partaking of the nature of a sunbeam, for it drove
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away sadness and care as if by magic, and made the class-room of the law
school the most pleasant place in Kansas City as the second lecture on the
law of crimes progressed this second Monday of October, I907.
But mayhap it were well to enter somewhat into an explanation of the
cause of the preceding lines. Well, to begin, it was the class-room of the
Kansas City School of Law, and Mr. Pew, the lecturer on the law of crimes,
was inducting the Freshman class into the mysteries of the law of modern
criminal jurisprudence and the most approved methods of technical procedure.
He had gotten as far as indicated above, Miss Walker listening with
rapt attention (for even though a woman she had a mind most logical and
bright), and William Johnson across the. room was listening with attention,
not so rapt, for ever and anon his eyes wandered and he gazed upon the
profile of Mabel Walker, and not infrequently lost the thread of Mr. Pew's.
learned discussion of intent and capacity, etc.
All too soon for Johnson the hour of IO o'clock came and in noise and
confusion the class dispersed.
At the same moment a yell burst forth in
the hall and the Seniors rushed up and with a smash the glass transom above
the door gave way and a hose connected to the water plug in the hall poured
in a deluge of water. For a moment the Freshmen were helpless with surprise, but soon the presence of mind returned to a young man named Butler.
and he opened the door and shouted "Give the Seniors h--11" as he rushed
against the oncoming host, closely followed by Johnson and the remainder
of the valorious class of IgIO.
The skirmish was brisk but short, the Seniors soon retreating in disorder, followed by the triumphant, yet dripping and bedraggled Freshmen,
with the hose playing with full force. upon the erstwhile aggressive but now
discouraged and humiliated Seniors.
The Seniors fled in dismay, pouring out on Main street to the great
surprise of passers-by, and followed to the very door by the jubilant Freshmen. However, seeing the victory was won, Johnson, leaving the rest of
the class to taunt the Seniors upon their humiliation, started upstairs, the
class-room being upon the second floor. He walked thoughtlessly into the
room, disordered and wet by the recent contest, and was taking his hat and
coat preparatory to leaving when he was startled by' a merry laugh, silvery
and bell-like, coming from the seat so lately occupied by Mr. Pew.
He looked up and saw Miss Walker, whom, in the excitement of the!
moment he had forgotten.
She looked at him with all the merriment of
lighthearted girlhood shining out of eyes of heaven's brightest blue.
"My, Mr. Johnson, but you look funny with those dripping clothes.
Did any of the rest of the boys get as much water on them as you?"
"Yes, I believe Butler took the whole force of the hose upon his robust
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·form until I rushed to his rescue,

closely followed by the remainder of our

noble, yea, heroic band."
"Are you going home now, Miss Walker?
If so I will be pleased to
accompany you, but for tonight you will have to keep your distance or you
will get that pretty dress discolored by the water so kindly presented to
me by the humane Seniors, and I believe, in some manner, they got Kaw
river liquid into the mains."
"All right, you can come along, Mr. Johnson, but don't approach near
me in your present liquid condition, for I am not exceedingly rich, and it
might cost me some money should my dress be spoiled."
"Well, what's the use of money, anyhow?" Johnson remarked as they
walked along, "just so you are happy. And I am happy tonight, for I am
commencing to see the beginning of the end of a struggle that I have been
engaged in for a long time, for almost as far back as memory goes I always,
said I WOULD be a lawyer, and now in three years I can hope to have attained that ambition, that the dearest ambition of my life."
She answered him in the same strain, and the rest of the short journey,
for both lived on the West Side., was occupied in a discussion of hopes and
aspirations, of the yearnings for better things and the plans for a life to be
spent worthily in the service for the fellowman. And indeed what nobler
profession is there than that of the law? Who has greater opportunity, if
he but use it, for the betterment of the human race? There is none.
That walk home in the crisp October air was but the first of many for
Mabel Walker and William Johnson.
And did their law study suffer in consequence?
No, for they looked
upon each other simply as fellow students helping the other over the difficulties of the study. And many was the long winter evening they spent
together up in the Bar Library in the Scarritt Building, poring over the
quaint phrases of Blackstone, discussing the wisdom of Kent, seeing what
Sir Wm. Anson said of contracts, reading one to the. other the learned words
of Burdick on Sales, talking over what Mr. Ellison had said in his last lecture
on Bills, Notes and Commercial paper, and astonished at the wisdom displayed
by the Hon. R. J. Ingraham in his lectures on the law of torts. And last,
but not least, they studied together Schouler on the "Laws of the Domestic
Relations," paying especial attention to "marriage" and "husband and wife,"
but most particular attention to "separation and divorce," for is not that
where many a fat fee is picked up by the lawyer?
And so the, winter passed and they were good friends at the end and
nothing more. June with her breezes fragrant with the scent of fair flowers,
musical with the humming of bees and the silvery ripple of the brook; June
the month of graduation essays, June the month of brides, June the month
of commencements, commencement of real life after the months of prepara-
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tion, June, the fairest of the daughters of the year, was here and down at the
Willis Wood Theater the first Wednesday evening was a scene of busy
activity.
On the stage were congregated all the professors and. the Senior
class, the very same class that just a few months before had been so signally
vanquished by the Freshmen who now, however, must take a place. in the
audience with everyday mortals.
And two seats near the center were occupied by two of these erstwhile
Freshmen, now Juniors.
These two were none other than Mabel Walker
and William Johnson.
All too soon the graduation exercises were over and Johnson found himself bidding Miss Walker good-bye at the door of her home.
As he started to leave she said: "Mr. Johnson, a few of my friends are
going to come and have a little frolic two weeks from Friday, as I am going
the next morning to Chillicothe to be with papa and mamma, and I would
like for you to come if you can. I think the intention is to go to Electric
Park."
"Yes, certainly, I will be on hand, Miss Mabel," he replied, "and until
then it is 'good-bye.' "
"Good-bye," she answered, and both were soon in the land of dreams,
where bloom the. fairest and brightest flowers, where ripple brooks of clear
pure water, quenching the thirst of weary, foot-sore travelers by the wayside.
The nineteenth of June, a bright, fair day, but down in the bottoms the
waters wen' reaching the highest stage since the flood of I903. However,
on the West Side, far above danger from flood, all was secure. And at the
home of Mabel Walker as the hour of eight o'clock came there came with it
a small crowd of young people bound for Electric Park. And soon with gaity
and laughter, the company of some fifteen boarded the car and sped on their
journey.
Miss Walker and Johnson occupied the same seat and talked in
a very light vein most of the time, but during the conversation she. let fall
these words: "I like to be mean." Some say that words have not much
effect, hut we will see that these five words had a material effect in a certain
way.
Soon, too soon, the evening flew by and they were again at Miss
Walker's door and Johnson, as he bade her good night, said, "I hope you
will be back in Kansas City next September when school commences," and
she replied, "I will be back if I am in the land of the living."
Johnson walked home that evening with a far different feeling in his
heart than any he had ever experienced.
He could not define it. Always
before he had looked upon Miss Walker as a friend, a friend to help and be
helped by, but tonight there was a vague unrest, a feeling as though she must
be more than a friend, or less. That if she could not be, she must forever be
a stranger.
And those words which she. had so carelessly uttered, which
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were to ring in his ears for weeks and months, "I like to be mean." He
tossed to and fro upon his bed thinking it all over; but at last as the gray
of dawn came he sank into slumber.
June and August passed and September was nearing the close when
again the classes of the Kansas City School of Law took up the wcrk and
resumed the acquaintances interrupted by the summer vacation.
Again friend was greeting friend amid confusion and turmoil, for one's
eye must be most alert to dodge the missles being thrown by the Juniors and
Seniors at the. trembling Freshmen.
The thoughts of Wm. Johnson wandered back one year to the time when
he had occupied the same position, as he looked upon the Freshmen who were
standing about with faces expressive of direct apprehension and fear of being
struck by the, catalogues being used for weapons.
As each new face made its appearance in the doorway it was received by
a cry of "Hats off," and if the one standing in the opening was slow in obeying the hat was soon sailing across the room, propelled by a force not furnished by the owner.
But the opening evening over, work was begun in real earnest and Wm.
Johnson and the rest of the class settled down to the stern duties of the classroom. Thus the Junior years was finished and the Senior year begun and day
followed day and at last May came; but the friendship begun between Miss
Walker and Johnson in the Freshman year was not any more developed, it
seemed, than when the first term had been completed.
It seemed that she had meant what she had said when she had uttered
those words, "I like to be mean," for all Johnson's attempts to talk to her on
a sentimental line were unavailing and they were yet just friends, and not as
good friends as when Freshmen.
At last, on the 8th of June, the class of 1910 was gathered on the stag"
of the Willis Wood Theater and the speechmaking of awarding of honors]
and diplomas was finished, the. curtain was lowered and the three years were
past forever.
Johnson walked out beside Miss Walker and they fell into step as they
turned and slowly walked the few blocks to where she resided.
They seated themselves on the veranda and for some few moments carelessly chatted on various immaterial topics until Johnson said, "Do you know,
Miss Mabel, I am thinking of forming a partnership."
"Really, Mr. Johnson, I would not have supposed so. I would think
you would prefer to succed or fail alone."
"No, I have in mind a most competent partner, one who has tact, one in
whom all virtues reside, one whom I would choose not as a law partner only;
but one whom I would want to be by my side throughout life, one who has
said, '1 like to be mean,' but who does not, really. One who instead has a

warm, loving heart and one whom I love, a most beautiful, true. and earnest
student of the law, but for whom there is reserved the greater profession of
a home maker."
He rested his hand gently and caressingly upon her shoulder and gazed
tenderly into her eyes with the love shining out that never before he had
dared to show, and continued, "Miss Mabel, on this commencement night
let us make a commencement on our life's journey. I hav.e. learned in our
acquaintance more than law, for I have learned to love you and I feel that tonight I could ask no greater happiness than to have you say you will be my
partner for life. Won't you, Mabel, darling, say that from henceforth we
shall have no more separations."
He caressed the bright tresses of her hair, as she, with drooped eyelids,
sat meditative and beautiful; then with the love-light beaming out of her
eyes of heaven's tender blue, she raised her head and said: . "Yes, Will, we
will form a partnership; we will be partners for life."

THE LADDER OF DIVORCE.
OWNEY-OWNEY.
CEREMONY.
MATRIMONY.
PARSIMONY.
ACRIMONY.
CACOPHONY.
TESTIMONY.
ALIMONY.

1£nraln
Wise:
Excuse me, Mr. Powell, but that is my pencil you have taken.
Mr. Powell:
Excus.e. me. You see it is the same as this one I have in
my pocket.
Wise:
Yes, that's the one you took Monday night.
Peterson : Please pick that splinter from under my nail.
Stevens:
What's the matter-been
scratching your head?
Taylor (reading from dictionary) "Coddy-moddy! who knows what a
coddy-moddy is?"
Butler: "Don't know, but I bet it's Brasher."
Taylor (still reading) : "Coddy-moddy. A gull in the plumage of its first
year."
Mr. Powell: "What is the name of that right, which the husband has in
the wife's real estate?'
D. W. Martin: "Coverture,"
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Take Common Law Pleading according to directions below.
avoid an undue exercise of gray matter, and insure a good grade:

It will

Keep in mind that the course provides for six sessions, and you will
probably have three.
1.

2.

Be sure not to study too hard.

3.

Commit to memory the definition of the original writ.

4.
citing.

Use the word "gravamen" and other words of like caliber. when re-

5. Always call up the registrar just before starting to school to see if
the lecturer will be there, and avoid disappointment.
6. If there is a Democratic meeting or wrestling match, make another
appointment. for there will be no school that night.
7.

If you get caught napping, plead "nolle contendere.'

8. Remember the good advice. "Read the. text," but it is not necessary
to foUow it.
9. Do not look back over the course, when completed, to see how much
you know.
The Freshmen were much puzzled 'when they first faced Judge Middlebrook. They had been in the habit of studying the facial expression of the
instructors to determine the answer, but the judge was too much for them.
He wore whiskers.
Mr. Botsford:
"Will equity make the remedy more efficacious?
Aylward:
"More how?"
Mr. Botsford:
"What kind of a bill maya
Westfall:
"Yes, he may credit the bill."

creditor bring?"

What a change time will make. The Freshmen raised up out of their
chairs to raise their hands higher during the first weeks of school; now they
duck their heads to keep from being noticed.

Mr. Proctor came down to quiz the Freshmen, while Mr. Borland was
down the. creek with "Bill" Taft, and they soon had him agoing. A part of Mr.
Borland's final instructions was all that saved him. It was like this, "Gentlemen, Mr. Borland told me to tell you that I am not here to be quizzed."
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It was Judge Park's night with the Juniors.
It was not a social session. Mr. Park was delivering a lecture upon that intricate subject, "Code
Pleading," the principles of which have been elucidated in a volume by
one Bliss.
Me. Ben Todd, behind the desk, erect and soldierly, regarded the class
with severe and forbidding eye-for
was not then and there present Students Shook, Richardson, Maltby and other waggish spirits, ever yearning
for a gladsome moment of hilarity; and was there not sundry empty tobacco sacks lying about upon the floor, anyone
of which might become
suddenly and mysteriously ignited?
Mr. Ben Todd had, upon certain other
occasions, crushed divers outbursts of imbecility with a ruthless hand, and
was not to be taken unawares.
Judge Park spoke on, an air of earnestness rested heavily upon the entire class, the surging of perplexing questions through the gray matter of
many craniums produced a muffled hum. The scratching of many pencils
was distinctly audible. A surprising and obnoxious odor seemed to steal
upon the atmosphere, coming from nowhere, it pervaded everywhere.
Insidiously creeping into the nostrils it seized the olfactory nerves with merciless grasp. A frown o'erspread Judge Park's august visage. Several students slid weakly down in their chairs. Mr. Ben Todd advanced to the
front and center, teeth set and fists clenched. With one eye he searched
beneath the chairs, with the other he sternly transfixed John M. Shook,
the usual culprit. Other eyes turned to assist Mr. Todd. There was an
air of expectancy. When lo! and behold! The source is disclosed! The
wretch is exposed! Con Murphy had removed his shoe.

Mr. Cooper: Now that is a good word, a fine word, a word worth
making a mental note of-a word to spring on your c1ients-a word that
will impress the profoundness of your knowledge upon them, a word-.--

Mr. Pew:
Mr. Law, illustrate "Cause and Effect."
Law:
Marriage and divorce.

•

MILLER & MILEY .
We refused to permit our pictures to be placed in the Pandex, be.cause
we do not like to be "advertised."
BRIEFS WANTED.
Can you ascertain by its "ear-marks" that State, Line Street,
City, Kansas, is the boundary of the state of Missouri?
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in Kansas

Stevens had been assigned to defend a man charged with highway robbery. The prisoner studied his crude appearance for a few minutes ann
then turned and asked the judge:
"Is this my lawyer?"
"Yes," replied his honor.
"Is he going to defend me?"

"Yes."
"If he should get hurt so he could not attend, could I have another I"
"Yes."
"Can I see him alone in the back room for a few minutes?"

ARGUMENT OF STANLEY IN-STATE VS. M'QUAY.
Gentlemen of the jury, this prisoner is an unmittigated scoundrel; he
..acknowledges it and yet, thanks to the wisdom of the law, he has been given "
a fair trial by a jury of his peers.
Burglar ransacking Klingelhofer's room was disturbed by him waking up,
and turning fiercely upon the occupant said: 1£ you stir you are a dead man.
I'm hunting for money."
"Let me get up and strike a light, said Kling, "and I'll help you."
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The Law in 1950 Should Woman'J
SufFrade Succeed
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Judge Fyke: "What are the two hazzards in the law of insurance?"
McGinnis:
"The moral hazzard and the other hazzard."

Mr. Cooper: (calling roll) "Mr. Johnson!"
Richardson (answering for
Johnson) "Here!"
Mr. Cooper:
"Now that's strange.
Mr. Johnson called me up a few
minutes ago and asked to be excused."

Fresh:
"Will you please be kind enough to repeat the question?"
Junior: "What?
Senior: Huh !"
Deeply engrossed in a certain senior lecture, Broaddus absent mindedly
kicked the "Buzzard's Roost," awakening Bugbee, Carter, Darrow, McNeese
and Holloway with a suddenness that caused even Dean Ellison to laugh.

"OUR LADIES'

MEN."

'Twas

on a F1'iday uight, and the quit: was a little dr-y,
their chairs aliI' lad}! [riends did fI3'.
Soon there was a [iutter, then there was a yell,
As sounds re-echoed [roni the heavy feet that fell.
There 'Ze.lasaile whose face was blushiug, aiui his heart 'was beating fast,
For fear the damsels might escape hini, and he'd lose his chance at last,
So gathering himself together the inight» Ric/de did arise ..
And "like a rudderless air-ship, to an unknown port he flies»))
Following close behind him) 'Zt/ith smiles that are so dear ..
(That aren't ordinary smiles but extend from ear to car)
rVas the elder Mr. Geyre, the treasurer of the class,
11iho that 'very F1'1'da;}night made prcdicf'ioJls conic to pass.
This is the end of the story, 'tteos reported the next day,
That to the Orohenm theater these 3!0'Ullg gentlell/en paid the way.
It made the rest of us jealous, just as jealous as could be,
To tlliu!? we had been so [ar surpassed in acts of gallant1'3!,
And we've been forced to acenou-ledge, toh»! we surmised before,
It is that these men are ill "our class" no more,
For 1l0W since the.'v have "done it," and perhaps 'will do it again,
In the future zoe will have to say "Yon are a lady's mall."
So "here's to )101l Bill Ric/de," and here's to Geyre, too.
"21.1ay yO?! live a thousand ')'ears/) just as yOlt intend to do,
And amid YOllr fame and [ortnne, whether loose or in the "pen,"
Remember this, our simple greet,j1lg, "Both of YOll are ladies' men."
-H. R
When [roni
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Con Murphy:
"Durrin's mustache reminds me of a cash sale."
Franciscus:
"Why?"
Murphy:
"It's all down."
"I want to say to you, sirs" "My honorable opponent or whoever you
may be, take my speech and tear it to tatters."
The above was found hanging on the flag-pole. at Dodson one morning after a Freshman class debate.
Mr. Powell:
What is meant by courtesy?
Mr. Hord:
It means that the husband and wife should be kind to each
other.
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How sweet this life would beIf West would keep his feet douni.
It Broaddus tuould get his hair niussed up.
If Morton didn't look so sleepy.
If some people would buy tobacco.
If Woesternieyer
would get fat.
If Dreier would get thin.
If Donnelly got married every night.
If McQna.y ouly leneui.
If Butler would use Herbicide.
Tf McFa.11 would get enough of it.
If Darrow would only smile.
I] Ttivlor 'Would change barbers.
If Alyward would be still.
If Harris 'would sleep at nights.
If Bugbee would qui! smoking pic/des.
Tf Bryant zoould tell who "soalrcd" !IIcQuay.
If Westfall would ever get over it.
If 'we l?-llc'w how Powell graded.
If we knew whom Dean would qnizz,
If we !?1lCW whom SlIyder would miss.
If Simrall knew 'Zvhicl~ aile he reall» loues.
If Rou.dons name were not 1\.1yrtle Edwin.
If Yale uroulti not "it class.
If we knew how IJIOIlY hours Decleer daily devotes to his cornplesion,
If we knew why Powell quizced. Me Neese five times one night and then
nuirlted him absent.

Cooley Goe.s in For the Law
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Mr. Snyder: "What does Kent mean when he says that our personal
rights should not be invaded by the enactment of sumptuary laws?"
Mr. Combs (after stammering a minute):
"Damnum absque. injuria."

Mr. Harris, ansmg from his chair, "Mr. Powell, my name is not McAlpine." Mr. Powell apologizes to McAlpine.

FRESHMAN HAPPENINGS.
November 18, 1909, was a memorable date. Mr. Lee made his high run
of citing cases in Criminal Law, citing thirty-nine in a forty-five-minute lecture. Before this he had frequently cited as many as twenty or thirty, but
never showed the form that he did on the said rSth..

A FEW GEMS OF THOUGHT

AND THEIR

AUTHORS.

"It seems to me."-Garnett.
"I want to say to you, sirs."-Alford.
"Are we serious or are we joking?"-Ryan.
"Strictly speaking, it is not."-Rickle.
HIt behooves me, gentlemen, to speak to you."-McAlpine.
"During the interim."-Haner.
"A little louder, please."-Campbe11.
"Gentlemen, we should be ashamed of our moral conduct."-Huff.
"I have visited all the countries in the world."-Kennedy.
"I did not know one could talk and say less."-Patterson.
"As it were."-Garnett.
"I am taking the course in two years."-Shumway.
"Will you please repeat the question?"-Enloe.
"I am speaking from experience."-Hord.
"Mr. Borland, you are mistaken."-Seidman.
"I am the youngest in the class." -Turgeon.
"I will talk. You can not stop me."-Young.
"McAlpine."-By
the course.

My name is Eugene.

I threw the paper.

I can not tell a lie about it.

Mr. R. B. Boyle, after each examination:
"I never was absent. Look
at my past record in other classes." Mr. Boyle stays with them until they
remove the absence marks, then he places them on his list for reference to
the next.
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iN RE

SHUillWAY.

N ow~ listen, dear reeder, and yon shall SOOJl hear,
Of a little event that took place quite ncar,
~.Jdear young Freshie, like a kid about five,
Pronipt ed. by vanity, f01' "Rep" he did strive.
One night at class-meet abonr
When the cold snow outside
The boys '(('cre disc1Issing what
To make of such greenhorns

five months ago,
was fort)I below,
'was the best pla«,
a competent lIWH.

And while they we're fussing and talking like sin
Our Chappie jumped up and stuck out his chin.
Then Someone suggested, to settle the stew,
That they listen a tchi!« aud see what he'd do.
So tickled he 10as to have quieted their rage,
That he thought his sweet face should fill a whole page.
So early next morn he was 1tpon his 'way,
And !tis picture and name were in that sa'nre day.
Although up to this time he hasn't got wise,
The popers are crazy for pictures of size,
Or that the'}l all work hard to get in their dope,
We firmly believe that while there's soap there's hope.
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®uly ®ur l£uwyrr'!l 1.Exprtirurr
ANY stories are told of the ups and downs of the legal profession,
hut the following affords a most worthy illustration.
A farmer
living in Central Kansas, where every man has plenty and is satisfied if he can get a little more, occasionally ships a few carloads of steers
and hogs to the Kansas City market.
This farmer is not really a fair type
of the Central Kansas farmers.
He is a little undersized, weighing not
to exceed 110 pounds avoirdupois.
His face is grimy and wrinkled, and his
voice shrill and keen. He is of industrious habits and untiring energy. He
loves a nickel dearly and longs to get all that is coming to him, and when
out by himself where his slow mental powers may have time and room to
work, he usually figures out a plan to get it. When talking to men of average'
size or height, he cocks his head to one side, squints his eye, pitches his
voice, looks up in one's face and tries to impress one with his great wisdom.
On one of his periodical trips to the market, a wreck occurred in which
he received some injuries.
He promptly refused to sign a statement, went
on to the market, returned home and employed a bright young attorney to
"bring that there Railroad to time."
. The attorney took up the matter with the Company and a claim agent
called at the attorney's office by appointment .. The Central Kansas farmer
was on hand. The attorney was anxious to make a fine showing, as he had
aspirations to become the Company's local attorney.
The lawyer opened
fire by asking his client, "Did you ship some cattle and hogs-several
cars-over this Railroad to Kansas City on or about January 25th, last?"

M

His client bounced to his feet, ran his hands to the bottom of his pockets,
cocked his head, and looking up perked out, "Yes, sir."
The attorney then asked, "Were you in a wreck on that date between"
the stations of M. and J?"
Still retaining his pose he responded, "You bet."
"Were you injured much at that time?" inquired his attorney.
"No, jist skint a little!" was the reply.
The attorney flushed, stammered, turned red in the face and said, "Well,
-w--well,
you suffered considerable pain, lost much time from your duties
on the farm and were out considerable for medicine because of this, were
you not?"
"Nope," responded the farmer, "I didn't loose nary a day, my skint
hand got well in a week and I only paid out 35 cents for salve. You kain't
keep me down."
The attorney was whipped.
The claim agent was in great delight and
taking up the case with the farmer said, "Well, now, my friend, you are a
first class customer of our road and we want to do the right thing by you,
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here is $5.00 to pay for your salve and to heal your wounded feelings. We
s·.~l1want your trade, sign this receipt in full, please."
The attorney abashed, said nothing.
The farmer signed his name with
a Hour-ish, stalked out of the office with the air of, "See the conquering hero"
gees, and showed his $5.00 'note to some friends on the street-telling
them
that he had, "just received that much for all his trouble in that there big
wreck," and "that he never did think that young lawyer knowed much anyhow."
GUY E. STANLEY, '10.
AT A FRESHMAN CLASS MEETING.
"Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of order."
"The chair declines to recognize the gentleman."
"I insist upon my point of order."
"The gentleman will take his seat."
"The gentleman will do nothing of the sort. The gentleman is clearly
within his rights."
(Business of pounding desk with gavel.) ....
"The chair refuses to yield to the buccaneer tactics of the gentleman."
(Sarcastic emphasis on "gentleman.")
"Do I understand the chair correctly?
Does the chair refer to me as a
buccaneer ?"
"Yes, sir!"
"Then, with all due respect, the chair is a smuggler."
(More pounding of desk with gavel.)
"In what respect, sir .. is the chair a smuggler?"
"The chair dodges its duty."
(Great confusion. Yells of "Good!" "Give it to him!" "Put him out!"
"Soak him!" "Move we adjourn!"
"Regular order!" Business of sergeantat-arms moving swiftly down the aisle.)
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®urrl1rurrr in tqr i10trl :!Iurrinon.
At Jefferson

City,

1912,

at the State Bar Examination.

"Mornin' Marse ledge. yo' up arly dis rnornin'.
How many times hab
yo' ben down hyar from dat 'ere school? Ah dun 'member yo' senee las'
year. Uh, uh, ah sho am-but ah's gwine to do the fines' job dat is on dese
hyar shoes, coz dis hyar crowd from Kansas City is cartanly de mos' hyfullutin' bunch dis hyar town has had 'round on any 'cas ian, an' Marse ledge,
ah aint a sayin' dis to YOllS coz yo' ben he'p tt-ainin' dis clae', but ah's ben
'round hyar now come pert nigh onter fifteen years afore dey use to hab so
many ob dese 'torneys graduatin' and afinishin' in-in-de-explusion
ob
de lies-No, no} ah beg yo' pardon, ledge, ah means to say. in expulsion and
'splantion ob der law.
"N ow look hyar at dese shoes-I dun knows dey 'blong to dat dar tall
post of a feller, Mister Bailey-Bill Bailey, ah 'spose-Oh, yes, sir, ahs' met
a good many of dese hyar boys-met
'em las' night, and den some ob dem
hab ben down hyar at Jeff City afore, jess visitin'.
"Who dis pair ob shoes 'blong to? ledge, don' yo know oxfords when
yo' see's 'em? Why, dese: 'blong to-dat
hyar 'stinguished lookin' man,
Senator Law. Say, ledge) he sho orter 'stand some law, bein' he's got de
name alright ~n' a broad understandin', too.
"Dis hyar pair, dey 'blong to- Mac-Al-Pine-he-he,
yah-yah-I
dun start
to set him on de shelf when he steps in las' night, fa' ah ben again' to git me
a Bilikens dese many a day.
"Oh, my no, de owner of dis shoe is Mr. Butcher. 'Pears to me he's
sorter quiet, but dey tells me he gets to cuttin' up like de res' ob demonly wus.
"Good land. yo orter know dese two pairs, for dey sho must a ben
hitched in front ob yo desk doin' mas' ob dose lectures-dey
sho' tall guysthose Jones am, an' dey ain't brothers nor twins, as ah can tell.
"Dis pair an' dat udder one) dat wid re wide silik strings in em, came
from room 24. Dey's Ham an'-no, let me see-Bacon and Sumway's. I
hear tell dat ere Shumway come nigh jining on de staf ob de leadin' paper up
dar at K. C., but der class couldn't get 'long wid cutin' him and dey kep him
in de path.
"Dis pair-it sho never do no good to gib me dese-coz ah never could
get in 'em-he's de talk- ob his clas'. Seems to me he sho mus' be de baby
ob dat crowd from de size of dese.
"Say, Jedge, one ob dese ere boys what done ben studyin' antics an' politics
and all dem there other kind ob tics, might done ben president when his ole
head turns gray, sir.
'Fo' de lawd, ledge, ah sho did-an'
ebberybody axed me las' night
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'bout doe two fin' lookin' gurls from dis hyar school. I heerd tell dat dey all
neva 'speet dem ladies sta' in you' alls school all de three years-dey sho
plucky. I sho dun shined dere boots long 'go, and spick and span, too, let
me 'form youse. Ah ain't larned who de chapron is, hut ah knowd she got
her eye on dose young ladies.
"Oh, no, dese no sech word as fail wid dis crowd-dey's
got the right
spirit an de knowledge. and de talk, an' ah mas' b'leb dey's got de best
'gredient ob all, bein' ah heerd 'em telling 'em las' night down on de poch
after ebberybody on de place had gone to sleep.
Well, ah dun got ha'f dozen more pars to black yit. Dis ole arm mighty
near gib out on dese, hut look hyar, dese as neat and slick dey won't get
much elba' grease for dese 'blong to some mah'ied 'torneys dat's ben habin'
'structions from dere bettars.
"Sakes alive, it's pert nigh 8 o'clock an' ah hear stepp in' in de uppah hall,
so ah bes' be movin' 'long now and fetch dese shoes up. So long, ledge."

R. E. P.

How a Fre ....
hman Loo!<.
.s to the Faculty
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EVERY LAWYER
WOULD HAVE HIS CLIENT PLEAD GUILTY
and save costs if he were being tried for
Negligence in Financial

Matter.r. or. Not Ha'1Jinga

'BANK.

WE
own
your
cent

ACCOV NT

URGE YOU to not let YOUR case come to trial. Begin your
defense NOW-Right
Now! Learn the satisfaction of having
money earn 2 per cent on a CHECKING ACCOUNT, and 3 per
on Savings-compounded.

WITH YOUR FIFTY GRADUATES
There should be 50 bank accounts.
If they are HERE,
unexcelled service in EVERY department.

you will have

COMMERCE TRUST CaMP ANY
Capital $1,000,000.
William T. Kemper, Pres.
Henry C. Schwitzgebel,

Sec.

Commerce Building.
Richard C. Menefee, Tr eas.
John C. Simpson, Asst. Sec.

~=======================@

Patronize Our Advertisers
They help us and it

IS

our duty to help

Look for the Advertiser

who sells what

them.

you want and buy it from him.
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Catalogues, Booklets

Do Your Eyes

and

Advertising
Folders
in large editions

A Specialty

Trouble

Railroad and Commercial Printing
R. M. RICBY PRINTINC

YOU?

they tire eastly-c-lt reading,
writing or sewing causes headache,
if your eyes smart and burn, you
probably need Glasses, and every
day's delay works further injury.
See us about your eyes-it's the
wise thing to do!
If

co.

410-412 West Sixth Street
KANSAS CI'l'Y, Mo.

J. A. MOTT OPTICAL COMPANY.
1107 Main St.

Both Phones 2387 Main

"'~.============:1i.ll
THE ADVERTISING

~"\'===========~~w.
MANAGER'S

LAMENT.

Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these, "Turned douni again."

Madison'
keeping."

"I understand

Jaccard:
cases."

"That can't be.

Madison:

that Judge Middlebrook

is breaking

up house.

He's very busy these days deciding divorce

"Well, isn't that what I said?"

Enlow-Marlow
Block--VVhy?

would certainly make a good instructor.
'

Enlow-Becaus.e. he asks so many questions.
quizzer.

Possibly he will write a law

Mr. Todd: "Who wrote the Justinian Code?"
McFall: "Mr. Snyder."
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Renting of Caps and Gowns to
Graduating Classes a Specialty

Main-I253
Green Jewelry

E.R.MOORE

Co.

You might
be satisfied
with pins ordered elsewhere
-you are SURE to be with
those made by us; prove this
by letting us make your pins

Maker

of

Collegiate Caps, Gowns
and Hoods

this year.

Judicial

Jewelry and Watch Repairing

and

Clerical

Gowns,

Baptismal and Choir Gowns

12th and Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.

356 Deuborn Street

Chicago

Cii==========::';
Mr. White:

!"==========~·ti,,,

"Say, Ashton, why is it you can hear yourself talk when

you hold the receiver of a telephone to your chest?"
Mr. Ashton:
"That must have been a heart to heart talk you had,
White."
Mr. Williamson:
and 'de jure'?"
Edwards:

"Er-er-I

"Mr. Edwards, what is meant by the terms 'defacto'
don't know, unless it means you have to prove the

facts to the jury."

"Deeds of some men oft reminds us
That their nerve is quite sublime,
A nd departing, leoue behind them
Knowledge
they have beat our time."

Myers:
Kerr:
Myers:

"What kind of a cigar is that, Kerr?"
"It's called the "Soldier Boy."
"H'm, I noticed it belonged to the ranks."
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Clinical Facilities, Unsurpassed
Laboratories, thoroughly equipped
For further information address GEO. W. DAVIS, M.D.,
Secreta?'y, 12th and Central Sts.; or, J .. M. FRANKENBURGER,M.D., Dean, 1208 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.

i<ji==============================~
"Let me see," said the minister who was filling out the marriage certificate and had forgotten the date.

"This is the fifth, is it not?"

"No, sir," said the bride, with some indignation, "this is only my third."

He who courts and goes away
May court again another day;
But he who weds and courts girls still,
May go to court against his will.

"Counsel may, in the discretion of the court, be permitted to lie down on
the floor and hollow at the top of his voice."

58 S. W. 422. Go it, Donnelly!

ADVICE TO MARRIED MEN'S CLUB.
"Where an unauthorized person throws a woman's freshly washed and
ironed clothes on the floor, it is question for the jury whether she could laYI
hands on him more gently than by means of a baseball bat applied to the back
of his head." 130 N. C. 651.
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Good Office Furniture

Insurance and Loans

Rugs, Carpets and Curtains

R. B. Jones & Sons
General Agents

American ~onoing Com~an~
OF BALTIMORE

When you wish Bonds executed
promptly,

Robert Keith

call on us

Phonee Meln

Furnltll8 aad Carpel Clmpany

316 Long Bldg.

1230

Kansas City, Mo.

Kans •• City, Me.

M.:w.=============iw.
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==========i.~

Judge Fyke:
"If the insured has recovered from the insurer, can the
company recover from the third party whose wrongful act or negligence
caused the loss?"
J. R. Murphy: "Yes, sir."
"On what doctrine?"
Murphy (proudly):
"Caveat emptor."

"A horde of pettifogging) barratrous, custom-seeking, money-making
lawyers is one of the greatest curses with which any state or community
can be visited."-Sharswood.
F-ierce lessons.
L-ate hours.
U-nexpected
company.
N-ot prepared.
K-nocked out.
Powell-Please illustrate such a case.
Haner-Well,
if my wife (applause) Well, if I should pay my wife's debts.
Impossible.
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Compliments of

The Metropolitan
Street Railway
Company
~m========================i;;,;
CUM LAUDE.
Haul 'em in; drag 'em in;
Sift 'em out and see
Who of all our great should win
Perpetuity.
Pull 'em in; push 'em in;
Sort 'em out and give
Sheepskins to say whether they
Had worked to die or live.
Say. Fame,
It' a darned shame
That you don't put your bread on a name,
So plain that all the school might see
The hallmark of Cum Laude.
What?
(With apologies to Lampton.)

Morrill: "Most things that are bought go to the buyer, do they not?"
Fitzgibbon:
"Yes, all except coal; that goes to the cellar."
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Formerly

of Eighth and Grand

New Location:

Offfcial

l?1hl<o>tt(Q)glrap1hl~R"
Class Jl 9> Jl 0
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Art Department
OF

The Campbell Glass
and Paint Co.

1024 Main Street and Westport Ave.
and Main Street

Catering for Parties, Weddings
and Receptions

Is now located at
1421 & 1423 W.lnut

Ban Room at the Westport Place

Home Phones

may be engaged for dances

2727 & 7810 Main

and other affairs
!'il'

St.

I1$.

m

ill

Ben E. Tood (addressing the unsophisticated
Freshmen):
"Gentlemen, when I see you evincing such an interest in these public questions
and giving the arguments presented such close attention, it brings to my
mind these lines: 'Learning makes a full man--'"
Huff:
"So does whisky."
Todd:
"Speaking from personal experience, are you?"

"Me. Boyle."
Powell (calling roll):
"Boiled away."
Myers:

Matthews:
"Freeman:
Matthews:

(N 0 response).

"You say if I buy these notes it will cut my study in two."
"Sure it will. Ask Thice."
"Gee! Give me two."

As cold water is to a thirsty soul, so is a "pony" in an examination.

"A man that is young in years may be old in hours, if he has lost no
time."-Lord
Bacon.
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THE

I

home of SteinBlock Men's
Clothes; the Dress-Shop
for many men of many
minds. The Store that
Greets You

Rothschild's
On Main at Tenth
~~

Iii

. I
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liquor, Opium, TobaccD

Established 1868

Produce each a disease of the nervous system, a symptom of which is
the necesisty at longer or shorter intervals for repeated doses of the
drug, resulting in what is commonly
called a craving or appetite for it.
The diseases yield readily to the
Keeley Treatment,
which
cures
these diseases by restoring
the
nerves to a healthy state. It cures
by removing the cause. The patient
has neither craving nor feeling of
necessity for stimulants.
The Keeley Institute of Kansas City, Mo., is
one of the largest, best apointed and
most successful of the great system
of institutions administering
this
treatment. This is the only place in
Kansas City or vicinity at which Dr.
Keeley's remedies are employed.
For particulars address,

Dean So Kenney
Abstract and
Guaranty Co.
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE
Titles Examined and
Guaranteed
227 New York Life Building
KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,

PHONES 1166 M.

716 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.

iilill===========i§i1!i1!===========i1!
THE FRESHMEN concur with the court in saying, "The wisdom of.
the commonlaw is so profound as to be quite undiscernable."
77 Miss. 727.

"Marriage

may be postponed-but

not the statute

of limitations."

17

Ga. 276.
"Women will talk, for God has made them so."

23 Ga. 215.

Mr. Powell-What
is the distinction between Curtesy and Dower?
Miss Patton-A
baby must be born.

YE MARRIED

MEN.

"A wife, by caressing and kissing, makes a representation
fact and if she does not love him such acts may be fraudulent."

of a present,
152 Ind. 172.

"It would seem in all fairness that a woman is not entitled to be supported by more than one husband at a time." 27 N. Y. 700.
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THE BALTIMORE HOTEL
THE FINEST IN THE MIDDLE WE8T

12th Street

Baltimore Avenue

11th Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.

m~========================ig;
Home Phone Main 1917

Backstrom- Ferguson
Tailors
1104 Baltimore Ave.

Opposite Hotel Baltimore

Kansas City, Mo.

w.========================,$l
YE WHO PASSED THE STATE BAR EXAM.
"It is an inalienable right of every citizen to get drunk."

59 Mo. App. 122.

WHY, JUDGE BOTSFORD!
"Woman has always been a favorite with equity and it always throws its
willing arms around her." 35 S. E. 871.
Yale was talking to ] ennings one day about a certain young lady to whom
Jennings had been paying not a little attention.
Yale asked Jennings if she
was artistic. "Artistic, I should say she was. Why the other night 00($
of her peek-a-boo shirtwaists got into the pianola by mistake and she played
two Beethoven rhapsodies before she found it out."
.
The editor stood at the local box,
With. a face of grim despair,
H e opened it ItPJ to his surprise,
He f onnd a local there.
Mr. Ellison: "Donnelly, here is something that
does the hushand--"

will interest you-

Mr. Powell: "What's' the noise in the senior room?"
Kelsey: "McFall's socks."
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Home Phone 5666 Main.
Bell Phone 1114X Grand.

Cafe

D. Freudenthal
(Formerly Union Depot Cut Flower

Valerius

Co.)

Plants and
Cut Flowers

Kansas City, Mo.

Funeral

designs on short

Prompt attention

notice.

to country orders.

Give Us a Trial

Walnut and Eleventh St1'eets

202 East 12th St.,

)Jfain and Tenth Sueeu

Southwest Corner 11th & Grand ave.
Kansas City. Mo.
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"The operation of a buzzsaw is not incident to the occupation of a retired gentleman."

•

Mr. Dean:
succession?
Aylward:

6 N. Y. Supp. 57.

"In the law of corporations

what

is meant

by perpetual'

"Perpetual succession means the power to go on until every-

body dies."
Burk (at banquet):

"How under the sun did you keep

awake

during

Johnson's sermon?"
Haner: "That's easy, we have had Morrill."

TO BUTLER.
"Anything

may be argued."

19 Eq. 588.

"The fire department of a court of equity has no hooks and ladders.
engines or other appliances, or waterworks with which to put out a fire"
.56 Ga. 508.
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ADVICE
"A barroom

TO OLD

loafer is an unfortunate

GRADS.
selection

for a legal advisor."

32 Fed. 662.
The fact that a lawyer advises foolish. conduct does not relieve it of its
foolishness."

82 Maine 288.

"The quality of the advice of counsel may be such as to warrant
presumption

that it was obtained

gratis."

the

9 S. E. 1040.

The Judge knew whereof he spoke in 103 Tenn. 415, when he said: "Erequently the impression made by a barber on the customer's
to that made by a carpenter

face is similar-

with his saw, and a barber is a mechanic, al-

though to look at him, the barber appears to be a professional gentleman."
"A bicycle is an animal."

32 Atlantic 652.

"An open knife, a bottle of whiskey and a razor are a deadly combination."

33 S. E. 262.

m~;===========\1lm ¥fm==========j\m
E. A. Riley

Jaccard's
KANSAS

Phones :
Home 8188 ffIain.

Bell 4544 ..L1fain.

CITY

Makers of 'Class Pins,
Emblems

Har'ry Haug

and Medals.

Palace Bowling
Alleys

Fraternity
Creators

of fine engraved stationery

for

Finest in the West

Commencement Invitations
and Correspondence

Directly opposite Law School at
San/'ples upon request

912 Main

St1'eet

Kansas City, Mo.

Jaccard Jewelry Co.
Eight Regvlation
KANSAS

CITY,

Mo.

m~.=
==========~m

Alleys.

Alttomatic

Pinspotters

M==========1l!.
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OLD RELIABLE
Eq uali ty is Eq uity.
He who seeks Equity must do Equity.
Equity looks upon that as done which ought to be done.
Equity imputes an intention to fulfill an obligation.
Equity acts specifically.

Old Reliable Badger Lumber
Company
Upon these Equitable maxims
has builded its constantly increasing business, until today the name
Badger Lumber Company is a synonym for Equity in all the word
implies.

BADGER LUMBER COMPANY
Mi.:

=========================,li

West came down to school the other day with a new pair of shoes on,
Told all the fellows that they were a new kind-they
were called the Affinity
-the

soles were mates, you know.

Morton had the dog seat at the Century the other night.
Oh, don't you remember? That's over in K9.

ADVICE

TO DARROW

The dog seat?

ON QUIZZES.

"It is not sufficient that God knows a thing, but the record must show,
it. 43 Pacific 75.
Client: "What will your opinion be worth in this case?"
McCullom: "I'm too modest to say. But I can tell you what I am
going to charge you."
McQuay:
"Mr. Ingraham, you didn't call my name."
Mr. Ingraham: "It isn't on here."
Kirkpatrick: "Pay your ten."
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During vacation Decker paid a brief visit to his home.

While there

he was called upon to prosecute a neighbor for killing one of his father's
hogs.

The following extract of his argument on that momentous occasion

was clipped from the Jamestown,

(Kas.), Herald:

"May it please your honor, and you gentlemen of the jury, since the
days of the assassination
to-wit:

Abraham

of the lamented President

of the United States,

Lincoln, no such foul crime has stained our country's

escutcheon as the. assassination

of my pa's black and white spotted sow.

Gentlemen of the jury, and may it please your honor, go with me to the
place of the tragedy and contemplate the scene of the circumstances.
that lovely morning in

J un.e,

On

when the earth was dressed in her robes of

green. and the air filled with the smell of sweet scented flowers, and enlivened by the voice of merry songsters, as that old sow walked forth in
her innocence, down to that little stream, listening

to the music of the

waters, little did she dream that before the king of day hid himself behind
the western horizon she should become the victim of a foul assassination."
Defendant was thereupon acquitted.

f\'w.:======================w.

Vernon Law Book Co.
LAW BOOK SELLERS AND PUBLISHERS
ANY LAW BOOK PUBLISHED
NEW OR SECOND HAND
806 GRAND A VENUE,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

Mw.'======================:::::ili!
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THE

CLOTHES

OF ACKNOWLEDGED

SUPERIORITY.

Chestarfeld Clothing is the product of the best sartorial artists
who put as much time and thought into the minutest detail as in the
more prominent features.
Men in any walk of life can wear Chesterfeld Clothing.
It has
no rival. It is custom made, ready-to-wear Clothes. To know you
are correct in your dress, wear a Chestarfeld.
An inspection is enough to convince the most particular.
Grays
and blues predominate this season-they
are here in a profusion of
original styles and designs.
Chestarfeld Suits, $25.00 to $45.00.
Chestarfeld Top Coats, $25.00 to $45.00.
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Mr. Dean:
"How about its seal?"
Bugby:
"Oh, yes, it has a copper seal."
corporations by ear and not by eye.)

(jranc/Am

(This shows that Bugby studies

Mr. Ellison (calling roll):
"McDonald."
McDonald (waking up):
"Here!
Here!

Mr. Powell:
"What does the law require of all persons for them to
make a valid will?"
MeN eese: "Sound mind and an unsound body."

Both Phones South 1524

Ladies' Work a Specialty

"That Means the Best"

CLEANING AND DYEING CO.
3922Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

Work Called For and Delivered

",=========================:::il&
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Do you
want

pleasant,

able

employment

vacation?
several

LAWYERS
investing
trust
funds know that
Kansas City real estate offers the
safest and best security.

profitImportant

for

changes in

physical character
way, and

We can use
students

===========11!

from

are

the city's
now under

The opportunity for safe investing
with large profits is at its best!

the Kansas City School

Business property where
are growing is our specialty,

of Law. Our work will
give you a good income

values

When may we talk to you?
are at your service.

and also a good educa-

We

tion.

O'DOWD & BLOCK

Corne and See Us

Real Estate, Loans and Investments.

W. R. Madison Publishing Co.

Suite 319 Commerce Bldg.

220 Shuke7't B't6ilding

Phones 2970

M",============!i.,,:

Main,

,,\,= ============1:;,

Mr. Borland:
"What is the lesson about this evening?"
Aylward (proudly):
"About wills!'
Mr. Borland calls Rosenbaum

"Rose-in-bloom."

Mr. Powell (Wills):
"Mr. Miller, what is the law in regard to deaf,
dumb and blond persons?"
Mr. Botsford (to Halloway):
"heirship," didn't you.

"You simply made a mistake

in my

Horrible Accident!
Berry, while on the wC\Y home on an Independence car, had his eye on a vacant seat when a woman came in and sat on it.
In Smith vs, Tuller, IIS N. N. Rep., 915: "No presumption
a woman the widow of two living and undivorced husbands."

can make'

Mr. Ellison:
"Mr. Harris, what is the length of time of title by prescription ?"
Harris:
"From time the mind of man runneth not to the contrary
thereof, said the book which I read--"
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Flowers are the sincerest
remembrance

of one's affec-

tion-s-Iet Y-O-U-R flowers be the kind we sen

" We Strive to Please. "

ALPHA
1105 WALNUT

FLORAL
COMPANY

STREET

WILLIAMSON
ON AGENCY ..
"The man who talks about the practice of the law always remarks
about the hardships of making a living thereby.
To him I will say that
there is a sucker born ever minute. (Applause).
And the lawyer who makes
a living off of suckers makes a failure."
(Riot).
"There is plenty of room at the top, but the elevators do not run for all."
"He who would rise in the world must pay for the yeast."
Where there is a will there is a lawsuit.
Lies have no feet, hence we must stand for them.
Stull ken (Equity):
"Mr. Powell, you didn't call my .riame."
Powell:
"Yes I did. Are. you here?"
Mr. Ladd:
"Mr. Burton, what is that instrument called?"
Burton (after much hesitation):
"A lease?"
Mr. Ladd:
"That's right."
(Burton still stands with dubious expression).
Mr. Ladd:
"Well, don't you believe me?" (Burton faints).
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The

National Reserve
Bank of Kansas City
Surplus, $120,000

Capital, $1,200,000
OFFICERS.

JOHN

T. M. JOHNSTON,

Chairman

of Board.

G. M. SMITH, President.
J. L. JOHNSTON, Cashier.
C. A. BURKHART, Asst. Cashier.
DAVID THORNTON, AssL Cashier.

C. B. McCLUSKEY, Vice-President.
F. H. BURROW, Vice-President,
AMOS GIPSON, Vice-President.

!>l,=====================m

'f)w.=======================

Central Savings
Trust Company
Southeast Corner Tenth and Main Streets
KANSAS

CITY,

Capital, $250.000

MO.

Surplus, $50,000

OFFICERS.
JOHN

T. M. JOHNS'TON,

Chairman

of

Board.
G. M. SMITH,

C. B. McCLUSKEY, Vice-President.
F. H. BURROW, Vice-President.
AMOS

GIPSON,

Vice-President.

President.
J. L. JOHNSTON, See'y and 'I'reas.
C. A. BURKHART, Asst. Sec. & Treas.
DAVID THORNTON, Asst. Sec.-Treas.
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Greatest Irrigation
Project in Texas
Lower Pecos Valley just ahead of actual construction of the
Orient Railroad.
Building daily on the shortest line from Kansas City to the
Pacific ocean. Forty acres of this richest land in alfalfa, in truck,
or, best of all, in fruits, will give you an INDEPENDENT
INCOME, and the big increase in land values, after the completion
of the railroad, will make you rich. Beat the railroad to it; you
know how fortunes are made by getting in just ahead of the railroad.
Peaches pay $1,000 an acre, apple trees are worth $40 apiece,
celery and asparagus $500 per acre, berries up to $500 per acre,
cantaloupes $300 to $500 per acre.

Alfalfa is King of the Pecos Valley
One crop wlll pay for your land. It yields $100 to $125 per
acre-five to seven crops a year. Put in alfalfa, payout for your
land, and then go into gardening or fruit growing.
Pecos Valley
products won 22 first prizes at El Paso fair, 1909, and its fruits
BEAT THE WORLD at St. Louis World's Fair.
This is irrigated land. The big Imperial reservoir system now
completed, ABSOLUTELY
INSURES CROPS. Behind the farmer and land owner is the guarantee of MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
invested by the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway along
its route. This is the last great opportunity to secure the FINEST
and RICHEST LAND before values advance.
Write

for free booklets.
F. A. HORNBECK,

Land Commissioner,

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Ry.
Kansas City, Mo.
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REPORTS,
DIGESTS
and
STATUTES

THE BEST
WORKING LAW LIBRARY
for the

YOUNG MISSOURI LAWYER
......

for

The
BEST of each

$241.22

Missouri Statutes Annotated
Contains, in 5 volumes, all the Missouri
Statute law of a general and permanent
nature in force 1906. Price - - - - $25

Missouri Decisions
In the Southwestern Reporter.
This
edition of the Missouri cases contains
the decisions of the Missouri Supreme
Court from Vol. 89 of the Missouri Reports, and those of the Court of Appeals
from Vol. 94 of the Missouri Appeals.
37 volumes, being the equivalent of more
than 181 vols. of official reports, - - $144

Missouri Digest
forms a compendius abridgment of all
the Missouri case law down to Novernber, 1908. It is compiled on the American Digest Classification.
12 volumes and index, - - - - - - - $72
Write us for Detailed Information

and Terms

WEST PUBLISHING CaMP ANY
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

i1!~=======================11:

Compendia
of the Law
THEORY

AND

PRACTICE

Every few months some practical publisher or impractical
theorist comes forward with a new method (or an old method in
a new guise) for furnishing the legal profession with a complete
statement of the law,-a compendium in which the owner can
turn at once to an absolutely accurate and complete presentation
of the law on every subject. When you are called on to decide
the merits of any such plan or theor-y there are two considerations of prime importance.
First:
How can there ever be a .cornplete statement of that
which itself is never complete? The law is a thing of change and
growth. The law of today will not fit the conditions of tomorrow. Man's knowledge deepens and his horizon broadens, and
the theory and application of the law likewise broaden and
deepen. Any statement of the law. however accurate when made,
is only valuable to the extent that it is supplemented by the latest decisions affecting it.
Second:
The law is what the courts state it to be. The
courts demand citations to cases to support the lawyers' contentions as to what the law is. Therefore any compendium or library of the law aiming to cover the whole field should, logically,
be founded on and illustrated by late cases. Only by such a plan
can it be kept always new and always abreast of the law.
Lawyers Reports Annotated does not and probably never will
constitute an absolutely complete compendium of American Law.
In the nature of things no single work ever will do that. But
twenty years' experience with it has convinced the profession
that it's annotations, founded on and kept up to date by full r-eports of leading cases, make the most satisfactiry library of the
law yet devised, and the only one which is always new because it
is constantly renewed by each new volume. You can start now
at small first cost.
Send for 96 page illustrative

pamphlet.

The Lawyers Co-operative Pub. CO.
ROCHESTER,
81 Nassau Street
NEW

YORK

CITY

N. Y.

505 Lakeside Building
CHICAGO

Gel', Am. Bank Bldg.
ST. PAUL

.'i====================~11:
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Kansas City
Stationery
Company

Surety Bonds
FOWLER

LONG

INSURANCE

. J 2692
l{o1nePhones]futn/
2693

(WHlGH IS VAN DORSl'ON'S)
808 JJeluwun

e

b't?'eet,

Bell Phone .bfain 3828

Kansas City, Missouri
Court Bonds Iudicial Bonds
Notary Bonds FidelIty Bonds
Contract Bonds
Indemnity Bonds
Bonds jor General Purposes

Both Phones .bIai-n 2385

Legal Blanks, Gffice Stationc?'y, Ribbons, Curbon-s, Loose Leaf Ledge1's
ancl Price Books, F'ilinfj and
Dttplicating Devices.
Pr-inting and Embossing,

JOliN §I: §IILLER

R'ltbbe'J'Busmpe.

Manager Bond Department

w.~;============iw.
Mr. Powell;
Mr. Jaccard;

M"===========d

How maya marriage
By creed of court.

••
!!

be annulled?

Mr. Pew asks a question.
Mr. Garnett:
It seems to me, as it were, a pretty broad question."
Mr. Pew:
Then it re.quires a broad answer.
Mr. Pew (making an explanation):
Coming in on the car from Heim's
Park across the railroad tracks-"On a Saturday night," butted in Leslie.
Mr. Pew (continuing):
Gentlemen, those tracks are there all the time.
Mr. Combs, in a debate. concerning the control of the police department, showed a wide knowledge of the early history of Kansas City.
Mr. Pew: "Gentlemen, can't we get along without these stale jokes?
If I could not get a new one once in a while I would keep still." Not a
word from Turgeon for the rest of the evening.
Harris (going to ]accards):
"I have a mug here I want engraved."
Clerk:
"You've made a mistake-the
barber shop is in the basement."
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City, Mo.
Futvoye,
Frederick
G., '09.
Armour
Fertilizer
Works,
Chicago, Ill.
GANT. Jos. R.. '98.
Cashier
Provident
Bav. Life Aeeoctation Society, 443 Shetdley Bldg.,
Kansas
Cty, Mo.
FuLTON,

GAG}<~, JOlIN

B.,

'09.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
With Gage, Ladd & Small,
605 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
GAMES, FRANK W., '09.
Lawrence,
Kas.
GATLEY, JOHN

Mo.

H., '07.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
834 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
GARl\ETT,

City,

GORDON

City,

Mo.

R., '03.

Ahstracter;
Land Title Guarantee
& Trust Co.,
Kansas
CIty, Mo.
GATES, MARVIN H., '00.
Real Estate,
B. T. Whipple Real Estate ce.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GARRETT, RUBY D., '08.
Assistant
Prosecuting
Attorney,
Criminal
Court Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
GALHUAITH, H. C., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
528 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
GEIST. FRED W., '98.
Address Unknown.
GE::"TRY, ARTIE M., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Havre,
Montana.
GENTRY, ESKRrnm; R., '05.
Buyer for Armour
& Co"
Live Stock Exchange
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
GILLHA1.I, NEWTON C., '03.
Attorney,
Mining
Law;
Phoenix,
Ariona.
GILMER. JAHES C., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Real Estate,
202 Westport
Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GLIDDEN. STERLING F., '02.
Railway
Mail Service,
Residence,
712 Stewart
A venue,
Kansas City, Kas.
GLOH~:. FHANKLIN D., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
834 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
GOBEL. CLAUDE T., '02.
Real Estate,
323 Keith & Perry Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

GOODwn;. WALLACE W., '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
430 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas iety,
GOHIJAK, FRANK,

Attorney,
General
Practice;
616 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
GORDAN,

Mo.

'99.

City, Mo.

Boeve F., '08.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
Seattle,
Wash.
GOSSETT, CLAUDE S., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
307 U. S. & Mex. Trust Co. Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GOHDAN, BAYLIS T., JR., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Liberty,
Mo.
GRADY, WILLIAM J., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Kansas
City, Mo.
GR.AY. MISS MARY E., '01.
810 Campbell
Street,
605 Kemper
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
GH8f;l\, SIMON R., '97.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Guthrie,
Okla.
GREEK, JAMES JR., '05.
T. Green Grocer Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GREEK, WILLIAM W., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Cook & Gossett,
U. S. & Mexican Trust Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GRIFI~ITH, GEORGE T., '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Kansas City, Mo.
GREER, HARRY J., '07.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Leavitt
& Greer, 519 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
GRIFF!:"'. WEl\"'l'WOR'J'H,
05.
Supt. Streets,
City Hall,
Kansas
City, Mo.
GUFFIN', HORACE, '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Williams.
Hunter
& Guffin,
914 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GUYF:R. ULYSSES S., '02.
Attorney.
General Practice;
Kansas
City. Kas.
GUM.

EUGEi\"E

P.,

'99.

Real Estate
& Loans,
Scott & lo-um, Sayre, Okla.
HALT.. WILBUR F., '09.
Chief Clerk McGowan,
Small
gan. 908-10 Grand Avenue,
Kansas City, Mo.
H.'\T.L. GEORGE T., '05.
Real Estate,
510 Mass. Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HALL.

PIlF:nLE,

& Mar-

'05.

Attornev.
General Practice;
809 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HALl" CLARENCE R., '03.
Ohief Clerk of Law Department,
K. C.,
So. Ry. Co .. 405 Thayer Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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HARIUS,

MRS. JULIA

F.

VEST, '05.

Attorney, General Practice;
450 Minnesota Avenue,
Kansas City, Kas.
HALLAR,

JAnlES

A., '00.

.

Asst. Cashier Bank of La Tour,
La Tour, Mo.
HALSTEAD, EOBERT, F., '02.
Halstead & rialstead,
300 New Ridge Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HALLETT,

WILLIAl\(

H.,

'00.

Attorney, General Practice;
16¥:! N. Cedar Street,
Nevada, Mo.
HAMILTON, HOnlEH, '99.
Attorney, veneral Practice;
21 Water Works Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HAMl\lET,

ABEL MILLER,

'01-

Attorney, General Practice;
Tulsa, Okla.
HAMl'ER,
BURKS L., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Hamner & Hamner, 502 Hall Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HARDIN, JOlIN H., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Sawyer Bank Bldg.,
Independence, Mo.
HARRISON. Dl\.

EDMU~D

L.,

'01.

Physician;
Kansas City, Kas.
CLARKSON E., '97.
Chief Clerk Army Medical Supply Department, 1006 N. Point Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
HA1l1IL'I'ON. EUOENE C., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Dept. Clerk, Circuit Court,
Independence, Mo.
HARTLEY, Ar,FBED F., '98.
Cape Nome, Alaska.
HARVEY. GEORGE R., '00.
Assistant Attorney-General,
Headquarters
Philipwni'es Constabulary, Manila, P. I.
HARVEY, JACQUE G. L., '00.
Attorney, Gen-eral Practice;
County Counsellor, Jackson County.
Reed, Atwood,Yates, Mastin & Harvey,
Kansas City, Mo.
HARWOOD, LANDRY, '99.
Harwood and Meredith,
1309 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HAVERFU:LD, GILBERT W., '03.
The Law of Suretyship
& Guaranty,
519 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HAYDOX, L. M., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
519 Baker Block,
Springfield, Mo.
HAYS, HEBBERT F., '02.
Clerk Armour Packing Co.,
Residence, 2717 East 12th Street,
Kansas City, Mo.
1!ARSIIBERGER,

HAZ,ARD,

HESRY

E.,

'01-

Real Estate,
620 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
HARRISON, SAMUEL A., '98.
Druggist 6th and Main Avenue,
Kansas City, Kas.
HEIDELBERGER. \VILIlEL1\I,
'98.
Attorney, General Practice;
709 Kansas City Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HENLEY, HARRY G., '02.
800 Victor Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY, CAUL J., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Butler, Mo.
HESS, JESSE, '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
9 Odd Fellows' Bldg.,
Trenton, Mo.
HILLS, WILL1A"M H., '02.
Corporation Law,
Kruse & Hills, 406 Stephenson Bldg.,
Enid, Okla.
H1LL, C. C., '06.
Clerk Postofiice,
Kansas Otty, Mo.
Hrcmxs, RlcIIARn J., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Hale, Dean & Higgins,
512 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, ~as.
HIBNElI,
OLE, '06.
Manager Kansas City Rubber Co.,
Olathe, Kas.
HEBROD, ALBERT J., '08.
Kansas City, Kas.
HOCHLAND,

OSCAR, '03.

Circuit Clerk,
County Court House,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOGA~, JOHN W., '03
Attorney, General Practice;
318 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HOGE, HOWARD C., '03
With Chicago, MiL & St. Baul nv.,
Bhetdley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HOLDEN, ARTHUR W., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Mining and Irrigation
Law a Specialty, Holden & Holden,
Idaho Falls, Idaho.
HOLr.1DE::-I, RICHARD J., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
HOOK, JOSEPH W., '02.
Topeka, Kas.
HOWARD, BEN C., '98.
Attorney, General Practice;
and Trust Officer for Commerce Trust
Co., 10th and Walnut Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOWELL. NEWELL

S.,

'01.

Asst. Claim Agent, Mo. Pa. Ry.,
617 New Midland Bldg.,
Kansas CIty, Mo.
HOWELL DAN Y, '07.
City Hall,
Kansas City, Mo.
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BEN R., JR., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
412 Fidelity Trust Co. Bldg.,
HOGIN, JAMES L., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
Hogtn & Railsback,
27-28-29Stubbs Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
HOUCHEKS, F. B., '97.
Deputy Sheriff,
Independence, Mo.
HOOVER, .nBSOLOi)J.: W., '08.
Chief Clerk Law Dept., Mo. & Kas.
Tel Co., 6th and Wyandotte sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOOVER, HARRY C., '06.
Attorney;
2905 East 22nd si.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HUFF, P. E. '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
819 Cornell Bt., Kansas City, Mo.
HUGHES,
CHARLES, '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
437 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HURT, Wn.UA1\I F., '05.
With Meinrath Brokerage Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOG IN,

HUMPHREY.

HERBERT L.,

'97.

Attorney, General Practice;
Abilene, Kas.
HOLLIKGSWOHTH, OLIVER. P., '09.
Bolivar, Mo.
HUTCHINGS,
JOHN A., '09.
Christian Church Minister,
Christian University, Canton, Mo.
INGELS, EDW. E., '03.
Credit Manager and Attorney for The
B-R Electric & Tel. Mfg. co.,
500 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
JACQUES. WILLIA"M
R., '99.
Jacques Steel Co.,
414 R. A. Long Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
JA::'1ES, JESSE E., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
428 Scarrit Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JAMES,

Wrt.r.tx xt R., '99.

Attorney, General Practice;
With Clarence S. Palmer,
410 Heist Bldg., Kansas City, 'Mo.
JAUDON, VlRGlL H., '07.
.
Principal of Emerson School,
Track Ave., and Pacific St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
JEFFRIES, GARRY JACKSON, 'OS.
With Cohn & Jeffries,
Chicago, Ill.
Jewell, James E., '97.
Grocer, 1412 E. 10th st.,
Kansas City, Mo.
JOIIKSON, JESSE T., '01.
Construction,
Farmington, Wyoming.
JOlIN SON, LESTER

L.,

'01-

Clerk Postoffice Station A.,
Kansas City, Mo.

JOST,

HEi\"RY L.,

'Ol.

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney,
Criminal Court Building,
Kansas City, Mo.
KABURICK, Eow AnD C., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
817 Forest Avenue,
Kansas City, Mo.
KACKI ..EY, CLAUDE

M.,

'99.

Farmer,
Kackley, Kas.
KELLER, A. B., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Keller & Nulton,
Suite 1-3 National Bank Bldg.•
Pittsburg, Kas.
KELLOG,
SCOT'I' P., '05.
Real Estate,
315 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
KE"X:\"ARo,

FOREST

M.

'1)5.

Attorney, General Practice;
721 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
KEX]\"EDY, EJ)WARD P., '03.
Carrier Postoffice,
Residence, 2722 Park Avenue.
Kansas City, Mo.
KERAK, CHARLES C., '01Attorney, General .c-ractlce:
Enid, Okla.
KERN ECKEL, JULIAN J., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
408 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas f Cty, Mo,
KILROY, JA~lES, L., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
941 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
KnIBALL,

GEORGE E.,

'00_

Sales Manager Alfred Wr~~ght Perfumes, 47 Darien St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
KIMBRELL, BERT S., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Wofford & Kimbrell,
Kansas City, Mo.
KIRKER, MILTOX B., '97.
7422 Benton St., East End,
Pittsburg, Pa.
K:l'WCHE. JOSEPH, '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
1008 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo..
ROPE. REUBEN A., '02.
Clerk City Court,
Residence, 919 Ann Avenue,
Kansas City, Kansas.
LADE. WILLIAM,
07.
Credit Man for U. S. Water & Steam
Supply Co., 1315 West 12th Street,
Kansas City, Mo.
LA),IBER't', WALTER C., '01.
Supt. Postofftce, Stock Yards Station,
Kansas City, Kas.
LANCKXECHT.
CARL HENRY, '09.
Attending Harvard, 63 Oxford Street,
Cambridge, Mass.
LA"XE. 1"., '06.
With Bayless Vehicle Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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J

LOUISP., '07.
Insurance, Corrigan & Madden,
206 New England Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MADDEi', TnOi\[AS,
'08.
Real Estate and Loans,
307 Orient Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MAIJDBK,

JOSEPH L., '06.
attorney,
General Practice;
612 Strong Avenue,
Kansas City, Kas.

LANDREY,

Langale,

David,

'01.

Attorney, General Practice;
Author "Citizen's Manual,"
825 Washington Street,
St. Louis, Mo.
LANGSDALE, CLIFF, '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
1207 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LASEY, C., '05
LATHROP, Wn.LIAM
B., '07.
petrson-Latbrop
Grain Oo.,
501-2 Board of Trade Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LAURENS, HARRY L., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Electric Block, Livingston, Montana.
LAVE1KE,

EDWARD N.,

MADISON,

MAGILL, ROBERT D.,

B., '05.
House & Manard,
Attorney, General Practice,
1325 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MANi\"I"G, CIlAllLES H., '03.
Clerk Btmouds-Bh ields Grain Oo.,
Residence, 3340 Charlotte St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MARQUIS, R. W., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Polo, Mo.

'02.

MARQUIS,

JAY

MARTY, ARTHUR

'01.

M., '98.

Attorney. General Practice;
605 R. A. Long Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LEIDIGH. PAUL JOHN, '02.
Lumber Business,
1216 Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
LEMING, OAKJ,EY D., '05.
LE"G£L. WILLIA}.{ CHARLES. '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
Midland Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LINDQUIST,H. A., '06.
LIKGO. FRANK J., '00.
Stenographer, City Electrician's Office.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
LOGAN, CUARLES
B., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Washington, D. C.
LOGAN. WILLIAM
J., '03.
Principal Lowell School,
Residence, 1600 Minnesota Avenue,
Kansas City, Kas.
LoMBARD. NORMAN,'08.
Asst. 'Preas. Lombard & Son, Inc.,
1030 Monadnock Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
LOKG, A. R., '05.
LUDWICK.

AKDREW B.,

'97.

Attorney. General Practice;
Butler, Mo.

"'WILSON MARCELLUS,

'09.

Roofing Contractor,
405 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney, General Practice;
Louisburg, kas.
LEE,

Collier

Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE F., '98.

CU.AJ1LES H.,

'98.

MAKARD, HARDIN

Mining and Private Banking,
San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
LEE,

'99.

Mgr. Collection Dept., P. F.
& Son., 428 New Nelson Bldg.,

Attorney, General Practice;
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
LEA, TnO:HAS C., '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
Police Judge,
420-1 Trust Bldg., El Paso, Texas.
LECKKER,

CHARLES C.,

Attorney, General Practice;
806 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

M.,

'00.

Real Estate,
Mar-ty & Marty, 107 East 9th st.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MATSON, MATTIIEW L., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
19 Lyford Bldg., Sapulpa, Okla.
MAULSBY, M. L., '06.
Principal "Wolcott School,
Kansas City, Kas.
MAY, LUCIAi' E., '03.
Editor "Mercer Signal,"
Mercer, Mo.
MEADE, HENRY,

'01.

Attorney, General Practice;
Meade & Hogan,
203-4-5 Corn'I Nat. Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
MEANS.

CARL BELL, '09.

Bookkeeper,

Kansas

City, Kas.
'02.
Fire Insurance,
Wm. J. Medes & Son,
Mass Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MEEK.JAMES M., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Kansas City, Kas.
MESSECAR, EDWARD M., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
1005 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MILLER. CHARLES J., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
Miller. Buchanan & Miller,
201-5 Husted Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.

MEDES.
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LLOYD.

FRED G., '02.
Care Ridenour-Baker Gro. Oo.,
933 MUlberry Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

MORGAN, JACQUE

METUIG,

MESSMORE, JASPER,

JR.,

'00.

Attorney and Cashier,
Grani te State Ban k,
Granite, Okla.
MILLER,

A., '99.

CLAnE~cE

U. S. Consul,
Matamoras, Mexico.
MILLER, CLYDE C., '08.
Time Keeper for Swift & Co.,
107lh Houston Street,
Fort Worth, Texas.
~hLLER, FESTUS 0., '03.
(Deceased) .

Motley,

DUURY K., '98.
U. S. Government office;

Kansas City, Mo.
S., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
608 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MONTGOMERY, JOIU'SON S., '99.
Moore & Noble;
720 W. 39th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

R.,

MYERS,

FRANK

'00.

McARTHUR,

MCCOMBS,

HAMPTON.

McELROY,

Morris,

Edmund

Bros.;

E., '05.

Office Practice and Counsellor
ively;
301 Fidelity Trust Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

'08.

FRANK

S.,

'Ol.

Neb.
McELROY,
JAMES P., '02.
Foreman Armour Packing Co.:
Res., Stratford Hotel,
Kansas City, Mo.
McKAl\IEY,
JAMES W., '97.
Real Estate;
307 R. A. Long Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
McLAUGHLIN,
DANIEL, '99.
Prosecuting Attorney;
Mountain House, Idaho.
McMAHON.JOSEPH E., '07.
Address Unknown.

'09.

Fischer

DON C.,

Plattsmouth,

'01.

Traveling Salesman,
Seattle, Wash.

IlL

Attorney, General Practice;
Kansas City, Rag.
McCoy, CHARLES E., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
505 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MCCRAY, HARRY B., '08.
Badger Lumber Go.;
15th 'and Indiana, Res. 4304 Main St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
McDANIEL,
OSCAR D., '07.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney;
Court House, St. Joseph, Mo.

Attorney, General Practice;
15 Breen Block, Great Falls, Mont.
MORGAN,

St., Chicago,
'03.

CLARE L.,

Attorney, General Practice;
Lindsay, Okla.
MCCARTY,
Wl\L J., '07.
Superintendent
Schools;
Kansas City, Kas.

'98.

BENJAMIN,

'00.

HARRY J., '96.

Attorney;
315 Dearborn

Dispatcher, Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Ry. Co.
Ottumwa, Ja.
MOORE, HUNT C., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
615 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MOORE, J A1\IES W., '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
Dunlap Bldg., Okemah, Okla.
MOORE. WM. B., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
3 New Jersey Bldg.,
Muskogee, Okla.
MOORE. WILLIAM
HALL,
'97.
Assistant Attorney in Oklahoma for
C. R. 1. & P. Ry. Co.
El Reno, Okla.
MOORE. WILLIAM R., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
1125 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MORGAN,

'09.

Credit Man, Geo. W. Perry Oo.;
St. Louis, Mo.
MUSSER, ADOLPHUS,
'02.
Mgr. "The Fair" Department Store;
EI Paso, Tex.

Attorney, General Practice;
Rooms 1 and 2 Peck Bldg.,
Okmulgee, Okla.
MOORE. FRANCIS

Franklin,

EDWARD S.,

MURPHY,

MO~ROE, CALEB

H.,

Benjamin

Student, George Washington University;
714 19th St., N. W.,
Washlugton, D. C.
MUCKLE, JOHN B., '00.
Assistant Ticket Agent, Wabash R. R.;
Ptttsurg, Kas.
MULFORD, C. H., '07.

Ml'l'CIIELL,

MOORE, EnwAHD

LLOYD, '01.

Attorney, General Practice;
411 Bryant Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MORRIS, GEORGE M., '02.
General Practice, Stevens & Morris;
601 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MORRISON,
GEORGE C., '01.
Address Unknown.
MOSLEY, GEO. M., '02.
Merchant;
Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Exclu-

McNEAL,

WILLIAM

HUl'i"TON, '08.

Okla. Land Titles a Specialty;
Care Deming Investment Cc.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
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McLAUGHLIN, HARRY R, '97.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
514 Shukert
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MCPHERSON,
JOHN E., '05.
Investments;
310 First National
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
McQuEENY. JAMES L., '00.
Credit Man, Loose Wiles Cracker
Co.;
Res., 221 Linwood, Kansas City, Mo.
MCSPADDEK, WASHINGTON L., '02.
Attorney;
General
Practice.
616 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MCVEY, EDWIN P., '02.
Mackenzie,
Kenneth
K., '99.
Corporation
Law;
27 wuuam St., New York, N. Y.
MAcL.HEN, WILLIAM H., '08.
Salesman,
Faxon & Gallagher
Drug Co.
Kansas
City, Mo.
NABER, EDWARD E., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Naber & Smith.
704 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NAGLE, OMAR R., '05.
Claim Adjuster,
Met. St. Ry. Co.;
621 Temple
Block, Kansas
City, Mo.
NALLY, CLINTON, '09.
Jefferson
City, Mo.
Neef, Peter Jacob, '09.
Frank
Witherspoon
Live Stock Commission Co.;
104 Live Stock Exchange,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NEEL, ELLISON A., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1215 Commerce Bldg., Kansas iCty, Mo.
NELSON, E:Ml\fETT B.. '97.
Rea}. Estate,
Grow & Nelson;
317-18-19-20 Finance
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NICHOLS. ADELBERT P., '99.
Real Estate,
A. P. Nichols & Co ..
300 Gumbel Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
NICHOLSON. WHEELOCK S., '97.
Clerk, Swift & Co.;
So. St. Joseph, Mo.
NIPP, JOHN C., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
352 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NOBLE. EDGAR T., '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Moore & Noble, Rooms 1-2 Peck Bldg.,
Okmulgee,
Okla.
NOLAND, N1CHOLAS F., '03.
Grain, with Terminal
Elevators;
249 Board of Trade Bldg.,
NOR",UN,
FnANK.
'02.
Abstracter,
St. Joseph
Abstract
Co.:
106 1'. 7th si., St. Joseph, Mo.
NORTON. LEWIS B., '03.
Cashier
and
Bookkeeper,
norte. Lucas & Carkener
Grain
Commission
Co.;
Kansas
City, Mo.

EDGAR, '09.
General Practice,
Keller
& Nulton,
Suite 1, National
Bank Bldg.,
pittsburg,
Kas.
O'CONNOR, JOH:N, '08.
Kansas
City, Mo.
ooos NELL, MAU'l'IN J., '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
707 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
O'FLAHEHTY, A. E., '05.
Chief Engineer
Long-Bell Lumber Co.;
Kansas
City, Mo.
O'FLAHElITY, JOSEPH S., '01.
Chief Engineer,
Central
Coal & Coke
Co.;
Kansas
City, Mo.
OGILY)' ROHERT S '06
R~al Estate,
Law, Oeueral Practice;
1311 Commerce
Bldg.,
Kansas
iCty, Mo.
OLSTOK, HERMAN AXTEJ ..L, '09.
Stenographer,
Swift & Co.;
Kansas City, Kas.
OREAR, M. L., '07.
Care Fairbanks,
Morse & Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
ORR, CAMERON L., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice.
win, Meservey
& German;
708-10 American
Bank
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
OSRORN, JOSEPH B., '03.
Contractor;
2450 Elmwood Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
OVERALL, WILSON L., '05.
Kansas
City, Mo.
OWEN, MISS ANNIE L., '02.
608 Dwight
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
PAGE, HENRY C., '97.
Attorney,
General
Practice:
411 Keith & Perry Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
PAGE_ WALTER F., '08.
Rea] Estate, with A. P. Nichols & Co.;
300 Gumbel Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
PAGET, A., '97.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Loogoote,
Indiana.
PAGET, EVERY M., '97.
Hygienic
Chemical
Co.;
712 N. Second St., St. Louis, Mo.
PALMER,
HENRY C., '03.
Passenger
Conductor,
U. P. R. R.,
328 N. 16th si., Kansas City, Kas.
PABJ<, FRANK E., '05.
Walkenhorst
& Park Ptg. Co.,
605 Wyandotte
si.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
PARK, ROBERT RE8VE, '09.
Ass't. Manager
Badger
Lumber
Co.:
Westport
Ave. and Summit
Bt.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
PARKER, TOM: C., '02.
Address
Unknown.
PECI';:' J A1IIES B., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
320 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

NULTOl\". PERLEY
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J.

PERHIK, WM.

S., '99.
C., '03.

PERRY, JAMES

'05.
1104 Garfield Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

REED, EDWARD W.,

Attorney. General Practlc:
Perry & Perry, 648 Minn. Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
PERRY, JOHN

W.,

Reed,

'02.

Attorney, General Practice;
648 Minnesota Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
PE1'ERS, P. B. S., '00.
Director Business Course and Commercial Law;
Manual

Training

High

School,

Kansas City, Mo.
PETTIBONE, ORIN H., '02.
626 Hyde Block, Spokane, Wasb.
PEW,

JOWN

B., 'Ol.

Attorney, General Practice;
Borland, Pew & Proctor,
431 Scarritt

Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

H, '03.
With Arctic Ice Co.:

PHILLIPS,

CHARLES

Wichita,
PHILLIPS,

Kas.

GEORGE WENJ)ELL. 'Ol.

Real Estate;
527 Minnesota
Kansas

Ave.,

City, Kaa.

B. A., '07.
Paying Teller National Reserve Bank;
lOth and Main Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
PORTER, PIERRE R., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
1008 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
POTTS, CLAUDE H., '02.
Prosecuting Attorney;
Couer D'Alene County, Idaho.
POWELL, THOS. E., '97.
Address Unknown.
PUGH, CRAS. Y. 0., '03.
Kansas City, Kas.
PYPES, M. DEFoE, '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
518 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RADFORD, ROBERT W., '08.
Stenographer, Kansas State Graln In.
spector;
Kansas City, Kas.
RAILSBACK,
THURMAN
F.,
'05.
General Practice, Hogan & Railsback;
PLUMMER,

27·28-29 Stubbs

Bldg.,

Kansas City, Mo.
RALLS, L. F., '05.
1424 Baltimore Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
RAND, C. A., '07.
Kansas City, Kas.
RANDALL,
WM.
S., '05.
Real Estate;
216 Finance Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
REED, CHARLES D., '03.
Collector;
Res. 1515 Harrison si.
Kansas City, Mo.
REED. W. HALEY, '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
731 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

James

C•• '98.

Instructor in Commercial Law;
McKinley High School,
Chicago, Ill.
REICHENBACK,
LAMo;\TE
V., '00.
Salesman, Dierks Lumber Co;
Kansas City, Mo.
REID, JAMES W., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Jones & Reid, Chanute, Kas.
REINECKE, F. C., '05.
Mgr. Collections K. C. Hay Press Co.:
Eighth and Mill Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
REINHART,
GEORGE, '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
. Reinhardt & Schibsby,
406-7 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
REITZ, MARVIN J., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
203 Commercial National Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
RHOADES, HERBERT, '07.
Prosecuting Attorney;
Attorney, General Practice;
Ulysses, Kas.
RICE, RICHARD E., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
1020 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
RICHARDSON, P. E., '06.
646 Minnesota Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
RIEGER, EARLE C., M. n., '00.
Physician and Surgeon;
807 W 17th St., Kansas City, Mo.
RIEHL,

CUARLES A.,

'97.

Attorney, General Practice;
708 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ROBEUTSO="', ROBERT S., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Stanberry, Mo.
ROBINSON,

HARRIS,

'01.

Attorney, General Practice;
With Minkley & Gaines,
Panama.
RODGERS, HELEN CRAWFORD. '09.
Stenographer, G. Y. Thorpe;
512·15 American Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
ROOERS. LEROY N., '03.
Pressman, Kansas City Journal;
Kansas City, Mo.
Rose,

Charles

A.• '03.

City Attorney;
Security State Bank Bldg..
Havre, Mont.
ROWELL, JAMES G., '05.
Sales Dept., Swift & Co.;
Kansas City, Kas.
RUItD, H. CHANNING, '97.
Counsellors in Corporate Law;
1106 Fourteenth St.,
Washington, D. C.
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SCHIBSBY, FRANK,

JOSEPH, '01.
Justice of the Peace;
Jackson, Minn.
SNOW, Or.u-sonn M., 'Ol.
Kansas City, Mo.
SOLAN, G. W., '06.
Attorney, Clerk of Probate Court,
Jackson County, Mo.;
Kansas City, Mo.
SONGA, HERBERT LEWIS, '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
Jamesport, Mo.
SOUTHALL, B. C., '02.
Address Unknown.
SOUTHERN, ALLEN C., '00.
City Counsellor;
C. & S. Bank Bldg., Independence, 1\10.
SPALDING, HENRYM., '05.
Clerk Palace Clothing Co.;
Kansas City, Mo.
SPARKS, M. W. S., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Res. 915 E. 29th se.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SPEERS. JAMES R., 'Ol.
Attorney, General Practice;
38 Park Row, New York, N. Y.
SPERLING, LEO~, '00.
Attorney, Real Estate and Insurance;
Dodson, Mo.
STAGGERS, JOHN W., '07.
Columbian University,
Washington, D. C.
STALEY, E. H .. '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
405 Heist Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
STANTON, JAC!{SON C., '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
200 Century Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
STEELE. EVERE1'T E., '97.
834 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
STEPHENSO:'{, DAVID .T., '00.
Salesman, Great Atlantic & Pacific
Co.;
Kansas City, Kas.
STEPHE:"lS, HUBERT B., '05.
Gas and Electric Appliances;
1215 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
STEWART, FRANK W., '99.
Real Estate;
With E. S. Truitt, 101 K. & P. Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo,
STILLINGS, GEORGE E., '00.
Supply Club;
600 New Ridge Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STOUGH. ALBERT W., '05,
General Practice, Investments;
250-1 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STRADER,
ROBERT
B., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
1009 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

S:MYKAL,

RUSH, ELMER E., '03.
Instructor Central High gchool ;
Kansas City, Mo.
SAMUEL, OW"EN S., '03.
County Attorney, Lyon County;
Emporia, Kas.
SA~FORD, ELMER B., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
439 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
'01.

Attorney, General Practice;
406 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SCOTT, WM. J., '02.
Salesman, with Geo. Innes & oo.:
1029 S. Main si., Wichita, Kas.
SCREECHFIELD,
W. A., '06.
Attorney. General Practice;
Enright & Screech field,
Husted Bldg., .cansas City, Kas.
Seaton, Perry Wilbur, '09.
Attorney, General Practice;
Chapman Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SBl'ZLER, EDWARD A., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
1325 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SHELLEY.WILLIAM W., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
1117 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SHELTO:'{, GEO. S., '05.
Life and Accident Insurance, General
Practice:
433-4 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SHIELD. WALLACE B., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
418 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SHULTZ, ALBA E., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Office with Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SUIRALL, JAMES S., '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
Liberty, Mo.
SKINNER. AL1'ON H., '07.
Teacher;
1133 Cleveland Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
SMALL.
CHARLES
H., '03.
Consul General;
Bogota, S. A.
SMALL. EUWIK WEED, '09.
Attorney, General Practice.
With Gage, Ladd & Small,
605 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SMT'I"H. CHESTER
CLTNTOrl.
'09.
Kansas City, Mo.
SUI1'II.
DAVID T., 'Ol.
Attorney. General Practice;
Kansas City, Kas.
SMITH, HENRYCALVIN, '08.
Kansas City, Mo.
SMITH, JA1'llES H., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
•
Sterling, Kas.
SMITH.
RICHARD J., 'Ol.
Attorney, General Practice;
704 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

SUMNER,
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CHARLES

A.,

'99.

Attorney, General Practice;
Heidelberger & Sumner,
709 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

SUTEUMEISl'ER,

CHARLES 0.,

'99.

JOHr>." S., '03.
Real Estate;
1010 Commerce Bldg., Kansas
SUTTON, W~:[. B., JR., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
310 Portsmouth
Bldg"
Kansas
City, Kas.
SWA:'ISON. GUSTAVE ADOLPH. '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Kansas City, Mo.
SUTHERLAND,

TALBOT,

City, Mo.

Geneva,

GEORGE

THURMOND,

C., '99.

ADDISON A.,

.

Co.,

E., '08.

TODD. BEN

Attorney,
General Practice;
936 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
TOLL. PHIL

City, Mo.

R., '08.

Chairman
Executive
Com.,
Badger
Lumber
Co.;
Midland Bldg., Kansas
City. Mo.
TREJlfRLY, W1I-I. B., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
630 Minnesota
Ave.,
Kansas
City, Kas.
TROGDON, JA:MES

E., '98.

Coroner;
Court House,
City, Mo.
TSCHUDY, GAY, '05.
J. H. Tschudy Lumber
Kansas
City, Mo.

Co.;

Co.;

FORREST WILLIAM,

'09.

Kansas
City, Mo.
TURNER, DELos W., '01.
Valparaiso,
Ind.
TURNER, FREDERICK

Pres.

E.,

'97.

K. C. Elevator

Mfg. Co.;

105-15W. 19th St.,
Kansas

City,

Mo.

WATTS,

Practice;
Bppsteln, Ulmann & Miller.
703 K. C. Life Bldg .. Kansas

L., '03.

WILLIAM

HENRY LAWSON,

Attorney,
General Practice;
727 Scan-itt
Bldg., Kansas
WAYLAND, O. F., '02.
City Attorney;
West Plains, Mo.
WELCH, CHARLES 0., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Ayres & Welch, Coffeyville,
WELSH,

GEORGE WINSTON,

NATllAKIET.

General

City, Mo.

'09.

City,

Mo.

Kas.

'03.
Law;

C., '03.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
Whaley & Puckett,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
WHERRY, ELI H., '03,
Claim Agt. St. L. & S. F, R. R. Co.;
308 Bryant Bldg., Kansas Ctty. Mo.
WHITE, ALMA R., '01.
Deputy Circuit
Clerk;
Independence,
Mo.
WHITE, ISAAC N., JR., '01.
Gen. Counsel
Call Automatic
Switch

Co.;
716 Scarrttt

UL:r.IAX, LEONARD, '03.

Attorney,

Mo.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
Lee's Summit, Mo.
WARDEN, HERMAN, '99.
Attorney.
General
Practice;
Tacoma, Wash.
WATSON, CLEM L., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
1325 Bank of Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

WHALEY,

TSCHUDY,

TUCKER,

City,

'09.

Commercial
and Real Estate
Pursell,
Okla.
WESTPHAL,
HERMAN L., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice:
Mordt & Westphal,
Chickasha,
Okla.

Deputy
County
Kansas

ROBERT H.} '05.
J. H. Tschudy Lumber
Kansas City, Mo.

'09.

Kansas

Neb.

WALDON, JOHN

'05.

Contractor
and Builder;
Pres. A. A. Thurmond
Bldg.
512-13-15
Shuker-t Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

Post,

Ass't.
Mgr. Rock Island
Implement
Co.;
Oklahoma City. Okla.
VETTER, GEOnGl~ W., '05.
Chief Clerk and Gen. Agt. Frt. Dept.,
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.;
905 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.
VIERIGG, CHARLES F., '05.
Asst. Purch. Agt. Fred Harvey;
American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Wade, J. 0., '06.
Real Estate;
3926 Mercier St., Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg.,

Attorney,
General
Practice;
423-28 Pacific Blvd.,
San Francisco,
Cal.

City

Ry, Oo.:
Mo.

VESPER, WALTER H., '03.

BERT E., '07.
GEORGE Y., '97.

THRASIIER,

CIIAHLES WILBUR,

VAVRA, CIIARLES,

J. L., '06.

Patent
Attorney;
512-15 American
Bank
Kansas
City, Mo.

VAUGHN,

Kansas

Attorney,
General Practice;
Kansas City, Mo.
THOMPSON, G. E., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Kansas City, Mo.
THORNE,
THORPE,

FERDINAND E., '01.
Kansas City, Mo.
Updegraff,
Frank A., '05.
Ass't. Supt. K. C. Terminal
Union Depot, Kansas
City,
ULRICH,

Stone Dealer;
Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg., Kansas
WHITE, JOHN D., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Independence,
Mo.
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City, Mo.

LoREN .F'., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
336-39-New
York Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
WHITE, NEALLY J., '09.
Kansas
City, Mo.
WHITE, WM. F., '99.
Attorney;
10-12 Columbia Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
WHITELAW, WM. N., '00.
Seattle,
Wash.
WICKHAM, HARRY W., '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With Thayer
& Moore Brokerage
Co.,
105 W. 8th St., Kansas City, Mo.
WILBUR, FRANK \V., 'Ol.
Insurance;
400·1·2 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
WILCOX, CLYDE, '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Wilcox ...0 Kennedy,
1001 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WJLLT.UrS, JAMES C., '98.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Willi:ams & Hunter,
914 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
",VILLIAMS, MAnSHALL J., '03.
Ass't. Buyer, Care Fred Harvey;
Kansas
City, Mo.
WILSON, A. 1:-. TONE, JR., '98.
General Practice
and Real Estate;
508 Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kas.
WINANTS,
F. 1., '06.
Doctor;
Cortland,
N. Y.
WINFREY,
NAPOLEON B., '03.
Physician;
509 Junction
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
WING, GEORGE L., 'Ol.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Banning,
Cal.
WINGER, M. H., '02.
Real Estate
Law;
630 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WINSHIP,
W. L., '00.
City Attorney;
422-3 Portsmouth
mes,
Kansas City, Kas.
WHITE,

.F'RAl'\K, JR., '06.
Live Stock Commission;
104-5 Live Stock Exchange,
Kansas City, Mo.
W1X, CRAS. F., '05.
With Carroll & Davidson jjnder-taklng

\Vl'l'HERSPOO)/,

Co.;
Kansas

City,

Mo.
'07.
Ass t , Mgr. City Ice & Storage Co.;
21st and Campbell
Bts.,
Kansas
iCty, Mo.
WOODSON, AYTCH P., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
.
934 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WOOD, CHAS.

K.,

·WRIGHT, W"1tl.

A., '03.

Attorney,
General Practice;
312 Iowa Bldg., Muskogee, Okla.
\VYSE, JOHN M., '02.
Address
Unknown.
YOEMAN.
FRANK,
'00.
Attorney,
General Practice;
43 Water Works Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
YODER, Wl\L B., JR., 'Ol.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Robinson
& Yoder,
206-7 Mass. Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
DECEASED.
GARVER. RAY:MOND,

Inns,

JESSE,

'98.

'03.

KENN'OY,
PUILIP H., '98.
KLINGLER, GEORGE J., '99.
MAIn" ANDREW WILSON, '00.
POUERNE, MELVJN, '01.
POWELL, EDGAR P., 'Ol.
SHOR'f, BURTON LumEN, '98.
WH1FFEN, HAMLET H., '98.
WHIFrEN,
HAMLET H., '03.
WOOD, IRA H., '07.
WOOD, SIDNEY B., '00.
YOUNG, MISS HATTIE Z., '97.
PURSLEY, MARSHALL A .• '97.
PEAK,
GEO. R., '01.
POWELL,
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EDGAR

P.,

'01.

WE
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High Grade Publications
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